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Preface
Předmluva

Ján Kula, Pavel Stříž

Dear TEX lovers, developers and users; dear friends, ladies and gentlemen,
You have just opened the conference proceedings from a double-conference,
the fourth international ConTEXt meeting (4CM) and the third TEXperience
conference (3TE; an annual CSTUG meeting). Both took place in the Brejlov mill
(Prague), the Czech Republic, www.brejlov.cz, on September 13–19, 2010.
The informal conference themes were:
ConTEXt typesetting documentation, teach as we preach, along with
Plain TEX, LATEX, ConTEXt and LuaTEX are best friends!
We are honoured that the fourth ConTEXt meeting and the third TEXperience conference took place under the ægis of the Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sports of the Czech Republic, www.msmt.cz.
We are also proud that the Czechoslovak TEX Users Group, www.cstug.cz,
and Faculty of Management and Economics of Tomas Bata University in Zlín,
the Czech Republic, www.fame.utb.cz, took the patronage of conferences.
Our thanks go to sponsors and benefactors without whom the conferences
would be diﬃcult to manage and impossible to make the participants feel like
home, surrounded by family and pets.
Enjoy the articles, photos and supplemental material included in the proceedings. We made as few editorial corrections as possible.
We hope we will meet you at a TEX or Open Source conference soon. If not
then see you in 2013 in Brejlov!
Sincerely Yours,
Ján Kula, Pavel Stříž
On behalf of the organizers
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Programme of ConTEXt meeting and TEXperience
Brejlov 13. – 19. 9. 2010
Monday 13.9.
18:30 Dinner

90

20:00 Taco Hoekwater / Hans Hagen ConTeXt installation clinic
/ Mojca Miklavec

workshop

120

Tuesday 14.9.
8:00 Breakfast

60

09:00

Conference opening

09:15 Arthur Reutenauer

Keynote talk

talk

15

09:30 Taco Hoekwater

Reference manual update

talk

15

09:45 Patrick Gundlach

Wiki context reference

talk

15

10:00 Taco Hoekwater / Hans Hagen Other documentation news

talk

15

10:15 Peter Münster (presented by
Taco)

Reference syntax in lua

talk

15

11:00 Hans Hagen

Why structure matters

talk

30

11:30 Wolfgang Schuster

Module documentation

talk

30

12:00 Hans Hagen

A Context Scoop

talk

30

15

10:30 Coﬀee

30

12:30 Lunch

90

14:00 Mari Voipio

A Diﬀerent Philosophy ľ Thoughts on teaching ConTeXt
to non-techies

discussion

30

14:30 Mari Voipio

Observations on approaches to learning ConTeXt and
writing documentation to match

discussion

60

16:00 Wolfgang Schuster

xml interface ﬁles and internal module doku (%D, %M
etc.)

talk

30

16:30 Hans Hagen

Requirements For Documentation

talk

30

17:00 Hans Hagen

My Slowly Growing Test Suite

talk

30

17:30

Documentation discussion

discussion

60

15:30 Coﬀee

30

18:30 Dinner

90

20:00 Taco Hoekwater

tlcontrib.metatex.org

20:30 Mojca Miklavec

ConTeXt minimals, "Server edition"

21:00 Patrick Gundlach

contextgarden.net

talk

30

talk+discussion

30

q&a

30

Wednesday 15.9.
8:00 Breakfast
09:00 Mari Voipio

60

Uses for ConTeXt in a standard oﬃce environment

09:30 Hans Hagen / Mojca Miklavec The database module, MkIV version
10:00 Hans Hagen

XML processing news

talk

30

talk

30

talk+workshop

60

11:00 Coﬀee
11:30 Alan Braslau

30

Plotting data with Metafun/Metapost

talk+discussion

45
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12:15 Alan Braslau

Drawing diagrams using the chart module

talk+discussion

13:00 Lunch

45
90

14:30 Hans Hagen

Font Goodies

15:00 Mojca Miklavec

Some thoughts on typescripts

talk

30

talk+discussion

60

16:00 Coﬀee

30

16:30 Aditya Mahajan (presented by Beg, borrow, and steal – running external ﬁlters in ConLuigi)
TeXt
17:00 Alan Braslau

Drawing chemical structures using ppchTeX

17:30 Wolfgang Schuster

The letter module

talk

30

talk

30

talk+workshop

90

19:00 Dinner

90

20:30 Luigi Scarso

modules_mkiv

21:00 Hans Hagen

Document workﬂow

21:30 Hans Hagen

Whatever You Want To Know

talk

30

tutorial

30

q&a

90

Thursday 16.9.
8:00 Breakfast

60

09:00 Luigi Scarso

Souvenir d'Italie

talk

30

09:30 Hans Hagen

Context Lua Documents

talk

30

10:30 Taco Hoekwater

Escrito

talk

30

11:00 Patrick Gundlach

LuaTeX without TeX – or: the hidden beauty of TeX

talk

45

discussion

30

10:00 Coﬀee

30

11:45 Aditya Mahajan (presented by Math wishlist
Taco)
12:15 Lunch
13:30
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Relax time to be announced (trip, walk, excursion)

Friday 17.9.
8:00 Breakfast

90

09:30 Hans Hagen

How Luatex and Context Proceed

talk

30

10:00 Taco Hoekwater

The current state of LuaTeX

talk

30

10:30 Taco Hoekwater

Metapost developments

talk

30

11:30 Arthur Reutenauer

The ever-regenerating hydra: hyphenation patterns in
Unicode, and beyond

talk

30

12:00 David Březina

General issues in multi-script typography

talk

45

12:45 Ulrik Vieth

Experiences typesetting OpenType math with LuaLaTeX
and XeLaTeX

talk

30

14:45 Karel Píška

Fonts with complex OpenType tables

talk

30

15:15 David Březina

Skolar – Designing a Typeface for Academic Publications: http://www.type-together.com/Skolar

talk

30

15:45 Piotr Strzelczyk

Short info about new release of Antykwa Półtawskiego
font

talk

30

16:45 Luigi Scarso

Playing with Flash in ConTeXt-mkiv

talk

30

17:15 Karel Horák

Do it better ...

talk

30

11:00 Coﬀee

30

13:15 Lunch

90

16:15 Coﬀee
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30

17:45 Taco Hoekwater

Lua for Beginners

18:45

Conference close

workshop

60
15

19:00 Dinner

90

20:30 Taco Hoekwater

Lua for Beginners

workshop

30

21:00 Taco Hoekwater

Metapost details

demo

30

Saturday 18.9.
8:00 Breakfast
09:00 Taco Hoekwater

60

Lua for font lovers

workshop

10:30 Coﬀee
11:00 Willi Egger

90
30

Arranging Pages for Printing + Creating a Flyer

talk+workshop

Subtext: A Proposed Processual Grammar for a
Multi-Output Pre-Format

talk

30

14:30 Idris Samawi Hamid (presented Oriental TeX crosses the Rubicon. Advanced Qur?anic
by Taco)
Typesetting in MkIV.

talk

30

English

15:00 Hans Hagen

talk

15

English

12:30 Lunch
14:00 John Haltiwanger

90
90

Arabic paragraphs

15:15 Coﬀee

30

15:45

Opening TeXperience 2010

15:55 Jaroslav Hajtmar

The ScanCSV.lua Library:

10
http://public.hajtmar.com/files

talk

45

Czech/English

/tex/scancsv.lua/demo-scancsv.lua.zip

16:40 Tomáš Hála

Marking of Proof-sheets in Publishing Practice and Its
Implementation in TeX System

talk

20

Czech

17:00 Roman Trušník

Typesetting Bibliography of American Literature in
Czech Translation: 2000 & 2010

talk

30

English

17:30 Jan Přichystal

TeX Typesetting on Web:

talk

30

English

http://tex.mendelu.cz/en

18:00 Dinner
19:30 Zdeněk Wagner / Anshuman
Pandey / Jaya Saraswati

90

Xindy Sort and Merge Rules for Indic languages:

http:/

talk

60

English

/icebearsoft.euweb.cz/xindy-devanagari

20:30 Late tea

15

20:45

TeXperience 2010 Book Contest

30

Czech

21:15 Milan Štourač

Introducing New Traveler's Book

15

Czech

21:30 Milan Štourač

Wanderer's Notebook: Iran and Azerbaijan

90

Czech

Sunday 19.9.
8:00 Breakfast
09:00 Petr Olšák

60

Typesetting Math: Internal Algorithms in TeX

tutorial

10:30 Tea

90

Czech

15

10:45 Jan Štěpnicka / Jan Šustek

Using TeX for Organizing International Mathematical
Competition

talk

45

Czech

11:30 Mirek Olšák

CerTeXicate – Online Printing of High School Certiﬁcates

talk

15

Czech

11:45 Jan Šustek

Macros Which Handle Arithmetics with Big Numbers

talk

15

English/Czech

12:00 Jan Štěpnička

LaTeX2rtf – TeX in Building Industry

talk

15

Czech

12:15 Miloš Brejcha

Pilsen – Venue for TeXperience 2011:

talk

15

Czech

12:30

Viva TeXperience 2011!

12:30 Lunch

http://www.plzen.eu

90
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Selected Abstracts from TEXperience
Jan Štěpnička, Jan Šustek:
Using TEX for Organizing Vojtěch Jarník International
Mathematical Competition
The University of Ostrava organizes Vojtěch Jarník International Mathematical
Competition every year. Organization of the competition contains of many tasks.
A large part of them is done by TEX. On the lecture we brieﬂy present the whole
process from registration of participants to putting the results on the Internet.
We describe several parts which can be useful for other TEX users:
• during generation of the printing before the competition: simple loading
of data from database, writing Unicode characters to a ﬁle or generating
pseudorandom numbers,
• during procession of problems proposed for the competition: using a single source ﬁle for six diﬀerent outputs or simple ignoring of macros and
environments,
• during procession of results of the competition: loading results from spreadsheet or generation of diplomas.
It is likely that some of these parts are already implemented somewhere in the
set of LATEX packages. In this case the lecture shows an alternative approach.
Zdeněk Wagner, Anshuman Pandey and Jaya Saraswati:
Development of xindy Sort and Merge Rules for Indic languages
An index is an important part of a book or a longer document. Normally in
the past the index was prepared using the MakeIndex program which oﬀered
sorting according to English and German rules. A derived program called CsIndex allowed for the preparation of indices in the Czech and Slovak languages.
Sorting in other languages was diﬃcult because the algorithm was hard coded
in the C program. The situation was changed in MakeIndex 3.x which is now
superseded by xindy. The sorting algorithm is now deﬁned in tables that are
present in standalone modules.
This contribution shows how xindy features can be deployed in sorting Indic
languages where complex scripts are used. Since the original TEX was unaware
of Unicode, transliteration schemes were introduced in the past. XƎTEX is quite
popular mainly among new users and the transliteration systems are still in
current use. Xindy is able to handle the input in the transliteration as well as the
UTF-8 encoded text. The algorithm is demonstrated in the Hindi and Marathi
languages. It also shows how xindy integrates with diﬀerent TEX engines.
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David Březina:
Skolar – Designing a Typeface for Academic Publications
Skolar is a text serif, originally designed with scholarly and multilingual publications in mind. The typeface maintains its credibility while incorporating a
subtle personal style, neither neutral nor conspicuous.
Prominent serifs and low-contrast modulation add to its robustness, and,
together with a relatively large x-height, improve the typeface’s readability in
small sizes. This family of three weights with their respective italics and large
character set is ﬂexible enough for complex text settings and editorial work. It
also becomes distinctive in bigger sizes, ﬁtting the demands of corporate design.
There have been many practical solutions introduced in the typeface; the capitals are rather low in comparison to the ascenders. This gives the typeface even
texture and more space for capital diacritical marks. The italic has a shallow
angle and large counters for better readability in small print. It is easily recognized but not ostentatious, blending well with the uprights. Semibold is weighted
to emphasize text blocks, where Bold is intended for word clusters. The family
includes a complex set of smart arrows which can be easily keyed and inﬁnitely
combined using OpenType features. It was released with TypeTogether and it
is available for web using Typekit as well.
Roman Trušník:
Typesetting Bibliography of American Literature
in Czech Translation: 2000 & 2010
After the experience with data processing and typesetting the ﬁrst part of Bibliography of American Literature in Czech Translation (Olomouc: Votobia 2000,
3 volumes, 1882 pages) in the late 1990s in Aldus PageMaker 5.0, new possibilities were explored before the preparation of the second part (to be published in
2010). The paper deals with the issues that had to be addressed as requirements
included seamless processing of large multi-language multi-alphabet multi-font
structured documents. After extensive testing (several monographs and volumes
of conference proceedings, Moravian Journal of Literature and Film), XƎLATEX
was adopted as the typesetting platform for the project.
Jan Přichystal: TEX Typesetting on Web: tex.mendelu.cz/en
This talk introduces web application TEXonWeb. This interface helps beginners
to start with typesetting system TEX oﬀering them easy to access and easy
to use editor, TEX compiler, code wizards and document templates. Application
could also be helpful in situations when user wants to produce high-quality document but no computer with TEX is available. Introduction to used technologies,
features and future visions will also be included.
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Jaroslav Hajtmar: The ScanCSV.lua Library
In computerised data processing, data stored in CSV ﬁles (Comma Separated Values) are used frequently. The presentation describes the author’s library ScanCSV.lua and the method of its creation. The practical examples of its use in
ConTEXt MkIV will also be demonstrated. The author shows how easy and
swift is to create reports, letters, forms, certiﬁcates, invitations, business cards,
double-sided cards, tables, animations, etc. using external CSV databases. Users
of ConTEXt MkIV (but LuaLATEX and LuaTEX too) can practically use data
from external CSV tables in own documents through the TEX macros built by
this library on-the-ﬂy. It also means that we have this data available in an attractive, simple and natural way.
Jan Šustek: Macros That Handle Arithmetics with Big Numbers
In procedural programming languages a program calls functions with their arguments and the functions return their result. To avoid collisions, functions have
their local variables. Result of a function is one of the local variables, but one
can see it “nonlocally” immediately after the function call.
On the contrary, programming in TEX is based on expansions. Sequence of
tokens is repeatedly expanded and when a particular token cannot be expanded,
the main processor does the corresponing activity. The concept of result of a
function does not make sense in TEX. If a deﬁnition, counter etc. is not local,
then it is global.
We will show how it is possible, using expansions in TEX, to simulate function
calls similarly as in procedural programming languages. The problem of (non)local variables arises when one function calls another function. In this situation
one can bypass the problem by a neat choice of macro names. But this is a
nonnatural procedure and in the case when a function calls recursively itself it
is not possible.
When one works with big numbers on computer, array is the most suitable
data structure. Usual procedural programming languages know arrays. TEX primarily does not know arrays. We show one of possilble implementations of arrays
in TEX. This implementation, however, is not good for sending the values between function. Hence we show another data structure and functions for conversion between diﬀerent data structures. It is senseless to write that decadic
expansion is not suitable.
As a demonstration of the mentioned function calls we implemented functions
from number theory. The following short programs allows us to decide whether
c is composite.
c = (2107 − 1)(2127 − 1) =

= 27606985387162255149739023449107931668458716142620601169954803000803329
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\SET\a\POWER(2)(107)
\SET\a\SUBTRACT[\a](1)
\SET\b\POWER(2)(127)
\SET\b\SUBTRACT[\b](1)
\SET\c\ULTIPLY[\a][\b]
\ArrayToPrint\c\c
\SHOW c
\SET\r\ISCOMPOSITE(\c)
\SHOW r
\bye
Function \ISCOMPOSITE performs Fermat test calling function \FERMAT, which
computes power in modular arithmetic calling function \POWERMOD, which multiples its arguments calling function \SQUAREMOD, which, when looking for remainder, uses division calling function \DIVIDE, which uses subtraction calling
function \SUBTRACT.
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Abstracts without Papers
Taco Hoekwater: Metapost Development
Metapost 2.000 is planned for release in the summer of 2010. This presentation is
a short report on the current status of the development. Metapost version 1.500
will (hopefully) be ready just in time for BachoTEX 2010, and in that release
all memory arrays will have been replaced by dynamic memory allocation. A
followup in the evening program highlights some of the ugly details.
Taco Hoekwater: Lua for Beginners
A tutorial that explains the basics of Lua programming and demonstrates some
ways it can be used within documents.
Taco Hoekwater: Lua for Font Lovers
A tutorial that explains how the LuaTEX fontloader library works, and shows
various font tricks you can do by using Lua code.
Taco Hoekwater:
Escrito – A PostScript-compatible Interpreter in Lua
Escrito is the name of an interpreter for the PostScript language written in
pure Lua code. Its default output device generates Portable Document Format
(PDF) operators, making it ideally suitable for handling PostScript code within
LuaTEX.
Using a little bit of Lua glue code, it will become possible to do the following
things in LuaTEX that were previously only doable via complex workarounds:
* Include EPS images without the need for an external conversion process.
* Support the PSTricks macro package.
* Run Kees van der Laan’s PostScript programs in-line.
Taco Hoekwater: tlcontrib.metatex.org
TL Contrib is a repository for packages and package updates that for various
reasons cannot be in TEX Live itself. Think of packages that not quite free
software according to the debian guidelines (for example packages that prohibit
changes or come without sources), packages that prohibit commercial resale (the
TEX Live DVDs are sold by Lehmanns), and updates for binary packages that
actually are in TEX Live. The TL Contrib repository can be used with tlmgr to
install such packages, and of course it is possible for authors to register their
packages in it.
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Mojca Miklavec: ConTEXt Minimals, “Server Edition”
The idea is to release clean code by the time of conference that would enable
anyone to set up his own mirror for ConTEXt distribution and thus increase its
bus factor in case that Mojca goes to long vacations or becomes too inspired by
her research work.
Mojca Miklavec and Hans Hagen:
The Database Module, MkIV Version
As Hans promised Mojca to make a MkIV variant of the database module that
she loves so dearly, an actually did it, this variant will be presented at the
conference by Mojca and Hans.
David Březina: General Issues in Multi-script Typography
An overview of the most common typographic issues in publications which involve two or more scripts with a horizontal reading direction (e.g. Latin, Indic,
Arabic, Hebrew, etc.). The talk aims to explain the problems systematically from
a partially-objective point of view and show some of the possible solutions.
Luigi Scarso: Modules_mkiv
Modules_mkiv is an attempt to document context source code in an automatic
fashion, and also a test for LuaTEX and ConTEXt MkIV. All PDFs are made
with ConTEXt MkIV and LuaTEX, see
http://foundry.supelec.fr/gf/project/modules/.
Hans Hagen: ConTEXt Lua Documents
For a while now we have the ConTEXt user interface accessible at the Lua
end. Although future releases will have an additional (and diﬀerent) library, the
current one is especially handy for users who are already familiar with ConTEXt.
The CLD interface is rather simple and can be quite powerful but it also has
some limitations. All of this will be discussed.
Hans Hagen: Font Goodies
The ability to have control over matters has always been one of TEX’s virtues.
Operating beyond what fonts provide out of the box is an example of this. Fonts
can have features that users turn on or oﬀ, but how to know what to apply when?
And how about additional features? Do we want detailed control at the TEX end
or can it be done more conveniently in Lua? Here I will introduce ‘font goodies’
as a way out. Don’t hesitate to share your wish list during this presentation.
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Hans Hagen: Why Structure Matters
There have always been lots of structure related commands in ConTEXt. In
MkIV much of the low level code has been reimplemented with future extensibility in mind. This presentation will give an update of the status and a preview
of the future.
Hans Hagen: How LuaTEX And ConTEXt Proceed
As the development of LuaTEX and ConTEXt sort of go hand in hand there is
an ongoing change in the code that makes up ConTEXt. Some of the changes
and extensions are just proof of concept, others can will stay and can be used
freely. In this presentation I will discuss the things that were done recently.
Hans Hagen: Whatever You Want to Know
As usual there can and will be sessions where you can ask whatever you like
about ConTEXt, the (probably mostly unknown) tools that come with it, how
it is used or can be used, etc. Feel free to submit your questions in advance.
Hans Hagen: Requirements for Documentation
ConTEXt evolved out of our own usage: educational documents and general
documentation. This is why it is organized as it is. I will discuss a couple of
characteristics and how they can help you to separate content from rending
issues. I will show some sources and styles of manuals that relate to context.
Hans Hagen: My Slowly Growing Test Suite
It has become good practice that users post small examples on the mailing list
when they run into problems or provide solutions. I also make small test ﬁles
myself and for a while I’ve been collecting them. They are available to users and
can also serve as showcases. In due time Luigi will add the output to the module
collection that he maintains. I will give some demonstrations and we can discuss
how to make more examples and how to organize them.
Hans Hagen: XML Processing News
Part of the MkIV XML processing code has been rewritten. I will discuss and
demonstrate a few of the new (and changed) features. (Maybe I can/will use the
experimental MkIV BibTEX code as an example.)
Hans Hagen: A ConTEXt Scoop
Normally new features are put into the kernel when they get stable. However, I
decided to keep the latest trick out till the conference so that those who attend
get the ﬁrst view of it. Let’s see how long they can keep the secret.
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Patrick Gundlach:
LuaTEX without TEX – or: the Hidden Beauty of TEX
With LuaTEX you can typeset text without having to deal with TEX’s input
language. This is great, because you don’t need to take care of catcodes anymore,
you don’t have to \relax after dealing with complex macros, expansion is not
an issue anymore. In this talk I will present how to typeset text just by using
Lua(TEX)-functions and I will show some examples, such as the \boxit macro
from the TEXbook and how this could be done in Lua. This presentation does
not deal with ConTEXt at all.
Patrick Gundlach: contextgarden.net
This is a question and answer session on the current state of contextgarden.net.
This can be done in the evening when we have some tea or coﬀee.
Alan Braslau: Drawing Chemical Structures Using ppchTEX
Chemical formulas and chemical structures can be included in a LATEX or a
ConTEXt document easily using the ppchTEX macros. I present a simple introduction to their use.
This package has been completely re-written in MkIV (not by me!) and is
now included in the core macros. The aim of this presentation is to stimulate
discussion as some further development could be useful.
Alan Braslau: Plotting Data with Metafun/Metapost
Data can be graphically presented using the METAPOST/graph macros. I present here a simple introduction to their use in order to stimulate discussion on
the interest of these macros and to explore alternative solutions including the
possibilities to process numerical data through use of LuaTEX.
Alan Braslau: Drawing Diagrams Using the Chart Module
ConTEXt provides a charts module to create ﬂow charts. This module could be
extended to abstract positioning, somewhat akin to the drawing of tree diagrams,
very easily performed using TikZ. Other examples of diagrams of arbitrary connected cells such as pneumatic or vacuum systems will be presented.
Willi Egger: Arranging Pages for Printing
Although e-readers are coming up it is still so, that typeset information very
often will have to be printed on paper. In order to make a ﬁnal product one
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needs to arrange the contents in such a way, that after folding the product
makes a professional impression. ConTEXt does not only do a great job by
typesetting, it oﬀers also solutions to create a ﬁnal product which can directly
be fed to a printer in the print house. In this session I will give an overview
on the currently available imposition schemes with special emphasis on ﬂyers in
diﬀerent presentations.
Wolfgang Schuster: The Letter Module
Where i got inspiration for the implementation (m-letter.tex and letterstyle.tex)
* layer system of the module (from internals to user interface),
* the user interface,
* workshop how to create your own style.
Wolfgang Schuster: Module Documentation
* Methods to document a module (in the code and as a separate document).
* How create your own command deﬁnitions (what you can see in setupen.pdf/cont-en.xml).
Arthur Reutenauer: The Ever-regenerating Hydra – Hyphenation
Patterns in Unicode, and beyond
The hyph-utf8 project was launched in the spring of 2008, as a means of rationalizing the situation of hyphenation patterns in TEX Live. Its goal at the time
was to convert all the patterns to UTF-8 so that XƎTEX and LuaTEX could
use them directly, and to make them also available to non-Unicode-aware TEX
engines by converting them on the ﬂy, in order to keep backward compatibility.
At that point, this eﬀort was only useful to LATEX, because ConTEXt had been
using its own copy of the patterns, but it ultimately beneﬁted from hyph-utf8
as well, as it could use it as the sole source for hyphenation patterns.
Since we started, the project’s scope has far outgrown its original purpose:
ﬁrst, it was integrated in MiKTEX shortly after we began (while our target at the
time was only TEX Live); and we also had the opportunity to add patterns for
languages that we never had before, coming from diﬀerent sources. In particular,
several languages we added were, at best, extremely awkward to support in a
non-Unicode environment, and we thus decided to support them only as UTF8, in XƎTEX and LuaTEX, without attempting to convert them to some 8-bit
encoding. This approach will hopefully help the TEX community in supporting
these languages better.
We also had the chance to work with other projects that use the same hyphenation algorithm as TEX: OpenOﬃce, for starters, whose relationship to TEX
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is obvious, is the source for several of the “new” languages. There are also several implementations of the algorithm for Web browsers, with which we could
exchange material: their primary source for patterns are always TEX distributions, but they also received ﬁles from individual contributors; we thus added a
couple more languages thanks to them. Another program that uses our patterns
is Apache FOP (Formatting Object Processor), a document formatter driven by
XSL-FO.
It is our hope that hyph-utf8 can become a central source of material and
information on word hyphenation for all projects that may need them.

Karel Horák: Do It Better…
Collection of some mostly practical problems with solutions (often borrowed
from other people’s ideas) which all have one thing in common: get eﬃciently
any typesetting as good as possible.

Idris Samawi Hamid: Towards the First ConTEXt Book
Given the breadth of ConTEXt, and the growth of the ConTEXt community,
the need for a polished book that introduces its scope and power has become ever
more pressing. In this talk we intend to introduce an outline of this ﬁrst major
ConTEXt book project, and to get input and suggestions from the participants
to help make it successful.

Idris Samawi Hamid: Oriental TEX Crosses the Rubicon.
Advanced Qur’ānic Typesetting in MkIV
After years of research, the Oriental TEX Project can proudly announce that it is
closing in on the holy grail of paragraph-based Arabic typography. We illustrate
this by demonstrating the typesetting of the Qur’ān in LuaTEX and ConTEXt
MkIV. We also discuss some details of OpenType typesetting control in MkIV
as well.
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Mobile TEX: Porting TEX to the iPad
TEX mobilně: migrace TEXu na iPad

Arthur Reutenauer

Abstract: The paper presents the achievement of Richard Koch, amongst
others author of TEXShop and MacTEX developer, who has successfully
compiled and used TEX on Apple’s iPad.
Key words: TEX-8, ConTEXt, iPad.
Abstrakt: Článek nám představí úspěch Richarda Kocha, mimo jiné autora
programu TEXShop a distribuce MacTEX, kterému se podařilo zkompilovat
apoužít TEX na iPadu od ﬁrmy Apple.
Klíčová slova: TEX-8, ConTEXt, iPad.
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Mobile TEX: Porting TEX to the iPad
Arthur Reutenauer
With lots of help from Richard Koch

Introduction
Over the 2 5 years of its existence, TEX has been ran on many platforms and has always been noted for
its portability, so it's not surprising that when new devices appear, TEX would soon be ported there,
too.
Today a new kind of device is in wide use that links computers to telephones and that represents
a new challenge on the path of TEX because of reasons both technical and ergonomic, the so-called
“smartphones”. But it may sound insane to want to use TEX on a Blackberry or a Nokia N97—although
word on the street is that Jonathan Kew, author of XETEX and TEXworks, ported TEX to the iPhone last
year—so that's not exactly what I will talk about here.
I will present the achievement of Richard Koch, amongst others author of TEXShop and MacTEX
developer, who has successfully compiled and used TEX on Apple's iPad.
The latter does of course not qualify as a smartphone per se, but it shares a lot of features with
them, above all the aim at mobility, while having the advantage of giving the user an experience closer
to that of an actual computer. The iPad port of TEX, called TEX-8, should therefore give a good idea of
what “mobile TEX” could be. It might even be that TEX-8 could be copied to the other Apple mobile
devices with only minor changes (who wouldn't want to run TEX on an iPod touch?), but I will stick to
describing the experiments I made, thanks to Richard, on the iPad, and hint that they would probably
also apply to the other iThingies.
There are a number of issues arising from this task, that indeed could be qualified as Herculean.
The way programs work on the iPad is that they're made into “applications” from which you control
everything. It is the single entry point to the program, and in fact the only way we can interact with
the operating system, because we can't run two applications at the same time. This of course doesn't
mean that we can't program many things into an application, but it gives a very different touch: for
TEX to be made into an iPad application, we have to embed not only the TEX program itself, the format
file and the whole distribution into it, but also the editor itself! If we used a different application to
edit the source file, TEX-8 couldn't access it because of Apple's very restrictive policy.
Hence, the interesting issue is that, while all the pieces we need are obviously already available,
and the story of writing an iPad application for TEX mostly is the description of how we put the pieces
together, it also consists not in small part in crucial design choices aiming at crafting a reasonable user
interface.
A word of warning before we proceed to the description proper: I wanted to introduce this
project today but it is yet very much a work in progress, and I cannot present anything else than a
snapshot of the current development stage. I thus ask the reader to take the following pages with a
little bit of salt. All the advertised features, or lack thereof, I review here, will, no doubt, be greatly
improved in the future.
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So here goes.

A user-friendly interface
A rich text editing environment
The natural entry point to TEX on the iPad seems to be the source code, and TEX-8 thus opens on the
editor window, that displays by default a document stored in the aplication about Sylow theorems in
group theory. The whole window is a text area, and the iPad virtual keyboard pops up, so that we can
type. Typing on the iPad is “not for sissies”, in Richard's words, and typing TEX code is rendered even
more awkward by the fact that many of TEX's special characters that are ubiquitous (‘\’ ‘{’ ‘}’ amongst
several others) are not present on the default keyboard, but demand instead, in order to be typed,
that one switch keyboard twice (using two different toggle keys), which would make the typing of any
serious TEX document extremely painful. In order to remedy that, Richard devised an additional row on
top of the standard keyboard, that pops up and disappears together with it. Though I personally regret
that the simulated keys don't make the nice keyboard-like sound when tapped, they are immensely
helpful and make for a reasonable tradeoff if one needs to type actual input on the iPad.
Another standard iPad feature that could come in handy at that point would be auto-correction of the typed input. It behaves like some kind of aggressive spell-checker, automatically correcting
any words the user types, unless the latter directs otherwise. Having personally experienced how this
behaviour can have very disruptive effects in some places (when typing URLs, for example), I don't
especially recommend to turn it on by default, but it can be useful if one is typing lengthy text in a
natural language, and could have spared me to have written “The whoel ndow ia a text qrea, and the
ipad keybaoadr popz up, so thqt we cqntpe.” when I first typed the above paragraph.
Apart from that feature, the editor is very basic since it borrows from the standard TextEdit
application for typing plain text, and has therefore none of the capabilities one may expect from a
development enviroment for TEX, apart from a “typeset” button that has the obvious effect. Encoding
support is also very poor.
It should also be noted that for the moment, the TEX run freezes everything in the editor and
doesn't stop until it completes its task: one can neither use the editor, nor interrupt TEX as it runs.
A convenient file browser
It is yet quite cumbersome to upload files on the iPad. As I have not tried it personally—or rather I did
try, but nothing worked—I simply copy the notes by Richard:
My intention is that there will be three ways to proceed:
a. Load and unload in iTunes, connecting to a regular Mac.
b. Mail source and output into the iPad and back out.
c. Other suitable programs on the iPad can send source to TEX-8, and TEX-8 can send source and output
to them. Then these programs can communicate with the outside world.
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#VU D JTOhU XPSLJOH BU BMM BOE C JT POMZ XPSLJOH JO UIF TFOTF UIBU ZPV DBO NBJM CPUI TPVSDF BOE
1%' PVU PG 5&9
5IF J5VOFT NFUIPE TFFNT UP CF DVSSFOUMZ MJNJUFE CZ "QQMF )FSFhT IPX JU XPSLT 8IFO ZPV DPOOFDU
UIF J1BE UP J5VOFT ZPVhMM TFF B MJTU PG QSPHSBNT XIJDI DBO DPNNVOJDBUF BOE 5&9 XJMM CF MJTUFE :PV
XJMM TFF B MJTU PG GPMEFST POF GPS FBDI QSPHSBN 'PS JOTUBODF POF GPMEFS XJMM CF MBCFMFE i.PSEFMMw :PV
DBOOPU MPPL JOTJEF UIFTF GPMEFST JO J5VOFT CVU ZPV DBO ESBH POF PG UIF J5VOFT XJOEPX UP ZPVS EFTLUPQ PS
FMTFXIFSF *G ZPV ESBH TBZ .PSEFMM UIFO ZPVhMM HFU B GPMEFS DPOUBJOJOH UIF TPVSDF UIF 1%' PVUQVU UIF MPH
BOE TZOD GJMFT BOE BMM UIF JMMVTUSBUJPOT 4P UIJT NFUIPE JT DMVNTZ CVU XPSLT UP HFU TUVGG PVU PG UIF J1BE
6OGPSUVOBUFMZ "QQMFhT TPGUXBSF EPFTOhU BMMPX ZPV UP ESBH GPMEFST CBDL JO :PV DBO POMZ ESBH JOEJ
WJEVBM GJMFT JO * TVQQPTF UIF XBZ UP IBOEMF UIBU JT UP [JQ VQ B GPMEFS BOE UIFO ESBH UIF [JQ JO BOE IBWF
5&9 VO[JQ JU UP B GPMEFS UIF OFYU UJNF JU SVOT #VU GPS OPX IFSFhT XIBU ZPV DBO EP
%SBH ZPVS TPVSDF BOE BMM TVQQMFNFOUBM GJMFT JF JMMVTUSBUJPOT UP 5&9 JO J5VOFT .BLF TVSF ZPV
POMZ ESBH POF UFY GJMF OP JOQVU UFY GJMFT BMMPXFE  5IF OFYU UJNF 5&9 TUBSUT JU XJMM MPPL GPS B UFY
GJMF *G POF BOE POMZ POF FYJTUT JU XJMM DSFBUF B GPMEFS XJUI UIBU OBNF BOE QVU BMM UIF PUIFS GJMFT JO UIBU
GPMEFS
5IBUhT UIF POMZ DVSSFOU NFUIPE UP HFU JMMVTUSBUJPOT JOUP UIF NBDIJOF
" GFBUVSFGVMM QSFWJFXFS
5IF QSFWJFX XJOEPX BMMPXT VT UP TFF UIF 1%' GJMF QSPEVDFE CZ 5&9 GPS UIF NPNFOU XF VTF 1%' BT
UIF POMZ PVUQVU GPSNBU  8F DBO TMJEF CBDL BOE GPSUI UISPVHI UIF QBHFT VTJOH B TUBOEBSE J1BE GFBUVSF
5IFSF JT BMTP B CVUUPO UP HP UP B TQFDJGJD QBHF OVNCFS BOE UXP PUIFS CVUUPOT UP KVNQ UP UIF GJSTU BOE
UIF MBTU QBHF "OE UIBUhT BMM

'JHVSF 

&EJUJOH B 5&9 GJMF PO UIF J1BE
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No, really. That's all.
A this point of development, there is no search feature and also no magnification possible of the
page. And, as has already been hinted, the typesetting process gives absolutely no feedback to the user:
TEX doesn't display the output as it does on other systems, and the log file, though stored on disk as
usual, is not accessible at all. What's more, if compilation fails but some PDF file was already produced
by earlier runs, the user is presented with that file, which is a rather confusing behaviour.
The diligent reader may wonder what “TEX” we really used in all of the above, so let the audince
be reassured: we can of course use ConTEXt with TEX-8, just as LATEX and plain TEX; for the moment I only
experimented with Mark II, though, as I have only been able to use pdfTEX as the underlying engine.

A well-designed programming interface
Now to some technical issues: the main problem one is faced when making TEX into a iPad application
is that you simply can't run TEX as a separate process from the application. Apple policy forbids it. You
need to make a library out of the TEX program, and to call the main function (the entry point to any
program written in C) from the application. And TEX is not thought out for that use, which makes that
task awkward, even if of course possible. A funny issue is that, for example, in the sources for pdfTEX
which Richard took, there are two functions that are called main (in texk/web2c/lib/main.c
and texk/web2c/lib/texmfmp.c in the source hierarchy, respectively); but of course only one
is the real entry point to the TEX program. Another much more serious problem is memory management. Because traditionally each TEX run has been autonomous, TEX's memory doesn't need to be
managed so meticulously and one can rely on the operating system to clean up TEX's memory upon
exit, because TEX calls the C library function that is in fact called exit and that takes care of that.
When TEX is used as a library, though, calling exit shuts down the entire program, therefore killing
the editing window, and returning to the iPad “Home Screen”, which is a bit ridiculous; and while the
solution to this particular problem is obvious and immediate to implement (just remove the call to
exit), the underlying problem remains: TEX's memory isn't cleaned up and the system loses track of
it after the processing, leading to memory leaks. These leaks are in fact so important that the limited
iPad memory (256 megabytes), while vastly sufficient for any single run of TEX, can't handle the next
run and, as of today, you can't yet run TEX twice in a row. You need to quit the application and relaunch
it. Thankfully, the application reopens in the exact same state as it was wen we left it. This is of course
far from optimal, and unlike most of the problems outlined above, it will take work to be solved; but
we shouldn't despair.
Other than that, the typesetting speed is reasonable (for the first and only run), which is not that
suprising: though limited compared to today's computers, the iPad resources are still immensely more
powerful than what was available thirty years ago, when TEX was first developed.
Finally, as has already been said, we used pdfTEX; I have managed to compile LuaTEX as a library as to use for compiling simple documents, but, aside from having one more main function (in
texk/web2c/luatexdir/luatex.c, as it is), the memory management problems are even
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XPSTF UIBO XJUI QEG5&9 BOE XIFO * USJFE JU UIF BQQMJDBUJPO TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ DSBTIFE UPXBSET UIF FOE PG
UIF SVO

$PODMVTJPO
5IJT JT UIVT UIF QPJOU XIFSF XF BSF OPX "T B DPODMVTJPO * XPVME MJLF UP RVPUF 3JDIBSEhT XPSET
i<> JO UIF J1BE XPSME * EPOU LOPX UIF SJHIU BQQSPBDI 5IJT NBDIJOF TFFNT MJLF B OFX DBUFHPSZ
UP NFPOF UIBU XJMM UBLF TFWFSBM ZFBST PG FYQFSJNFOUT CFGPSF XF LOPX XIBU XPSLT CFTU *U JT NPSF B
NJOJNBMJTU NBDIJOF BOE * TVTQFDU UIF CFTU QSPHSBNT XJMM CF UIPTF UIBU UISPX BXBZ GFBUVSFT XF IBWF
DPNF UP EFQFOE VQPO UP DPODFOUSBUF PO B GFX OFX QBSBEJHNT #VU * EPOU LOPX XIBU UIFZ XJMM CFw
)BWJOH CFFO MVDLZ FOPVHI UP UFTU UIF BQQMJDBUJPO BOE UP VTF JU UP UZQFTFU B GFX EPDVNFOUT PG
NZ PXO * GVMMZ TVCTDSJCF UP UIJT PQJOJPO PG DPVSTF UIF VTFS JOUFSGBDF JT MBDLJOH JO NBOZ SFTQFDU BU UIJT
FBSMZ TUBHF PG EFWFMPQNFOU TUBHF CVU JU XJMM UBLF QSPHSBNNFS UJNF BOE VTFS FYQFSJFODF UP JNQSPWF
JU BOE NBLF JU SFBMMZ VTBCMF
0OF UIJOH XF DFSUBJOMZ TIPVMEOhU EP GPS FYBNQMF JT UP QPSU JOEJTDSJNJOBUFMZ BMM UIF DBQBCJMJUJFT
PG 5&9 FEJUPST BOE 1%' QSFWJFXFS EJSFDUMZ UP UIF J1BE BQQMJDBUJPO UIBU XPVME DFSUBJOMZ OPU HJWF B WFSZ
FOKPZBCMF FYQFSJFODF
"T B TJNQMF FYBNQMF MFU VT DPOTJEFS UIF QSPCMFN PG FSSPS SFQPSUJOH 8IJMF EFBMJOH XJUI UIF
QSPCMFN PG B GBVMUZ 5&9 SVO JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE XF KVTU EJTQMBZ BO FSSPS NFTTBHF UP UIF VTFS JG UIF 1%'
GJMF JT OPU OFXFS UIBO UIF 5&9 TPVSDF JU JT OPU JNNFEJBUFMZ PCWJPVTBU MFBTU UP NFIPX UP EJTQMBZ
UIF MPH GJMF UP UIF VTFS JU TIPVME PG DPVSTF CF BWBJMBCMF JO TPNF XBZ UP QFPQMF XBOUJOH UP LOPX XIBU
FYBDMZ XFOU XSPOH CVU EP XF OFFE UP EJTQMBZ UIF GVMM PVUQVU PG UIF 5&9 SVO MJLF XF IBWF XIFO XF
SVO 5&9 JO B UFSNJOBM XJOEPX PS GSPN B TQFDJBMJ[FE FEJUPS MJLF 5&9.BLFS PS 5&9XPSLT *hN OPU TVSF
JU JT SFBMMZ VTFGVM OPS FWFO EFTJSBCMF PO TVDI B NJOJNBMJTU EFWJDF BT UIF J1BE OPU UP NFOUJPO BDUVBM
TNBSUQIPOFT XIFSF JU XPVME QSPCBCMZ CF VOSFBEBCMF  5IVT GPS UIF NPNFOU 5&9 SVOT JO iOPOTUPQ
NPEFw BT JG POF IBE UZQFE AT EVSJOH BO JOUFSBDUJWF SVO BOE SFUVSOT FWFO JG JU QSPEVDFT OP 1%' BT
PQQPTFE UP XBJUJOH GPS UIF VTFShT JOQVU UP DPNQMFUF JUT UBTL 
"OE XIFO JU DPNFT UP UIF GVUVSF * MJLF UP UIJOL UIBU FYQFSJNFOUJOH XJUI 5&9 PO VOVTVBM QMBUGPSNT
JT B DIBODF UP UIJOL BCPVU OFX XBZT UP VTF 5&9 BOE UIBU $PO5&9U UIBU IBT BMSFBEZ CFFO QSPWJEJOH
DPNQMFUF DIBJOUPPMT JO 5&9 QSPDFTTJOH GPS EFDBEFT JT DFSUBJOMZ XFMM QSFQBSFE GPS TVDI B DIBMMFOHF

'JHVSF 

9DPEF TPVSDFT GPS 5&9
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Figure 3
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The TEX-8 application in its natural habitat

Playing with Flash in ConTEXt-mkiv
Animace ve Flashi pomocí ConTEXt-mkiv

Luigi Scarso

Abstract: Starting from release 9 AdobeReader, the reference PDF viewer
from Adobe, has a Flash player embedded. The recent addition to CTAN
of ﬂashmovie package by Timo Hartmann prompted me to investigate the
feasibility of an integration between ConTEXt-mkiv and swf ﬁgures. All
tests were performed under Linux Ubuntu 8.04 with AdobeReader 9.3.3
installed, but I suppose they also work under Windows or Mac operating
systems.
Keywords: Flash, Flash animation, ConTEXt, Mark IV, Lua
Abstrakt: Článek představuje jednu z možností, jak vložit animace vytvořené ve Flashi do PDF. Používá na to ConTEXt-mkiv, který využívá
programovacího jazyka Lua.
Klíčová slova: Flash, animace ve Flashi, ConTEXt, Mark IV, jazyk Lua

Introduction
In the Issue 2010, Number 1 of th PracTEX journal I have published a ﬁrst
tentative to support SWF ﬁles in ConTEXt-mkiv. It was a literal translation
of the flashmovie.sty stylesheet [2] and the result was an unusual mix of
pdfLATEX and ConTEXt-mkiv code, but the main reason was to gain a good
knowledge of the speciﬁcations and to test some applications. Just before the
article was published Hans translated the stylesheet into the ConTEXt-mkiv
lingo, so ConTEXt users can already use the swf ﬁles as ﬁgures: what I suggest
here is a all-or-nothing way to implement the requirements of speciﬁcation and
also show some applications.

Implementation
The ﬁrst step to support SWF ﬁles as external ﬁgures in ConTEXt-mkiv is to
register the swf interface into the grph-inc.mkiv ﬁle with \registerctxluafile:
doi: 10.5300/2011-2-4/91
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grph-inc.mkiv:
\registerctxluafile{grph-swf}{1.001} % this will change

Inside grph-swf.lua the function ﬁgures.checkers.swf(data) inserts the annotation object that identiﬁes the swf ﬁgure using the good old \pdfannotation
macro instead of a Lua function node.write(pdfannotation(width,-height,
0,annot())) (the code is commented, as one can sees), but it’s one of the fews
still present:
grph-swf.lua:
local format = string.format
local texsprint = tex.sprint
local ctxcatcodes = tex.ctxcatcodes
local pdfannotation = nodes.pdfannotation
function figures.checkers.swf(data)
local dr, du, ds = data.request, data.used, data.status
local width = (dr.width or figures.defaultwidth):todimen()
local height = (dr.height or figures.defaultheight):todimen()
local foundname = du.fullname
local controls = dr.controls or nil
local display = dr.display or nil
dr.width, dr.height = width, height
du.width, du.height, du.foundname = width, height, foundname
texsprint(ctxcatcodes,format(
"\\ startfoundexternalfigure{%ssp}{%ssp}",width,height))
local annot, preview, ref = backends.pdf.helpers.insertswf {
foundname = foundname,
width
= width,
height
= height,
-- factor
= number.dimenfactors.bp,
display = display,
controls = controls,
-- label
= dr.label,
}
-- node.write(pdfannotation(width,-height,0,annot()))
texsprint(ctxcatcodes,format("\\ pdfannot width %ssp height %ssp {%s}",
width,height,annot()))
-- brrrr
texsprint(ctxcatcodes,"\\ stopfoundexternalfigure")
return data
end
figures.includers.swf = figures.includers.nongeneric
figures.registersuffix("swf","swf")

Actually the code before is modiﬁcation of mine, where I’ve simply uncommented the display and controls variables because I need them later. The complete speciﬁcations consist of the PDF Reference sixth edition book and Adobe®
Supplement to the ISO 32000 BaseVersion: 1.7 ExtensionLevel: 3 both available
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from [1]. The chapter 9.6 Rich Media of the Supplement describes the additional
entries of the RichMedia annotation dictionary, and it’s the guide to what follow;
carefully reading of the RichMedia chapter and the code below reveals that there
is almost an one-to-one map between the speciﬁcations and the implementation
that is done by the Lua tables:
local format = string.format
local pdfconstant = lpdf.constant
local pdfboolean = lpdf.boolean
local pdfstring = lpdf.string
local pdfunicode = lpdf.unicode
local pdfdictionary = lpdf.dictionary
local pdfarray = lpdf.array
local pdfnull = lpdf.null
local pdfreference = lpdf.reference
function backends.pdf.helpers.insertswf(spec)
local width, height, filename = spec.width, spec.height, spec.foundname
local controls = spec.controls or nil
local display = spec.display or nil
if controls = 'no' then
if (parametersets[controls].replace_helper == true) and
(type(parametersets[controls].private_helper) == "function") then
local annotation
annotation = parametersets[controls].private_helper(spec)
return annotation,nil,nil
end
end
local eref = backends.codeinjections.embedfile(filename)
local configuration = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaConfiguration"),
Subtype = pdfconstant("Flash"),
Instances = pdfarray {
pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaInstance"),
Subtype = pdfconstant("Flash"),
Params = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaParams"),
-- FlashVars =
Binding = pdfconstant("Foreground")
},
Asset = eref
},
},
}
local configuration_ref = pdfreference(pdf.immediateobj(tostring(configuration)))
local content = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaContent"),
Assets
= pdfdictionary {
Names = pdfarray {
pdfstring(filename),
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eref,
}
},
Contents = pdfarray { configuration_ref },
}
local content_ref = pdfreference(pdf.immediateobj(tostring(content)))
local settings = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaSettings") ,
Activation = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaActivation"),
Condition
= pdfconstant("PO"),
Animation
= pdfdictionary {
Subtype
= pdfconstant("Linear"),
Playcount = 1,
Speed
= 1,
},
Configuration = configuration_ref,
Presentation = pdfdictionary {
PassContextClick = true,
Style
= pdfconstant("Embedded"),
Toolbar
= false,
NavigationPane
= false,
Transparent
= true,
Window
= pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaWindow"),
Width
= pdfdictionary {
Default = 100,
Min
= 100,
Max
= 100,
},
Height
= pdfdictionary {
Default = 100,
Min
= 100,
Max
= 100,
},
Position = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaPosition"),
HAlign = pdfconstant("Near"),
VAlign = pdfconstant("Near"),
HOffset = 0,
VOffset = 0,
}
}
}
},
Deactivation = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaDeactivation"),
Condition = pdfconstant("XD"),
},
}
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local settings_ref = pdfreference(pdf.immediateobj(tostring(settings)))
local annotation = pdfdictionary {
Subtype
= pdfconstant("RichMedia"),
RichMediaSettings = settings_ref,
RichMediaContent = content_ref,
}
return annotation, nil, nil
end

RichMedia annotations have a huge set of options and the more convenient way to manage them is by a Lua table: ConTEXt-mkiv has an experimental mechanism that uses the global table parametersets to store and retrieve
the values. What follow is not the canonical syntax \startluaparameterset
[<namespace>]..\stopluaparameterset but a Lua version that is essentially
the same:
\startluacode parametersets["swf:Main:controls:1"] = {
replace_helper = true,
private_helper = document.lscarso.insertswf
\stopluacode
\externalfigure[Main.swf][width=320px,height=180px,controls=swf:Main:controls:1]

The idea is clear: there is only one option controls instead of many keys/
values and this option “points” to a dictionary of keys/values. ConTEXt-mkiv
has also another option display, because the idea is a clear separation between
presentation and control, but I’ve not used it in my implementation. The standard support for swf ﬁgures doesn’t manage the option controls, so I have added
my own code:
local controls = spec.controls or nil
local display = spec.display or nil
if controls = 'no' then
if (parametersets[controls].replace_helper == true) and
(type(parametersets[controls].private_helper) == "function")
local annotation
annotation = parametersets[controls].private_helper(spec)
return annotation,nil,nil
end
end

then

Now it’s time to explain what I mean with “all-or-nothing”. If you want just
use a swf ﬁgure just do nothing, i.e. \externalfigure[Main.swf] is suﬃce. But
if you need to specify some options then you must pass them to externalfigure
together with all the defaults ones, and a way to pass diﬀerent options is just
replace the Lua function backends.pdf.helpers.insertswf(spec) with a private implementation document.lscarso.insertswf by storing its reference into
the swf:Main:controls:1 table. This is the meaning of
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\startluacode
parametersets["swf:Main:controls:1"] = {
replace_helper = true,
private_helper = document.lscarso.insertswf
}
\stopluacode

replace_helper = true is hence a signal to backends.pdf.helpers.insertswf
(spec) to replace itself with the private implementation document.lscarso
.insertswf(spec). A trivial implementation of document.lscarso.insertswf
(spec) is almost a copy of the standard backends.pdf.helpers.insertswf
(spec):
\startluacode
document.lscarso = document.lscarso or {}
function document.lscarso.insertswf(spec)
local format = string.format
local pdfconstant = lpdf.constant
local pdfboolean
= lpdf.boolean
local pdfstring
= lpdf.string
local pdfunicode
= lpdf.unicode
local pdfdictionary = lpdf.dictionary
local pdfarray
= lpdf.array
local pdfnull
= lpdf.null
local pdfreference = lpdf.reference
local width, height, filename = spec.width, spec.height, spec.foundname
local controls = spec.controls or nil
local display = spec.display or nil
local eref = backends.codeinjections.embedfile(filename)
local configuration = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaConfiguration"),
Subtype
= pdfconstant("Flash"),
Instances = pdfarray {
pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaInstance"),
Subtype
= pdfconstant("Flash"),
Params = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaParams"),
Binding = pdfconstant("Foreground")
},
Asset = eref
},
},
}
local configuration_ref = pdfreference(pdf.immediateobj(tostring(configuration)))
local content = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaContent"),
Assets
= pdfdictionary {
Names = pdfarray {
pdfstring(filename),
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eref,
}
},
Contents = pdfarray { configuration_ref },
}
local content_ref = pdfreference(pdf.immediateobj(tostring(content)))
local settings = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaSettings") ,
Activation = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaActivation"),
Condition
= pdfconstant("PO"),
Animation
= pdfdictionary {
Subtype
= pdfconstant("Linear"),
Playcount = 1,
Speed
= 1,
},
Configuration = configuration_ref,
Presentation = pdfdictionary {
PassContextClick = true,
Style
= pdfconstant("Embedded"),
Toolbar
= false,
NavigationPane
= false,
Transparent
= true,
Window
= pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaWindow"),
Width
= pdfdictionary {
Default = 100,
Min
= 100,
Max
= 100,
},
Height
= pdfdictionary {
Default = 100,
Min
= 100,
Max
= 100,
},
Position = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaPosition"),
HAlign = pdfconstant("Near"),
VAlign = pdfconstant("Near"),
HOffset = 0,
VOffset = 0,
}
}
}
},
Deactivation = pdfdictionary {
Type
= pdfconstant("RichMediaDeactivation"),
Condition = pdfconstant("XD"),
},
}
local settings_ref = pdfreference(pdf.immediateobj(tostring(settings)))
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local annotation = pdfdictionary {
Subtype
= pdfconstant("RichMedia"),
RichMediaSettings = settings_ref,
RichMediaContent = content_ref,
}
return annotation, nil, nil
end
\stopluacode

The rationale behind this implementation is that most of the time the user
wants to specify only some keys/values, but sometimes a bit of programming is
required, as for example to calculate the indirect reference of an object. Needless
to say that Lua is almost perfect for this, so it seemed to me a natural solution
to delegate the user to write the appropriate function (in this way he must know
the options and their meaning) and let ConTEXt-mkiv replace the standard
implementation with the user’s one.

Application
As simple application, I’ve considered the programs as3compile and swfc from
the swftools suite [4]. The goal is to achieve something similar to METAPOST:
typeset the code and straight insert the result into the pdf, where in this case the
code is ActionScript3 code that is compiled into a swf ﬁgure with the as3compile
compiler, an external program. The implementation is also simple: the ActionScript code is enclosed between a couple of start/stopSWFtoolsAScode macros
(with some options as the name of the script and the path of the compiler) that
are in turn almost a verbatim copies of start/stopluacode macros:
\long\def\dostartSWFtoolsAScode[#1]
{\getparameters[as.][ name={out-as},preamble=preamble,compiler=as3compile,#1]%
\begingroup
\obeylualines %% yes, lua
\obeyluatokens %% yes, lua
\dodostartSWFtoolsAScode}
\long\def\dodostartSWFtoolsAScode#1\stopSWFtoolsAScode
{\normalexpanded{\endgroup\noexpand\dododostartSWFtoolsAScode[#1]}}%
\long\def\dododostartSWFtoolsAScode[#1]{
\startluacode
local preamble = ''
local outfile = tostring("\csname as.name\endcsname") .. ".as"
local swffile = tostring("\csname as.name\endcsname") .. ".swf"
local ascompiler = tostring("\csname as.compiler\endcsname")
local asscript_body = [=[#1]=]
print('')
local asscript = preamble .. asscript_body
io.savedata(outfile,asscript)
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as_execute = string.format("\%s \%s -o \%s ",ascompiler,outfile,swffile)
os.execute(as_execute)
\stopluacode%
}
\unexpanded\ef\tartSWFtoolsAScode{\ostartSWFtoolsAScode} % lua catcodes
\startSWFtoolsAScode[name=smile,
compiler={/opt/luatex/minimals-2010-brejlov/tex/texmf-project/bin/as3compile}]
package
{ import flash.display.MovieClip
public class Main extends MovieClip
{ function Main()
{
this.graphics.beginFill(0xcccc00)
this.graphics.drawCircle(200,200,200)
this.graphics.endFill()
this.graphics.beginFill(0x000000)
this.graphics.drawCircle(140,150,50)
this.graphics.drawCircle(260,150,50)
this.graphics.drawRoundRect(140,270,120,10,20);
this.graphics.endFill()
}
}
}
\stopSWFtoolsAScode
\externalfigure[smile.swf][width=100px,height=100px]

We should also supply a default representation for the viewers that are unable
to display swf ﬁgures, but this time it’s not necessary to specify complicated
options: just use the mode feature of ConTEXt as in the following example
\startmode[Flash]
\externalfigure[smile.swf][width=100px,height=100px]
\stopmode
\startnotmode[Flash]
\externalfigure[smile.png]
\stopnotmode

The same approach can be used to implement the start/stopSWFtoolsSCcode
macros where the code is a swf script and the compiler is swfc (both are proprietary of swftools, see [5]):
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\startSWFtoolsSCcode[name=action,
compiler={/opt/luatex/minimals-2010-brejlov/tex/texmf-project/bin/swfc}]
.flash filename="action.swf" bbox=300x300 fps=50
.box mybox color=blue fill=green width=100 height=100
.put mybox
.frame 1
.action:
_root.angle += 0.05;
mybox._x = 100*Math.cos(_root.angle)+100;
mybox._y = 100*Math.sin(_root.angle)+100;
.end
.frame 2
.action:
gotoFrame(0);
Play();
.end
.frame 3
.end
\stopSWFtoolsSCcode
\externalfigure[action.swf][width=150px,height=150px]

Conclusion
From the point of view of a traditional (i.e. not TEX) programmer ConTEXt-mkiv
has a neat approach for implementing the PDF speciﬁcations. The Lua language
is small and complete, and the PDF speciﬁcations itself are clear enough: the problem arises with the rendering of the document. On average, a free PDF viewer
other than AdobeReader has not the capability to show a RichMedia content and
the printing of the pdf can be also problematic, so we must supply the correct
alternative content at least with the modes mechanism. Following the same way
of start/stopSWFtoolsAScode it is possible to implement a start/stopFlexAS
code (see [6]) which is the preferable to the swftools compiler due some incompatibilities in the implementation of the ActionScript3 language.
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MicroTalk – pdfsplit
MicroTalk – pdfsplit

Luigi Scarso

Abstract: MicroTalk is a short and technical paper that shows some
unusual, hopefully useful, ideas following the schema “ﬁgure to code”.
The main topic is always typographic programming in ConTEXt & Lua.
A bit of Lua code, the \clip macro and Leptonica extensions are the
ingredients for this recipe to cook a pdfsplit macro that take a pdf and
try to split into parts as the \vsplit does with \vboxes.
Key words: Lua, Leptonica, PDF slicing, SWIG, MuPDF, Sumatra.
Abstrakt: Článek poukazuje na způsob nařezání PDF na proužky tak,
jak je to známé pomocí příkazu \vsplit s \vboxy.
Klíčová slova: Lua, Leptonica, vysekávání z PDF, SWIG, MuPDF, Sumatra.
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Experiences Typesetting OpenType Math with
LuaLATEX and XƎLATEX
Zkušenosti se sazbou matematiky ve formátu
OpenType math v LuaLATEXu a XƎLATEXu

Ulrik Vieth

Abstract: When LuaTEX ﬁrst provided support for OpenType math typesetting in version 0.40, high-level macro support for math typesetting
was ﬁrst developed for ConTEXt MkIV, while support for LuaLATEX was
initially limited to a very low-level or non-existent. In the meantime, this
gap has been closed by recent developments on macro packages such as
luaotﬂoad, fontspec, and unicode-math, so LATEX users are now provided
with a uniﬁed high-level font selection interface for text and math fonts
that can be used equally well with both LuaLATEX and XƎLATEX. While
a uniﬁed high-level interface greatly improves document interchange and
eases transitions between systems, it does not guarantee that identical
input will always produce identical output on diﬀerent engines, as there
are signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the underlying implementations of math typesetting algorithms. While LuaTEX provides a full-featured implementation of OpenType math, XƎTEX has taken a more limited approach
based on a subset of OpenType parameters to provide the functionality
of traditional TEX engines.
Given the possibility of running exactly the same test ﬁles on both
engines, it now becomes feasible to study those diﬀerences in detail and
to compare the results. Hopefully, this will allow to draw conclusions
how the quality of math typesetting is aﬀected and could be improved by
taking advantage of a more sophisticated, full-featured OpenType math
implementation.
Key words: LuaLATEX, XƎLATEX, OpenType math, math typesetting,
fontspec package, Cambria, Asana, XITS, Neo Euler.
Abstrakt: Jelikož LuaTEX podporuje Open Type math až od verze 0.40,
byla podpora matematické sazby na vyšší úrovni vytvořena nejprve pro
ConTEXt MkIV, zatímco podpora pro LuaLATEX byla nízká nebo nebyla
žádná. Další vývoj však tuto mezeru zacelil – uživatelé LATEXu mají nyní
k dispozici jednotné rozhraní pro připojení fontů pro běžný text i pro
matematickou sazbu pomocí balíčků luaotﬂoad, fontspec a unicode-math;
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Neo Euler Example

XITS Math Example
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Schrödinger equation (quantum mechanics):
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Figure 10: Sampling of equations typeset with LuaLaTEX using
XITS and XITS Math.
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Einstein ﬁeld equation (general relativity):
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Schrödinger equation (quantum mechanics):
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Dirac equation (relativistic quantum mechanics):
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Figure 11: Sampling of equations typeset with LuaLaTEX using
TEX Gyre Pagella and Neo Euler.
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LuaTEX 0.60

Taco Hoekwater, Hartmut Henkel

Abstract: TEXLive 2010 will contain LuaTEX 0.60. This article gives an
overview of the changes between this version and the version on last year’s
TEXLive. Highlights of this release: cweb code base, dynamic loading of
lua modules, various font subsystem improvements including support for
Apple .dfont, font collection ﬁles, braced input ﬁle names, extended pdf
Lua table, and access to the line breaking algorithm from Lua code.
Key words: Lua, LuaTEX, verze 0.60
Abstrakt: Článek představuje změny a novinky ve verzi LuaTEXu 0.60.
Klíčová slova: programovací jazyk Lua, LuaTEX, verze 0.60
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LuaTEX 0.63 Short Reference
LuaTEX 0.63 Stručný průvodce

Taco Hoekwater

Abstract: This manual gives a brief description of functions collected
mainly in the callback, font, font loader, image, kpathsea, language, lua,
metapost, node, pdf, status, typesetting, IO, texconﬁg and token tables
provided by LuaTEX 0.63.
Key words: Lua, LuaTEX, revision 0, version 63, tables
Abstrakt: V manuálu je uveden stručný popis funkcí, zahrnutých zejména
ve zpětných voláních, v řadě tabulek, které poskytuje LuaTEX 0.63.
Klíčová slova: programovací jazyk Lua, LuaTEX, verze 0.63, tabulky
taco (at) elvenkind (dot) com
Elvenkind BV, Spuiboulevard 269, 3311 GP Dordrecht, The Netherlands
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Subtext: A Proposed Processual Grammar for a
Multi-Output Pre-Format
Subtext: návrh postupové gramatiky na předformát
určený pro různá výstupní zařízení
John Haltiwanger

Abstract: Academic publishing today faces a reality in which providing
multiple formats–generally HTML and PDF–is becoming a necessity. The
production of multiple outputs involves a workﬂow of generative typesetting. Generative typesetting involves many constraints that resulting
from edge cases between formats which must be accounted for. Against
the backdrop of theory in the ﬁeld of new media, a new approach towards generative typesetting is proposed. A separation of translation from
eﬀect, akin to the division of style and content in HTML/CSS, can eﬀect
a transmutable translation layer in which syntax, eﬀect, and even a preformat’s reserved characters can be deﬁned in conﬁguration ﬁles. This
transmutability is desirable because every generative typesetting workﬂow faces particular speciﬁcities which should be addressable without
the introduction of “glue.”
Keywords: typesetting, processual grammar, pre-format, multi-output.
Abstrakt: Článek přináší několik myšlenek a úvah na návrh gramatiky
pro předformát u vícenásobného výstupu z jednoho zdrojového kódu.
Klíčová slova: sazba, typograﬁe, postupová gramatika, předformát, vícenásobný výstup.

Introduction
Over the course of my recent work obtaining a master’s degree in New Media at
the Universiteit van Amsterdam, I had the opportunity to investigate the ﬁeld
of generative design–and especially generative typesetting–in the context of a
thesis that interrogates existing media theories for their eﬃcacy in describing
the dynamics involved in generative workﬂows.
The core impulse of my thesis began with the idea of a web application
which oﬀers a simple means of ‘writing once, reading everywhere.’ In terms of
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the practical problem domain (academic publishing of humanities texts), this
meant targetting two formats: HTML and PDF. There seemed to be interesting
questions of ‘materiality’ in any discussion of the envisioned workﬂow:
1. A pre-format in which the source document is written. (For my thesis, I
chose Markdown.) What material speciﬁcities does such a format exhibit?
From a less directed orientation, what does it mean to write in a format
whose sole purpose is to be translated into other formats?
2. A ‘wrapper’ (or translation layer) application. (For now, in terms of
ConTEXt, that means Pandoc.) What does it say about the ‘materiality’
of the ﬁnal product when, indeed, the ﬁnal “product” is a multitude of
output ﬁles (PDF for print, PDF for screen, HTML for browser, HTML
for handheld, etc.)?
3. The glue layer. This layer was recognized as inevitable from the outset due
to both personal conversations with people who have attempted crossformat publishing and the knowledge that with (translation) software, it
will never Just Work Right. The ‘materiality’ of the outputs further spreads
out across code written to satisfy edge cases and account for inadequacies
in either of the other two layers.

The Interest in Materiality
Recently there has been a shift within the ﬁeld of new media back towards
an adherence to Marshall McLuhan’s old motto: “the medium is the message.”
This shift has been very productive in its inspiration towards software studies,
medium-speciﬁc analysis, and a host of other approaches of examining media as
media. While quite productive in generating theory, this shift has not necessarily
been so productive in terms of deciphering the (often unasked) question: What
deﬁnes a medium?
The contemporary ﬁxation with ‘materiality’ is a result of seeking the constitution of media from inside themselves, a fact that belies a neglect in attention
to the shaping of media by processes external to themselves such as economics,
political climate (including legal structures), history, and imagination.

It’s All Process: A Shift to an Analytics of Becoming
There may be a better way to critically engage with media, one that can account
for and respond to the fragmentation that the concept of ‘medium’ has experienced since the advent of the personal computer. Though relatively obscure in
English language discourse, Gilbert Simondon’s theory of ontogenesis is remarkably applicable for describing the unfolding of structures within the computer
metamedium.1
1 Loosely translateable as a machine in which the available potential of the machine is
deﬁnable from within that machine itself, a feature that lets the computer “play host” to other
media.
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Simondon’s ontogenesis transcends the traditional Western conundrum of
existence (“what am I? what does it mean that I am?”) by asking the question:
“How did I become? What am I becoming?”
This is a radical shift, as the disconnect between the conditions that shape
us and our current form is missing from many ﬁelds—the most obvious example
lying in the forms of economic analysis that refuse to integrate so-called “externalities” such as vertical market dynamics, resource depletion, pollution, and
the general turmoil associated with extravagently rich men getting richer while
poor people get poorer. In the ﬁeld of new media, speciﬁcally, it allows for a
process-oriented perspective through which the conditions of a given medium
can be integrated into our understanding of that medium. In a way it is not a
rejection of ‘looking into the medium’ for understanding: rather, it implores an
addtional looking around.

Source Code as a Site of Collective Agency
From the perspective of metamedia, where constraints are deﬁned by programming as much as by the physical properties of the machine, source code becomes
a site of agency: if one can rule the source, one can rule the metamedium.
Through an examination of the discussion between Hans Magnus Enzensberger and Jean Baudrillard regarding a revolutionary theory of media, I position
FLoSS as a unique and potent site of agency within metamedia (especially the
still-dominant personal computer). FLoSS not only ﬁts the seven categories of
emancipatory uses of media outlined by Enzensberger, it likewise operates in a
“reciprocal” (actively reﬂexive) way that restores the symbolic exchange relation
that Baudrillard deems necessary for any subversive potential of media.
Tied to the concept of ontogenesis, FLoSS becomes a vast site of collective
becoming within the computer metamedium. While many people are squeamish
about granting it this mantle, the truth remains that FLoSS, and only FLoSS,
carries within itself the potential for total and radical change of the metamedium.
Likewise, only FLoSS provides a means for hedging against the increasing lock-in
of metamedia that we ﬁnd in devices such as the iPhone and the Kindle. These
features are signiﬁcant and the stakes are real: metamedia could cease to be
metamedia if it becomes a common-place assumption that one is not intended
to program them on one’s own and without following strict rules of what can
be programmed and how. This is a dangerous path, yet the rapid adoption of
the iPhone and iPad—despite the valid criticism that the devices rigidly enforce
a crippled, consumerist take on computing—proves that this direction worth
examining as a very real potential road for the future of social understandings
of computing.
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Processual Grammars Organize Process Hybridity
A very real problem in terms of ‘medium-speciﬁc analysis’ that we ﬁnd when
dealing with computers is that there can be distinct speciﬁties even between
diﬀerent versions of the same program. Does each new or distinct version constitute a speciﬁc medium? Just as the variety of typewriter makes and models do
not constitute individual media, it makes no sense to apply the ‘medium’ label
to every application on the computer. Yet there are distinct new capabilities and
processes embodied within computer programs, and it seems just as nonsensical
to render everything available on the computer as belonging to, or representing,
a single medium.
Through an analytics of becoming we are made aware of the various hybridizations involved in the assembling of processes. Take, for example, the modern
command-line interface (CLI). The original roots of the CLI lie in the teletype
machines, which were quite literally the hybridization of typewriters and computer feedback systems such as tape or punch cards, along with telephone and
modem technology. Today there are often other aspects in play: a framebuﬀer
(perhaps even a GUI, in the case of terminal emulators), along with libraries that
handle text not represented directly on the keyboard, as well as continuously
evolving shells and terminal emulators.
What I argue is that these various conﬁgurations—resulting from evolutionary developments in and outside the CLI—represent distinct processual grammars that organize various processes into distinct hybridities. Thus the diﬀerences between the bash and csh shells (or between GIMP and Photoshop) indicate
not the existence of a variety of separate media but rather divergent organizational grammars of process that engender intentional speciﬁcities that are designed
to overcome or otherwise modify some real, existing constraint. In the case of
bash versus csh, the constraint was ease of programming and in the case of the
GIMP it was the lack of a free software alternative for hardcore raster image
manipulation. The signiﬁcance of FLoSS in this light is that, thanks to the
availability of source code, we have the capacity to modify, extend, or replace
processual grammars at will. This is something ultimately familiar to the TEX
community, which has seen the steady progression of engines and patches intended to accomodate and account for overcoming constraints within the original
implementation. If TEX’s entire internals were proprietary and the source code
withheld, these eﬀorts would require a completely diﬀerent level of work.2

2 This is also assuming that Donald Knuth had not been so forthright in his writings on the
topic due to proprietary concern for ‘trade secrets.’
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The Problem Domain
Academic papers in the humanities are still written in WYSIWYG word processors, most often the proprietary Microsoft Word. This is pervasive to the extent
that editing jobs require the possession of this software. Yet the chief feature of
that software in this problem domain is the “Track Changes” mode—something
which version control systems handle seamlessly with regards to plain-text documents. The issue is not technical, then, but a question of interface. TEX is
a great system, but it is still a visually cumbersome programming language.
An abstraction into a pre-format for interfacing with typesetting could allow
the adoption of TEX-based workﬂows without the necessity of learning TEX (or
LATEX or ConTEXt). A new interface for version control based around the workﬂow demands of publishing and editing would likewise smooth a transition from
proprietary conditions.
Requiring proprietary software for academic publishing is a strange product
of history and economics. Both of these inﬂuences have been known to be overcome through FLoSS. Indeed, history and economics were both overcome when
Richard Stallman made an institution and a legal hack around the consideredobsolete institution of code sharing. It is possible to imagine a new system for
generative typesetting that outshines previous workﬂows of academic writing.3

Towards A New Processual Grammar for Typesetting
My thesis attempts an actively reﬂexive methodology: in order to investigate
generative design, a workﬂow based on generative typesetting was employed.
This workﬂow has already been outlined in the introduction to this piece: it is
composed of the pre-format, the translation layer, and the glue layer.
It seems to me that with the advent of LuaTEX we now have the opportunity
to integrate these three layers and, while doing so, modify them in order to
fulﬁll our expecations in a more eﬃcacious manner. Since LuaTEX allows for the
utilization of Lua code, we can theoretically implement anything possible in Lua
as an add-on for LuaTEX.
The ﬁrst stage of this is to re-think the pre-format. I deﬁne a pre-format
as a markup that is chieﬂy designed both for ease of writing and for translatability. In other words, pre-formats exist to provide a drastic reductions in
learning-curve and syntatical verbosity. However, prominent pre-formats like
Markdown and reStructuredText were designed primarily by programmers for programmers. In other words, the factors involved in typesetting are
not always accounted for in these pre-formats. It is time to change this. We
3 Even if the system outlined here is not ideal, I maintain that there has to be a better way
of dealing with publishing in the humanities.
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need a pre-format that understands how to pass environment information so
that a paragraph, for example, can be marked as a member of an arbitrary environment (or class/id in HTML). Ideally all markup should be augmentable
with contextual speciﬁcities that then map into the outputs. A huge element of
this hybridization is delivering bibliographic/citation functionality that extends
to all outputs. Such a hybridization—not currently possible in Pandoc—would
elevate this processual grammar above the competition (for instance, BibLATEX
requires signiﬁcant massaging just to out put the MLA format, a standard in the
humanities). Since the translation layer can be implemented in Lua, it is possible to develop a library for LuaTEX that processes this pre-format and output
the results in multiple other formats.4 By hybridizing the translation layer into
LuaTEX, beautiful typesetting into PDFs will become a ﬁrst-order capability of
the pre-format. Perhaps the best way to phrase this concept to developers is that
it represents a recognition that a pre-format can be built as a domain-speciﬁc
language. To that extent, the syntax, it’s eﬀects and even the reserved characters
can be speciﬁed through conﬁguration ﬁles and metaprogroamming. This allows
for personally tailored workﬂows as well as deﬁned and emergent standards of
operating.

Glue-Be-Gone
This could theoretically represent a point of transcendence of that ﬁnal layer of
integration: the glue layer. An transmutable translation layer allows a new separation of translation from implementation, something akin to the attempted
division of form and content vis a vis CSS and HTML. As mention, in this
scheme the exact eﬀects of the pre-format syntax (i.e, what the translator outputs upon receiving a certain markup) can be deﬁned on a per-project (or even
per-individual) basis. Pandoc, on the other hand, allows for scripting but only
in a way that involves writing Haskell code. While this may be ﬁne in some cases, clearly the necessity of learning a new programming language simply to use
a translation wrapper is less-than-ideal. By loading rules in from conﬁguration
ﬁles we can separate the workﬂow into subsystems that align to diﬀerent degrees
of engagement with the workﬂow: users can easily interact within the speciﬁc
syntax of a project, yet they can just as easily begin to modify that syntax by
changing values in a conﬁguration ﬁle. If they are interested in engaging the outputs more deeply, they can alter other conﬁguration values in order substitute
their own values as eﬀects of translation. The point is to allow multiple levels of
aﬀecting how this gets changed into that.
The system need not necessarily be designed for inter-operability between
4 Another option, worth investigating, is using the powerful grammar processing of Perl 6
in combination with the Parrot Virtual Machine and its native Lua implementation.
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speciﬁc organizations of workﬂow. However, even that goal should be relatively
accessible if shared code works only on an abstract level and respects arguments
such as environments that have been passed from the pre-format. These arguments will have a deﬁned structure within the conﬁguration ﬁles, so errors in
syntax can be reported when they are found during translation and even shared
code libraries can be written to take these structures into account. I am not
saying that edge cases will never occur, only that they should be adjustable on
a granular level that allows a single workﬂow to be optimized and just work.
(These adjustments will require engaging with environment setup through mechanisms such as CSS or ConTEXt macros). One could imagine a university
department developing a tailored pre-format that suits their ﬁeld and generates
arbitrarily optimal PDFs and HTML ﬁles, something akin to the current prevalence of LATEX document classes in mathematics and science but with the ease
of use and translatibility oﬀered by a pre-format.
This is not to say that “glue” will never be necessary, only that we should
recognize its perpetual existence in generative typesetting for multiple outputs.
As such, it makes sense to mitigate the source of glue, which can be found in
the edge cases that must be accounted for between output formats in any given
workﬂow. The uniqueness of every workﬂow means that the best solution lies
in a system suﬃciently ﬂexible enough to accomodate arbitrary demands and
inevitable weirdness. While adherence to a standard syntax is possible, there
should ultimately be as few constraints placed upon the executiopn of that workﬂow as possible. As long as the conﬁguration ﬁles are available, the system
should be able to render any output formats according to the logic declared therein. There is a distinct opportunity to provide a new alternative to academic
writing in the humanities. LuaTEX oﬀers a signiﬁcant site of agency for delivering on this opportunity. While it is obvious that this proposal consists only
of theoretical speculation, I hope that the ideas outlined in this text provide a
thought-provoking outlook on conceive of this delivery.
john (dot) haltiwanger (at) gmail (dot) com
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Arranging Pages
Vyřazování stránek
Willi Egger

Abstract: There is still al lot to be considered until we can hold a ﬁnished
book in our hands, after the content is ready. In this article an overview
on possible page arrangement schemes is presented. Although ConTEXt
already has a considerable range of possibilities built in, more arranging
schemes will be added in the near future, in order to make ConTEXt even
more versatile.
Key words: Page arrangement, section, booklet, ﬂyer.
Abstrakt: V článku jsou představeny základní způsoby vyřazení dokumentu, což je nezbytná operace před tiskem podkladu. Článek se zaměřuje
na formát ConTEXt a slibuje i další nastavení v době budoucí.
Klíčová slova: Vyřazování dokumentu, vyřazení stránek, příprava knižního bloku, brožurka, pozvánka, leták, pozvánky.
w (dot) egger (at) boede (dot) nl
Maasstraat 2, 5836 BB Sambeek, The Netherlands
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1 Arranging pages
Once a document is made up properly, it needs to be put on paper in order to be able to prepare a
book. A book can be printed on loose sheets and the book block can then be glued at the spine. The
result will often be presented as a paperback. If the book is to be sewn i.e. the book block is to be
made up from sections which are sewn together, then the pages of the book must be arranged in such
a way, that they can be folded to form the sections.
ConTEXt is equipped with a set of page imposition schemes which are used in professional printing
environments.
In order to describe the different schemes it is a necessary to divide them into different categories.
−
−
−
−

Page arrangements for section printing
Page arrangements for glued bookblocks
Specials
Flyers

It must be mentioned, that some of the described schemes are not yet belonging to the ConTEXt distribution. They will be added in due time.

2 Page arrangements for section printing
Coding of the page arrangements
In order to be able to use page arrangement schemes one needs to tell ConTEXt what it should do. The
information is normally given with two to four pieces of information, separated with *.
The first value, which is 1 or 2, indicates whether the arrangement will be single-sided (1) or double-sided (2).
The second value is always an even number ranging from 2 to 16. This figure indicates the number of
pages on the recto respectively on the verso side of the sheet of paper.
The third value indicates the number of sheets to be used to make up a single section.
There are arranging schemes which use another indicator in order to make them unique in the system.
Usually this is one or more characters.

Classical sections for large paper sizes
Context standard
2*16
2*8
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(32 pages) i.e. 2 = doublesided, 16 = 16 pages on recto and 16 pages on verso of the sheet
(16 pages) i.e. 2 = doublesided, 8 = 8 pages on recto and 8 pages on verso of the sheet
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2*8, (16 pages)

Z-folded sections
Besides the classical folding schemes which are based on cross folding a sheet of paper, it is also possible to make sections with Z-folds and a final fold in the direction of the spine. The following schemes
are currently not yet in the distribution.
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2 = doublesided, 6 = 6 pages on recto and 6 pages on verso, Z = Z-folding
2 = doublesided, 8 = 8 pages on recto and 8 pages on verso, Z = Z-folding
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2*6*Z, (12 pages)

Folded sections composed from multiple sheets
Although it is quite uncommon to keep a large schale printer at the office, it is still quite possible to
use a normal office-printer to produce classical folded sections for very small numbers of books. In
order to get folded sections more than one sheet is used to assemble a single section.
The following schemes will be added to the distribution.
2*2*4 2 = doublesided, 2 = 2 pages recto and verso, 4 = 4 sheets of paper
2*4*2 2 = doublesided, 4 = 4 pages recto and verso, 2 = 2 sheets of paper

The classical booklet
Although the classical booklet is not a classical section it is mentioned here. To form a classical booklet
ConTEXt assembles all present pages in a document into one (large) section.
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2DOWN
2UP

binding at the short edge: 2 = doublesided, DOWN= placement of the pages on the sheet
of paper
binding at the long edge: 2 = doublesided, UP= placement of the pages on the sheet of
paper

3 Page arrangements for glued book blocks
As mentioned above, one can produce a book block from loose sheets of paper without folding them.
The sheets can be printed either single or double-sided.

Single-sided schemes
1*4
2SIDE
2TOP
XY

1 = single-sided, 4 pages on recto
single-sided 2 pages next to each other on recto
single-sided 2 pages on top and bottom on recto
pages are arranged in columns (x) and rows (y)

Double-sided scheme
2TOPSIDE

double-sided 2 pages recto and verso, top and bottom

4 Specials
The following scheme will be added to the distribution. With this scheme one can prepare a single-sided print and fold it into a booklet in such a way, that the blank verso side is hidden.
1*8

1= single-sided, 8 = 8 pages on recto
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5 Flyers
Flyers are widely spread information leaflets often used for promotional purposes or as attractive
give-aways for many occasions. The distribution is not yet providing these folding schemes, but they
will be added in due time. The range will cover the most common flyer-types.

Flyer types
Tryptichon
Double window
Z-folding flyers
Map-flyer (12 pages)
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this flyer has 3 pages recto and 3 pages verso
this flyer has 4 pages recto and 4 pages verso
flyers with 8, 10 or 12 pages
this flyer has 6 pages on recto an 6 pages on verso. It is a Z-fold flyer with a
final cross fold.
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\mainlanguage[en]
\setuptolerance[verytolerant,stretch]
\setupmakeup[text][top=,bottom=,frame=off]
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Figure 2 A double-window type flyer

Flyers!

\setuparranging[MAPFLYER-12]
\definelayer[Front][width=\textwidth,height=.5\textheight]
\setlayer
[Front]
[preset=lefttop,x=\dimexpr(\textwidth-\figurewidth)/2,y=5mm]
{\externalfigure[logo][height=50mm]}
\definelayer[Back][width=\paperwidth,height=\paperheight]
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\setlayer
[Back]
[preset=leftbottom,x=.125\paperwidth,y=-2mm]
{\externalfigure[IMG_3830-brejlov][width=.75\paperwidth]}
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“ConTEXt produces Flyers” is an example of how to create a flyer.
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Introduction
ConTEXt is the TEX environment which is developed
most rapidly. It could be called a moving target. Recently the LuaTEX-team implemented the LUA-interpreter into TEX. This enabled Hans Hagen, the developer
of ConTEXt to re-implement most of the ConTEXt-code
using currently more than 50% LUA-code instead of
TEX-code. A lot has changed indeed and before a stable
version will be available it will yet take some time. However this does not mean, that ConTEXt-MKIV does not
work properly, only that certain things will need time
to settle in. – Another important development is the
rework of METAPOST into a library. This has boosted
compilation times enormously because the library can
be called at runtime and there is no need to call META
POST as an external programme.
ConTEXt goes further than producing single (double)
sided documents. It provides a mechanism, that allows
the user to arrange pages on a larger sheet of paper for
printing. This mechanism can be used for the production of book-sections as well for producing multipage
flyers.

page four is folded onto page three. Page one and two
are folded around the pile to ‘close’ the flyer.
There is also a map-type flyer. This flyer carries two
times 6 pages. The pages are arranged in two rows of
three pages. The flyer is folded first with a Z-folding and
finally folded in half perpendicular to the first folds.

Before we start filling the pages one might want to
setup the main language, make arrangements for the
font(s) to be used and define other components needed
for the layout.
The last command we need is

Coding of flyers

The arranging command for the six types of flyers looks
as follows:

For the production of a flyer you need to define two paper sizes, one for the paper for printing and the second
for the pages.
A standard flyer is about 21 cm high and the pages are
ca. 10 cm wide.

\setuparranging[TRYPTICHON]
\setuparranging[DOUBLEWINDOW]
\setuparranging[ZFLYER-8]
\setuparranging[ZFLYER-10]
\setuparranging[ZFLYER-12]
\setuparranging[MAPFLYER-12]

\setuparranging[...].

\definepapersize[Printpaper][width=420mm,height=297mm]

For this example the paper sheet to be used for printing
is 420 mm wide and 297 mm high. The grain direction is
parallel to the short edge i.e. a standard A3.
For the page a size is defined according to the folding-scheme. So you will have to calculate the page
height and width from the base-paper.
For a tryptichon:
\definepapersize[Tryptichon][width=105mm,height=210mm]

Multipage flyers

For a “double-window”

Strolling along the displays for flyers at the tourist office shows how many different ways exist to prepare
a multipage flyer. At this moment ConTEXt offers six
models of a multipage flyer.
For a 6 page flyer the tryptichon is a suitable candidate.
This implies the use of a landscape paper which is divided into 3 parts. By printing on recto and verso side
you receive 6 pages. The production of such a flyer requires 2 parallel folds.
A similar approach is the “double-window” flyer. This
flyer has eight pages, four on each side. The flyer is
folded with three parallel folds. First the outermost
pages are folded to the middle and finally the folder is
closed by folding it in half again.
You can also produce a flyer with two times
four/five/six pages with Z-folding (harmonica-like).
These folding schemes are provided as well. The folding
is performed by folding the paper three/four/five times
parallel one time forward and one time backward in
turn. A Z-folding can also be folded in such a way, that
the flyer is ‘closed’. For this type of folding only page
numbers higher than two are folded as a harmonica i.e.

\definepapersize[Doublewindow][width=105mm,height=210mm]
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For a Z-Folding flyer with 8 pages:
\definepapersize[Zfolding8][width=100m,height=210mm]
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\setuppapersize[flyerpagesize][Printpaper].

\setuplayout[...].
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In order to arrange later on the pages on the defined
paper, the defined page is linked to the paper size with

In the next stage you will need to provide arrangements
for the page-layout. This is achieved with the command
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\setuplayout
[topspace=.5cm,
backspace=.5cm,
header=0pt,
footer=0pt,
height=middle,
width=middle,
marking=color]
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Map-folder: ConTEXt-flyer

6 How does page arrangement work?
Setting up the system
ConTEXt uses a system, where a page size is mapped onto a paper size. Both are defined as paper sizes.
There are many commonly used paper sizes predefined, however it is no problem to define a custom
size paper.
To get started, one needs 2 “paper” sizes.
A paper size for printing
A paper size for the pages
First we need to set up the paper and then we map the pagesize paper onto the print size paper.
\definepapersize[Printpaper][width=42cm, height=28cm]
\definepapersize[Arrangepaper][width=10.5cm, height=21cm]

\setuppapersize[Arrangepaper][Printpaper]
\setuplayout
[topspace=.5cm, backspace=.5cm,
header=0pt, footer=0pt,
height=middle, width=middle,
marking=color]

Once the setup is ready, one can apply the desired arranging scheme.
\setuparranging[...]

Compiling
There are two ways to prepare a document with page arrangement. It is possible to let ConTEXt take
care of everything. To do this one issues the following command:
texexec or context –arrange yourfile.tex
The –arrange option tells ConTEXt to compile the document first without applying arranging. When
it is ready it does one additional run for the page arrangement.
The other approach is to compile the document with the setuparranging command commented out.
The result is a document consisting of single pages. This is a good output for last checks.
texexec or context yourfile
If the result is ok, then a single run is performed with the setuparraning command uncommented.
texexec or context –once yourfile
It is important to keep in mind, that correct output is only obtained if the arranging run is performed
a single time. Otherwise information contained in auxiliary files is overwritten, corrupted or lost.
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7 Future work
For the preparation of flyers, a structure will be made available either based on Wolfgang Schusters
module, which can be set up with variables, or the same approach which is used for all other page
arranging schemes. Beyond the already present set of arranging schemes, those which are presented
in this article and more will be added to the distribution.
Basically it is not that big an issue to add another arranging scheme. If you have a wish for a new
arranging scheme it is always worthwhile to ask on the ConTEXt mailinglist.
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Guide TEX It: Uneasy Beginnings of Typesetters
from the Perspective of Non-Typesetters
Nech TEX nás být: pohled na krušné začátky sazečské
z pohledu nesazečů
Libor Sarga

Abstract: The article describes the process of typesetting a proceedings
in TEX from the perspective of prospective typesetters along with challenges and obstacles encountered and solved during the work. Focused on
the problems of generating a desired Table of Contents and captions of
graphic objects, it further lists minor annoyances and tricks used to solve
them. Also described is a field-proven electronic content management and
synchronization system for different file versions utilized while working on
the project in a decentralized fashion.
Key words: typesetting, TEX, tocloft, caption, tables, figures
Abstrakt: Článek popisuje tvorbu sborníku příspěvků v systému LATEX
z pohledu amatérských sazečů spolu s problémy a těžkostmi, které byly
při této práci zaznamenány a vyřešeny. Zvláštní pozornost je věnována
peripetiím při tvorbě obsahu a popiskům grafických objektů. Nastíněny
jsou také drobné problémy a triky, které je vyřešily. Rovněž je popsán
v praxi vyzkoušený systém správy a synchronizace verzí souborů, použitý
při decentralizované manipulaci s hlavní šablonou sborníku.
Klíčová slova: sazba, TEX, tocloft, popisky, tabulky, obrázky

Introduction
Before we delve into how we end up typesetting a proceedings and what we went
through while doing so, it is necessary to flesh out my prior experience with TEX
as this serves an important point of providing a background. Albeit short, the
section is intended to provide information regarding my initial level of knowledge.
In September 2010 I began my first year as a doctoral student at the Department of Statistics and Quantitative Methods, Faculty of Management and
Economics, Tomas Bata University in Zlín. I was aware even then that for producing quality scientific output it would be viable to choose a more sophisticated
The paper was partially supported by the ESF project No. CZ.1.07/2.2.00/07.0361.
doi: 10.5300/2011-2-4/157
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system than widely-available commercial software residing at the university’s
computers. I started looking and very soon bumped into TEX. I downloaded The
Not So Short Introduction to LATEX 2ε 1 and promised myself to at least peek at
it in the near future.
This I did and thus came to know things such as preamble, what to write
in there, how to load packages and lots of other useful bits and pieces of what
constitutes the system, which I had unfortunately no means of practically testing
due to lack of infrastructure. That changed in early October when necessary
equipment, including a fresh install of TEX Live 2010 became a reality. I was
pleasantly surprised that Lubor Homolka, another first-year doctoral worker at
the department, and Pavel Stříž were both into TEX as well and have often
provided me with numerous theoretical and practical examples. I was then and
am still now nothing but a beginner who decided to slowly familiarize himself with
the ‘tex’ (phonetic transcript of my pronunciation at that time) using TEXMaker
editor. When I compiled my first document, I was elated:
\documentclass[a4paper]{article}
\begin{document}
Hello world!
\end{document}
I was pleased with myself, experimented as instructions told me, loaded
packages, inserted pictures, switched languages. Lubor entered the realm of
math typesetting. I was looking, jealous, as he compiled his dozens of lines long
documents without any error while I explored aesthetically pleasing red messages
the editor threw at me with steel precision and determination. Today as well
as then I’m waiting, palpably discomforted, if the compilation, starting with
innocuous
Process started
will end in victory
Process exited normally.
or if I get a dreaded
Process exited with error(s).
We saw our part of the last message at the time of typesetting, often more so
than our families, friends, or beer kegs.

Proceedings
A relatively peaceful situation quickly gave way to something else after an e-mail
came from Pavel Stříž, asking whether we would be interested in typesetting
a proceedings in care of his brother’s printing house2 . This sign of trust had me
1 http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/info/lshort/english/lshort.pdf
2 http://www.striz.cz/
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excited: finally I will be able to show my extensive knowledge of PDF crafting,
hampered by a mistake here and there, to the whole wide world. However, I was
not completely able to filter out a notion of haste in the e-mail’s text. Evidence,
such as ‘urgent work’ and ‘two or three weeks tops’ left no doubt the process
need have to be a quick one. We were further told the proceedings comprises
of approximately 250 pages, 60 figures and 50 tables. My inner voice, warning
me of possible repercussions, was quickly hushed and the deal was struck shortly
before the middle of October. Pavel Stříž promised us backing in case we needed
a hand which we decided to use only if no other option was evident to us. Out of
the sample we were given the main issues were identified to be with the tables
which would probably be necessary to convert into a unified format; and pictures,
requiring conversion to PDF (we were yet to find out how).
On October 15, 2010 the proceedings in the .doc file was acquired. At 3.822
MB it contained all the articles in English along with figures and tables. We
began to work. Since that day a frequently used communication channel was
established between our side and Pavel Stříž’s brother, Martin. He provided us
with multitude of advice on basic configuration, a type of binding to be used and
other mantras we have never previously heard of (we couldn’t have since we had
not been in the printing business, we concluded). The book’s format was to be
A5 (148 × 210 mm) as reflected in the settings of a template. We also had to
admit weakness and reject making the cover using PSTricks, a task too complex
for either of us.
The first thing was to change the PDF viewer since Acrobat Reader 9 was not
suitable for our purposes. Every PDF file the program opens is prevented from
being changed, including with the editor commands. I found out later this is due
to it not supporting DDE (Dynamic Data Exhange), an omission in many other
viewers as well (Foxit PDF Reader). A solution is to create a simple batch file
containing instructions to first terminate the process and then re-open it (a type
of indirect data exchange) and link to this script instead to the viewer’s absolute
path. We did not know it then and decided to use Sumatra PDF that filled the
gap.
Then, the settings of the editors were synchronized, especially font encoding
(UTF-8) because Lubor decided against using commercial operating systems in
favor of Linux, and these two different environments could cause problems. Also
without UTF-8 in place comments in Czech became a gibberish of question marks
and other exotic characters not put there previously by either of us even on the
same versions of Windows. The inputenc package with [utf8] options provided
a solution. Cropping the images was to be done by using a licensed version
of Adobe Acrobat 8 Professional, listing the functionality in its features. An
alternative is to use an internal command viewport= with the parameters being
coordinates, allowing for automation of the process. We did not go this way as
the thought of such declarations quickly sapped the color out of our cheeks.
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The first step of image extraction was to convert the document into PDF,
then using an open source tool PDF Split and Merge (http://www.pdfsam.
org/) to extract the pages with the figures and finally unleash Adobe Acrobat
Professional to crop them to external files. An alternative to the first step is to
use pdftk (http://www.pdflabs.com/tools/pdftk-the-pdf-toolkit/). This
ensured scalability unachievable by formats such as JPEG and PNG as per our
own experience. Moreover, JPEG format is lossy by nature – not counting in
the JPEG2000 variant which supports lossless compression – and suffers from
generation loss, i.e. increasing of noise (specifically noise to information ratio)
which is easily detectable visually when zoomed in. PNG rectified the problem, but
PDF provided the ultimate scalability. However, as Martin poignantly quipped,
‘the cost of the software is higher than the average salary in the Czech Republic’.
The program was the only commercial software used during typesetting, however
(apart from operating systems).
We discovered a ‘Vlna’ macro3 by Petr Olšák which seeks solitary conjuctions
and prepositions ‘a, i, o, k’ placed at the end of the lines (a mistake by all means)
and links them with the following words. The command
vlna -l -m -n dokument.tex
assures automation of inserting such tildes (‘vlnka’ in Czech). The -l switch
enables the LATEX mode, -m ignores the math environment and -n does the same
for the verbatim environment.
The macro is intended for Czech language text only, depressing us as the
proceedings was in English. So we put emphasis on looking for numbers and units
divided on two lines and placed several tildes in the early stages of our work. It
became clear only later that any modification in the text renders many of them
unusable and unneeded. A conclusion was that is is not advisable to solve all
problems at once but instead create a hierarchy.

Trials and Tribulations
Since October the uphill struggle with the system has begun. One point became
clear early on: the way to operate (that is, the way generating the least amount
of errors) is to create a main template, inserting chapters by invoking \input{*}
which produces much more clear and concise code structure. As for the packages,
there were two of note: tocloft a caption.

3 http://ftp.linux.cz/pub/tex/local/cstug/olsak/vlna/
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Lists: tocloft
tocloft4 is a widely known and used set of macros for lists generation. Of those
we needed three: chapters (ToC – Table of Contents), figures (LoF – List of
Figures) and tables (LoT – List of Tables). The last two gave us our first serious
headache. When we changed caption labels (‘Figure’ from ‘Obrázek’ and ‘Table’
from ‘Tabulka’) by means of altering the caption, the lists were subsequently
populated only by their respective numbers, not the words themselves. We
attempted to counter this behavior by leaving the default labels and redefining
them globally by
\renewcommand*{\figurename}{Figure}
\renewcommand*{\tablename}{Table}
This produced the same result. I am not sure whether the problem is solvable only
by changing the babel option to [english] instead of [czech] but I sincerely
hope we tried that, too. Finally, we had to use a dirty trick. First, we indented
all the items in the list by
\addtolength{\cftfignumwidth}{25pt}
\addtolength{\cfttabnumwidth}{20pt}
and then inserted the words ‘Figure’ and ‘Table’ to the existing space permanently
by
\renewcommand{\cftfigpresnum}{Figure }
\renewcommand{\cfttabpresnum}{Table }
By fine tuning the values, we obtained the solution as seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: ToC and a sample of LoF and LoT.
4 http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/macros/latex/contrib/tocloft/
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This was our first major milestone which, apart from the fact it was achieved
by a former WYSIWYG5 users, was the point where we realized even basic
operations require a great deal of work.
I also concluded the documentation the authors of the packages provide are
the source of all the information one needs despite some of them being a bit
too technically demanding, i.e. tocloft. That’s why we made it a habit of
leaving one person (me) in charge of all changes made to (tocloft a caption).
Lubor volunteered for the equally important task of cropping the pictures that,
although hardly technical, was all the more demanding as to patience and accuracy
required.
Labels: captions
We approached the caption6 package by Axel Sommerfeldt with a certain uneasiness due to our previous dealings with English labels but at the end it proved to be
straightforward and painless thanks to its easily comperehensible and descriptive
documentation. We were able to completely get rid of \renewcommand{*}{*}
and change the labels from Czech to English by using an elegant solution in the
preamble:
\usepackage{caption}
\captionsetup{figurename=Figure,tablename=Table}
We strived to parametrize as much as possible by the packages’ options rather
than using global modifiers that could possibly lead to further, wholly unexpected
problems.
Hyperlinks in captions made us equally worried. Before we utilized the url
package each slash had to be preceeded by a backslash, proving to be our bane
as after we decided on url all the backslashes had be to be removed again.
Without using url the hyperlinks were further treated as plaintext and therefore
unclickable in the PDF. Another conclusion abound: familiarize myself with the
possibilities TEX offers before attempting to devise my own dirty solutions.
The resulting labels are shown in Figure 2:
To all graphic objects the string [!hpbt] was appended, courtesy of Pavel
Stříž who proposed it after our complaints that all pictures are positioned at the
end of the text, putting a reader in a dire situation especially when the author
repeatedly commented on the object within the text body. Later on, I found out
the characters serve as a guide on where to put the objects in TEX’s notation.
My last conclusion came from seeing advantages of using \textwidth and
width instead of \scale, a point we proved repeatedly. While the former scales
the object in relation to the width of the text on a page, the latter does so
absolutely. We had to very often tweak the scale manually as the object was
5 What

You See Is What You Get editor allows to see the changes made to the document
without the need to re-compile it.
6 http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/macros/latex/contrib/caption/
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to-be-discarded experiments in the e-mails’ attachments, removable media and
folders. Maintaining order was imperative especially because we were working
in a decentralized fashion with moth of us having different way of keeping order
in our repositories. This resulted in some working experiments to be repeated
because the template the code was re-written by another piece of working code
elsewhere. What I finally came to do was to save a working template at the
beginning of each day and after the work was done copying the additions to
the backup file before compiling it. Thus we always had a working version as
a core component, modified as needed. In case of procuring a file for control, the
maximum offset would be 24 hours.
As for file naming convention, the spontaneous system we devised and tested
consisted of figXX for figures, and tabXX for tables. When the table was divided
into two pages, the files were named tabXXa a tabXXb, the joined table tabXX
as usual. The notation for invidual chapters was kapXX (meaning chapter), the
main template was sablona_hlavni (meaning main_template). Even by quickly
looking at the contents of the folder it was possible to make out the structure
easily.
Several marginal challenges appeared, solved by dilligently looking through
forum boards of LATEX users. A simple action such as putting a dot after chapter
name still resides in my bookmarks. Answers to such questions, sought after
by beginners, are to professionals a matter of invoking a corresponding declaration (\renewcommand{*}{*}) or loading a package containing the functionality
(titlesec). We certainly forgot lots of things as we haven’t used them since,
and it was also possible to solve a lot of these problems more easily than we did
back then. For instance, we loaded the fancyhdr package and used it only to
produce a plain page with no numbering, a feature easily achieved by setting
\thispagestyle{empty}. We handled clubs and widows8 by increasing the scale
of the preceeding picture by avoiding them while the correct solution is to set the
correct value in \widowpenalty=XX and \clubpenalty=XX.
One of the things we did not pay attention to initially were quotation marks.
We were not too experienced in this regard in Czech language and asked for the
correct way of handling them. The answer in the form of warning was that they
are problematic and that we had to make sure we had them right. We promised
we would be careful, and did the mistake anyway. The situation was complicated
by the fact the authors of the articles were foreigners (meaning the quotation
marks were not ‘Czech’), the proceedings was printed in the Czech Republic,
though (suggesting Czech quotation marks should have preference). We chose
the second argument to base our assumptions on. This caused us to sift through
the whole text again and correcting that mistake. To avoid further complications
8 In typography, a club is the first line of a paragraph positioned on the last line of the page;
a widow is the last line of a paragraph positioned on the first line of the page.
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when seaching according to Alt+ codes, we copied the quotation marks off Czech
and English version of Wikipedia. Czech quotation marks look like „this“, English
like “this”, or to put it simply, Czech quotation marks resemble the pair 99 down
and 66 up while the English ones match 66 and 99 up.
However, we soon discovered a catch in the form of inserted quoation marks
which also exhibits this peculiar property. Czech inserted quoation marks „look
like ‚this‘“, the English ones “look ‘like this’”, however (so, in terms of pairs, 6
down 9 up for Czech language, 6 and 9 up for English). New sifting through
the text and assuring all inserted quoation marks are the English version. Afer
this was done we were confident we got through the worst of it. It came to
us as a surprise when we found out some authors did not respect typograhic
conventions and instead of standard characters as seen above used the apostrophe
(’) with nearly unrecognizable difference in appearance in the source text. Third
sifting and close examination of the English keyboard layout in search of another
characters possibly representing quotation marks bore no fruit and we were
confident this was the last time we heard of any problem concerning quotation
marks. Only later we found there was another ‘type’ of inserted quoation marks
in form of acute. The final sifting was done in a matter of minutes.

Conclusion
Typesetting the proceedings greatly enriched us both. With the help of Pavel
Stříž and his brother Martin the work was finalized before the deadline. After
proofreading, additional corrections and production of the cover by a third party
we received a message announcing the book is finished. When we got the physical
copy we were rightfully proud as every equation, table, figure, quotation mark,
punctuation mark and dot was revised multiple times. Even though several
mistakes came to light before the printing we were not having too ambitious
a goal of leaving no mistakes behind but rather to find out if we can do it.
We did and learned a lot of things in the process we now use when preparing
presentations for the students whom we also try to enlighten as to the ways of
open source typography, particulary TEX. They should be allowed to see that it
is possible to typeset not only using commercial software but with free solutions
as well. Taking into account further tools for statistics, such as programming
language R, gretl or gnuplot graphic utility, we may safely conclude quality science
can be done with minimal (zero) costs involved.
sarga@fame.utb.cz
Faculty of Management and Economics
Tomas Bata University in Zlín
Mostní 5139, 760 01 Zlín
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Typesetting of Tables and Lists and Other
New Features in TEXonWeb
Sazba tabulek, seznamů a další novinky
v TEXonWeb

Jan Přichystal

Abstract: This article describes new features in TEXonWeb. TEXonWeb is
a web application that allows us to use TEX/LATEX typesetting system without needing its installation on a local computer. One of the most important
characteristics of this application is to help beginners to start working with
TEX/LATEX. It oﬀers them a lot of tools such as table and list wizards to ease
their ﬁrst steps.
Keywords: TEXonWeb, TEX/LATEX
Abstrakt: Tento článek popisuje nové vlastnosti systému TEXonWeb. Jedná se
o webovou aplikaci, která umožňuje využívat typograﬁcký systém TEX/LATEX
bez nutnosti instalace na lokální počítač. Jeden z nejdůležitjších rysů této aplikace je zaměření na pomoc začátečníkům pracujícím s TEX/LATEX. Nabízí jim
mnoho nástrojů pro usnadnění prvních kroků, jako například návrhář tabuleka
a seznamů.
Klíčová slova: TEXonWeb, TEX/LATEX

Introduction
As we mentioned in [1], one of the main aims of TEXonWeb application is to
provide a simple interface for document processing using the typographic system
TEX/LATEX. Many users would like to produce high-quality documents but are
not familiar with the non-trivial TEX/LATEX installation and conﬁguration. Now
TEXonWeb could oﬀer them more than just a simple text editor. Beginning users
often fail in making more complicated parts of their documents. Our experience
shows us users have lot of problems with typesetting tables, lists or including
graphics into their documents. This was the reason why we decided to implement
wizards with a simple interface helping beginners to produce TEX/LATEX code
of these more complicated document parts.
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Tables
TEXonWeb application oﬀers beginners a toolbar for interactive insertion of
LATEX commands. For example any user could easily select a text part with
his/her mouse and click the button to change the text style to italics or bold
font and the editor inserts the right TEX/LATEX command. But there are also
more complicated parts in documents. One of them could be the table. Inserting
the source code of it could not be done by just one mouse click. This is the time
for source code wizards.
Table Wizard in TEXonWeb is based on LATEX tabular environment and
consists of two windows. In the ﬁrst one, the user speciﬁes the table size —
number of rows and columns. In the second window appearing after the size
speciﬁcation, there is a table designing area similar to the style in which users
design tables in text processors or spreadsheet applications. In this area the
user can ﬁll a text or numbers to cells just by clicking into them. The size of
the table speciﬁed in the previous window is not unchangeable. The user can
add new or delete unused rows or columns by clicking plus (+) symbol in the
table designer header or clicking icons in Edit & Alignment section. This section
is available after selecting the whole row or column by its header. Values in cells
could be aligned by selecting the whole column and specifying the style (left,
center, right, justify).
Another important attribute of tables are their borders. The user can set the
border style just for the cell, for the column, row or for the whole table (clicking
the button in the upper left table header). There is a set of icons illustrating
available border styles. Border line styles could be set to none, single or double.
Cell merging is also available. First it is necessary to select one cell. Then
holding Shift key and moving cursors the user can select more cells. After it
clicking the icon in Edit section merges cells together. Table Wizard does it by
multicolumn and multirow1 macros.
The table could be placed into LATEX ﬂoating environment table by checking
the box Table environment and ﬁlling its properties (position and title).
The table source code could be sometimes quite complicated. Therefore users
have the possibility to view it by Preview button before inserting it to their own
documents. Button Insert places the source code to the document and Close
button closes the table wizard. We recommend not to close the wizard before
ensuring the table looks like we want to. The window is not modal, which means,
the user could insert the table code and if not satisﬁed he could delete it in his
document and continue designing the table. When the wizard window is closed
it is not possible to continue designing in the table wizard. The user should
continue just in editor or start again.
1 provided

by multirow package
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Lists of items
Another document part making beginners problems is the list of items. The
TEXonWeb oﬀers List Wizard helping users to design ordered, unordered or
combined multilevel lists.
First it is necessary to specify the style (ordered/unordered) for the highest
list level. First item of the list is visible thus the user can type a text there. The
next item appears after clicking the icon with plus (+) symbol or just pressing
Enter key. Deleting of the item is also simple, just click the red cross icon.
If there are more list items, the user can modify their order in the list by
up/down arrows. This means to move the second item to the ﬁrst position etc.
Left/right arrows modify the item level in the list. The user can move selected item to the lower level clicking the right arrow or move the item to the
upper level clicking the left arrow. Each list level could have a diﬀerent style
(ordered/unordered).
Preview button shows the source code before inserting it to the document,
Insert button places the source code to the document and Close button closes the
List Wizard. There is a similar limitation as we discussed in the tables section.
This means after closing the window it is not possible to continue designing the
list in wizard.

Graphics
Because TEXonWeb is a web application running on a distant server, users must
upload graphics to their accounts there to see them in documents. Sometimes it
makes problems to beginners and also setting properties of a picture could be
complicated. This process is simpliﬁed by Insert Picture wizard.
The user ﬁrst distinguishes if he wants to place already uploaded picture
to his document or include a picture from his local computer. If he selects to
Upload, there appears an upload form where he can ﬁnd the picture within
his computer. After selecting Existing there appears a list of pictures already
uploaded to his account. Then the user can specify if to place the picture to
LATEX ﬂoating environment figure and deﬁne its position and title.
Properties section enables to specify the width, height and rotation angle of
graphics. Insert button places the source code to the document and if necessary
uploads the picture to the user account on the server.

Other tools
Besides these wizards mentioned above there are few other things helping beginners to create high-quality documents in TEX/LATEX. The ﬁrst one is a set of
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predeﬁned document templates. There is e. g. a template for a curriculum vitae
or letter. The set is still being extended with new templates.
The last very useful tool is Spell Checker. This is based on aspell application
and enables the user to build his own dictionary to avoid highlighting special
words. Spell checker highlights misspelled words in the text with yellow color
and the active word with red color. It also displays a window with the list of
alternatives for the misspelled word where the user can ﬁnd the right word and
replace it with button Replace. If the word is right but not in the dictionary the
user can add it using button Add. He could also ignore the word or skip to the
next/previous word. The selection of misspelled words is also possible by mouse.
Just click the highlighted word.

Conclusion
TEXonWeb is not intended as a full substitution of specialized TEX/LATEX editors
installed on local computers. Web page could not oﬀer such comfort in writing
documents. But in some situations it could be useful, especially for beginners
who want to try how TEX works and are not familiar with all LATEX macros.
TEXonWeb is still being developed and new functions and options are added
quite often. Now we work on a multilingual support, document templates, editor
improvements and hard on a ﬁle manager to oﬀer more user friendly management
such as copying, renaming and uploading ﬁles or work with directories.
You can try TEXonWeb at the url http://tex.mendelu.cz/en.
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ConTEXt for ’Zines
Elektronický časopis ConTEXtem

Timothy Eyre

Abstract: The article describes the design of the New Escapologist magazine, our motivations for using ConTEXt, some of the typographical features of the magazine and my experiences with using the ConTEXtMark
II macro package.
Key words: electronic magazin, ConTEXt, typesetting.
Abstrakt: Článek představuje sazbu elektronického časopisu New Escapologist. Jsou popsány důvody užití systému ConTEXt, typograﬁcká
úptava i vlastní zkušenosti autora s ConTEXtem Mark II.
Klíčová slova: elektronický časopis, e-zin, ConTEXt, sazba.
tim (at) newescapologist (dot) co (dot) uk
London, England
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Based on a poster presented by Tim Eyre at the Fourth International ConTEXt Meeting.

N

  [] is an Epicurean and

mildly political amateur magazine edited

the publication. Robert was clearly serious about
the project: he had endowed it with an  and

by Robert Wringham of Montréal. Its general

had solicited a foreword. I did not consider myself

theme is escape from the daily monotony of oﬃce

qualiﬁed to comment on the content. However,

work by means of unconventional lifestyles such

my long-standing passion for typography caused

as minimalism and entrepreneurship. Issues

me to wince at the layout (see Figure ). e

appear approximately twice a year, with Issue

articles had been prepared using Microsoft Word

Five nearing completion as I write.

and were printed in pt Arial on  oﬃce paper.

Although I have written a few short articles

e pages were crudely side-stapled together. e

for New Escapologist, my primary involvement

presentation did not do justice to the concept or

is with the technical aspects of production.

the content.

Speciﬁcally, I typeset the magazine and to do

Robert agreed with my comments on the

this I use ConTEXt. is article describes the

typography and asked me to take on the rôle of

design of the magazine, our motivations for using

typographic advisor to New Escapologist. I agreed

ConTEXt, some of the typographical features of
the magazine and my experiences with using the

and shortly afterwards Robert sent me a valiant

ConTEXt Mark II macro package.

painstakingly prepared in Microsoft Word. I

initial eﬀort at typographical quality that he had
quickly replied with an improved version of the

PAGE DESIGN

layout, which TEX had enabled me to produce in

I met Robert Wringham on the Internet blogging

a few minutes. is example of my work caused

site LiveJournal. One day he sent me a physical

Robert to immediately promote me to the rôle of

copy of the new magazine that he had conceived.

Chief Typographer.

is was the ﬁrst issue of New Escapologist and
Robert was interested in any feedback I had on

e page design that we devised between us
consists of a square page with two columns of
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is the sort of font that Bringhurst classiﬁes
T

urning now to the church of simple pleasures and temporary retreats, we can see that there is very little walking away involved. In
fact, the central doctrine of this church is to continue plodding through the tough, prescribed life of work and government but to

make the most out of those oases of me-time. It is the ‘fight’ to the hardcore church’s ‘flight’. The trouble is, however, that it’s a losing

as ‘Humanist’ []. is font was, like Adobe

battle. Our grandparents (and some of our parents) all fought in at least one Great War on behalf of their government and all they have
to show for it in the winters of their lives is a beat up old Volvo and a home on a council estate in which they live in fear of “asylum
seekers” or “ASBO kids” or crooked salespeople – all anxiety-producing fictions generated by the Daily Mail and The Sun.

Minion, designed by Robert Slimbach of Adobe

Nonetheless, the church of simple pleasures is healthy in moderation. Even if I were to escape properly and were to live on an arable
farm in the middle of nowhere with my best friends and some playboy bunnies and a solar panel, I would probably want to take The
Simpsons and Babylon 5 along with me. Let us not throw out the baby with the bathwater now. But it is important to remember that this

Systems and is inspired by the Renaissance types

church, while acting as a balm to sooth the modern ailment, is temporary and in the long run only goes to further feed the systems of
oppression. These escape routes have, after all, been provided by the system to act as distractions from the ideas of anarchy or more
permanent channels of escape. The doctrines of this church, while being immediately liberating are ultimately fallacious and should
ideally be employed as a stepping stone path toward the hardcore church.
The hardcore church is about anarchy and self-sustainability. It is about the rejection of government,
the rejection of big corporations and the rejection of dependency at large. It about liberation and self-

of Nicolas Jenson and Ludovico degli Arrighi.
Jenson is subtly eccentric in its design, which

empowerment. Once a full-paid member of this church, one will not need anything from anyone else
other than good company. The comedian, Simon Munnery, once opined that the only way to get out
of the rat race is to refuse to be a rat. This sounds logical enough to me and this is what the hardcore
church preaches. If you can grow your own veggies and milk your own cow, you don’t need Tesco

ﬁts in well with the gently radical ethos of the

anymore. If you can recycle your own poo and filter your own water you will never again need to

.

tangle with those goobers at the council. If you have a solar panel and/or a small wind turbine, you
can forget the meaning of electricity bills. You will at last be able to say that you have escaped the rat
race.

I

magazine. To start with I considered using the
sans-serif font Adobe Myriad for the headings,

Manifesto
n 1929, the gay poet-come-journalist, Brian Christian de Claiborne Howard wrote a sort-of
manifesto of Bohemianism. He divided a page into two halves labelled J’Accuse and J’Adore

and listed within the two halves the things of which he approved and disapproved and by extension

but in the end we decided to use Jenson only. e

what should and should not be tolerated or aspired to when enjoying a Bohemian lifestyle. It was a bit
like a MySpace profile but ninety-odd years prior to their invention and 200% less ugly. Among his
J’Adores were love, food, freedom and art and among his J’Accuses were missionaries, bureaucrats and other self-righteous partypoopers. It is with Howard’s model in mind (for the Bohemian tendency to be free and to rebel is at the heart of Escapology) that

bold version of Jenson did make an appearance

something akin to an Escapologist’s Manifesto can be drawn.

The New Escapologist

T

his is where The New Escapologist magazine comes in. Here at The New Escapologist we believe that the retreat into fantasy
and consumption and vice are valid elements of everyday life and is a result of uniquely contemporary boredom, strife and

pointless toil. At the same time, we take the stance that these retreats are temporary at best and that there are a multitude of ways in
which one can discover that another world is possible.

in Issue Two (the ﬁrst one I typeset), but we did
not use it in any subsequent issues. is includes
Issue One, which we re-set in the new format

-8-

and re-released after Issue Two, declaring the
.

original  version to be apocryphal. Continuing

F : e weak typography of the original

the theme of typographical parsimony, I restrict

design for Issue One. Each page included a

myself to just three text sizes: \tf, \tc and a

frame, perhaps to stop the words falling oﬀ.

locally-deﬁned \Tfe. is avoids the trappings
of ransom-note typography and recognises the

ragged-right text and no hyphenation. We use a

magazine’s ethos of minimalism and simplicity.

paper size of pc×pc, which is one of the two

An important factor in the design of New

square sizes oﬀered by the on-demand printing

Escapologist was that it is not a money-making

service Lulu. (New Escapologist uses Lulu for all

venture. As such, we were neither required to

its printing.) e main body of the text is set at

cram as much text as possible into a given space,

pt with ½pt of leading. ese dimensions

nor were we required to pad out the text to create

mean that a standard column holds  lines.

an illusion of value. Instead our design decisions

Robert selected the font Adobe Jenson, which
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could be made primarily on the basis of æsthetics.

is freedom is a great luxury for a typographer
and one of the joys of being an amateur.
A further advantage of the non-commercial
nature of New Escapologist is that it carries no
advertising. is enables us to maintain a high
level of design consistency throughout each

.

An Invitation to
New Escapology

issue, and indeed through successive issues.
is design consistency now extends as far

by R W
Illustration by Samara Leibner

as the magazine’s website and blog [], which
Robert had re-designed to echo the design of the
magazine.
As Bringhurst writes in [], historical
manuscripts are a valuable resource for

.
F : An Article title page.

typographers to draw upon when designing
layouts. As I developed Robert’s initial layout, I

to be shorter and have no separate title page

used as inspiration an ancient Ge’ez liturgical text

(see Figure ). e macros that I developed

that I had seen in the Matenadaran Manuscript

to produce these two layouts provide a sound

Museum (Մեսրոպ Մաշտոցի անվան հին

framework that makes it easy to achieve

ձեռագրերի ինստիտուտ) in Yerevan, Armenia.

consistency. I typeset the present article using

Indeed, well before I became involved with New

the Anecdote layout adapted for  paper.

Escapologist, I created a mock-up of this page
layout using XETEX, complete with ﬁdäl (ፊደል)

WHY CONTEXT?

script, as an exercise.

e main reason that I chose ConTEXt is simply

We typeset New Escapologist articles in

that I am more experienced with ConTEXt than

two diﬀerent ﬂavours of layout: ‘Articles’ and

I am with LATEX and I couldn’t face writing

‘Anecdotes’. Articles tend to be longer and

everything from scratch in plain TEX. However,

are supported by a dedicated title page with

I understand that the emphasis of LATEX is

an illustration (see Figure ). Anecdotes tend

on the eﬃcient production of technical papers
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Escapologist. To make the most eﬃcient use of the

Escaping distractions

limited space available I set the text fully justiﬁed

N S demonstrates how to achieve mindfulness.

and hyphenated and therefore was able to use

Y

  sitting down. You hold a magazine

value. Secretly, you worry that, if you did step

in your hands. Your ﬁngers caress the pages

back to see what it all amounts to, you’d realise

as you begin reading this article. As these words

that you’d wasted your life. You did what others

reach your retina, electrochemical explosions light

expected you to do, rather than creating your own

up your brain and attempt to assign the words

hierarchy of values that would allow you to make

meaning. You breathe in. Your heart beats. You

more informed decisions. But where to start?
You could begin by fantasising about your

are alive, but you are not really living. You look,
but you do not see.
Like most people today, you are a slave to
distraction, incapable of engaging fully in your

.

death. What eulogies would you want at your
funeral? What virtues and achievements would

of pdfTEX. I considered feeding the code I had
developed through to the main magazine but

you want people to praise? Because you are the

life without drifting oﬀ, worrying, or checking the

one doing the imagining, you can make them

Internet. is can’t go on. For those who want

as outrageous as you like. After all, you are the

to escape the banal elements of modern life, I

person that is going to have to live the life that

have ﬁve steps that will enable you to actually

will make those things possible. From this, you

experience your life, rather than merely watch it

can begin to understand what you really value, be

pass by.

it kindness, intelligence, material success, creative

.   It’s not that you can’t

fulﬁllment or whatever.

see the wood for the trees: you can’t see the trees

.    Now you have

for the leaves. You need to take several steps back

your priorities, you will ﬁnd that it is much easier

to remind yourself of your priorities. You never

to make good decisions about what to do from
moment to moment. If, however, you still ﬁnd

stop to think whether what you’re doing is of any

the margin kerning and font scaling capabilities



decided against it.
e TEX installation that I use is WTeX,
maintained by Akira Kakuto (角藤 亮) [].
e reason I use this is not a political rejection
of TEXLive but simply that several years ago

.

WTeX was the only TEX installation I could

F : e start of an Anecdote.

ﬁnd that made Japanese typesetting easy []. I
shall eventually migrate to TEXLive.

whereas ConTEXt is more orientated towards
non-technical publications. Furthermore, I had

TYPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES

already written a ConTEXt-based format that I
could use as a starting point for developing the

In this section I shall describe some of the salient

macros for New Escapologist.

of these features is revolutionary but they do

I chose to use XETEX as the typesetting

typographical features of New Escapologist. None
illustrate how ConTEXt and XETEX facilitate

engine rather than pdfTEX. e main reason

the creation of typographically pleasing material

for this was to make it easy to access Adobe

with indulgent ﬂourishes.

Jenson as a TrueType font. I am a fan of the

Of initial interest are the drop capitals, or

microtypographic features of pdfTEX but

lettrines. For these I used a ConTEXt module

these are less relevant in a ragged-right layout.

written by Taco Hoekwater []. I have found

However, Robert and I did once create an

Taco’s module to be robust and ﬂexible, allowing

-format promotional pamphlet containing

ﬁne control while still being simple to use and

two sample articles from Issue Two of New

apparently unbreakable. Arguably we make
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excessive use of drop capitals in New Escapologist
as a result.
e most time-consuming typographical
feature of New Escapologist is the use of pull
quotes. Robert Wringham likes to use pull

exactly lazy, but he doesn’t work in a way approved

the graduates who were out in the workplace, but

by outside society, because he works at his own pace.

not getting good jobs. So we realized that we had

at time that you spend doing nothing, lying in bed,

to produce a magazine that combined a sort of

is when the creative ideas are coming. at suits me

gentlemanly, coﬀeehouse detached observation with a

very well, because, in journalism, you know there is a

heavy criticism of wage slavery in the working system.

big buildup—a sort of buildup of tension when you

And that is how I started the idea. at is a very long

don’t do anything at all—and, then a sudden rush of

answer, isn’t it?

work just before the deadline and, in Dr. Johnson’s

N: I did wonder if that was going to end, but it

case, the printer’s boy
would be hanging around
his door and, literally,

quotes in the interviews that he publishes in the

taking each sheet of

magazine. For maximum impact, we place the
pullquotes in the centre of the page and wrap

“e time that you spend doing
nothing, lying in bed, is when
the creative ideas are coming.”

.

quote (see Figure ). Unfortunately I have found

T: ank you.
N: So, Twitter is one
of the things you have

manuscript as it came from under his pen and

talked about recently. You have produced a series of

running around the corners to the compositors to

bookmarks which say ‘read, don’t tweet.’ What are

get it typeset for publication the next day. He never

these things in modern life and modern society that

even read over what he had written. He was in such a

you actually—you know, you want to escape from?

hurry to get it all down and then go out boozing.

T: Yeah, sorry, that was your question. Well,
I think most of it is not really geared around the

It’s a very attractive idea. So I went across the road

the text in columns on either side around the

was very entertaining.

to see my friend, Gavin, who is a graphic designer,

satisfaction of the individual in a very deep way. I

and told him I would love to start a magazine. is

am not saying all jobs [are rubbish] and some people

is also the time when the ﬁlm Slacker came out

do enjoy their jobs, but [with] most jobs you have to

and Douglas Coupland had written Generation X

turn yourself into something you are really not. And
also, in simple Marxist terms, your labour is being

and people were worrying about these [and] over


no shortcuts for doing this: I typeset the quote
as a separate  ﬁle and then include it as an

.

image in the article using the powerful layers

F : Text wrapped around a pullquote.

feature of ConTEXt. I then use \startnarrower

is is painstaking work.

and \stopnarrower to wrap the text around
the quote. is is painstaking work requiring
numerous compiler runs and much trial and
error. However, the results are worth the eﬀort.
New Escapologist has only once published

structure of the stanzas in these poems.
Although the layout of New Escapologist has
stabilized, I continue to reﬁne the macros and add
new features. I expect this process of reﬁnement

poetry; this was in Issue Two where Robert

to continue. My most recent development was for

included two poems by Edward Lear. is

Issue Five. Here I introduced spaced capitals for

provided me with an opportunity to make use of

the headings, a feature I have also used in this

the more elaborate ligatures provided by the font

article. I implemented this spacing by means

Jenson: I made use of ﬆ,  and Jenson’s ornate

of the ConTEXt macro \spaced, which makes

variant of Q:  . While distracting in prose,

basic tracking easy. However, I had to break out

these ligatures added a typographical ﬂourish

some typographical heavy artillery to cope with

to the poetry. TEX macros provided a natural

headings that themselves included macros.

way to robustly implement the complex indenting

Finally, the feature of the New Escapologist
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macros that I have developed of which I am most

USING CONTEXT

proud is not related to typography at all. Instead

While working on New Escapologist the most

it is related to ease of use. After typesetting

notable thing I have found with ConTEXt is

two issues of New Escapologist I came to ﬁnd

that it has numerous powerful features built in

the grunt work of basic formatting tedious and

and fully integrated with the rest of the macro

time-consuming. Robert was willing to take on

package. First and foremost among these is

this work but, as a relatively non-technical person,

the facility to typeset on a grid. Grid-based

he was concerned about the diﬃculty of creating

typesetting sits alongside small capitals and

TEX markup. I addressed this by re-working
the code I had written into a well-deﬁned set of

old-style numerals as a hallmark of quality

clearly-documented macros and teaching Robert

of TEX means that typesetting on a grid does

how to use them. Robert approached the world

not come naturally to it. After spending hours

of TEX with some trepidation at ﬁrst but was

tweaking the interline space in the ﬁrst two issues

pleasantly surprised at how easy it was to create

of New Escapologist I decided that we should use

articles. We have now settled into a productive

grid-based typesetting and ConTEXt made it

routine where Robert does the bulk of the work

delightfully easy to do so. e simple \showgrid

as part of the editing process and I handle only

command makes validating the grid simple and is

the more technically challenging parts of creating

also extremely helpful for widow control.

typography. However, the mathematical heritage

an issue of New Escapologist. is is empowering

Another example of a powerful feature of

for Robert and allows me to concentrate on the
parts of the production process that interest

ConTEXt that ‘just works’ is layers. I have
found layers can make what would otherwise

me most. e fact that TEX reliably produces

be tricky typographical challenges relatively

the same output on diﬀerent machines given

straightforward. ey were especially useful for

the same source ﬁles is a major advantage here,

implementing pullquotes.

as is the fact that TEX and ConTEXt are free

A major beneﬁt I ﬁnd to using ConTEXt is the

(although the font Adobe Jenson is not). Robert

uniﬁed documentation set []. is combined

is unlikely to have been enthusiastic about

with the ConTEXt Garden website [] and

paying for a professional typesetting package.

mailing list archives [] means that I can usually
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ﬁnd the answers I need. However, sometimes the

of ConTEXt seems to slow down the building

trail goes cold and my impatience causes me to

process considerably. However, compiling only

use a workaround rather than raise a question on

a few articles at a time is a perfectly acceptable

the mailing list.

workaround.

e area where I had the most signiﬁcant
diﬃculties was with footnotes. When setting

CONCLUSION

single-column text I have few problems with
the footnote features in ConTEXt. However,

ConTEXt has been crucial in turning Robert
Wringham’s vision of New Escapologist into

after prolonged wrestling with the macros in

reality. It has provided a sound typesetting

the dual-column format of New Escapologist I

platform for our completely non-technical

eventually gave up and asked Robert to avoid

publication and, being free, it is within the

footnotes where possible. I set the few footnotes

budget of our non-proﬁt amateur venture. e

that remain by placing the text by hand rather

advanced typographical features of ConTEXt

than using any footnote macros. Hans Hagen

enable us to produce a ’zine with outstanding

himself acknowledges footnotes as being a tricky

typography. Furthermore, the power of

area in []. A major diﬃculty with footnotes
in a multi-column environment is establishing

ConTEXt has enabled me to create macros
that make production of new issues a process

what a sensible and æsthetically pleasing layout

simple enough to be largely undertaken by the

should be.

non-technical editor. I have encountered some

I ﬁnd font control in ConTEXt documents

technical niggles when using ConTEXt but

to be intuitive and easy, especially in New

overall it has proved to be a package that enables

Escapologist where we use relatively few fonts. e

the creation of material of high typographic

diﬃcult bit was setting up the typescript in the

quality without compromising productivity.

ﬁrst place; I still ﬁnd typescripts to be something
of a black art when I make minor tweaks.
e complexities of the ConTEXt macros mean
that multiple compiler passes are necessary for a
single build. Furthermore, the columns feature
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Invitation to New Escapology—has been reinstated.

original version (a) being out of print and (b) having

Issue Two, e War Against Cliché Issue, is still

Escapologist’s Manifesto—originally cut from An

of New Escapologist Issue One. Tired of the

lower production values than we do today, we set

content can be found at the website. In addition, the

  in your hands a relaunched version

Y

A note on the new edition

MMX

Typeset by Timothy Eyre

Edited by Robert Wringham

e Bad Faith Issue

Issue 

New Escapologist
control that a website doesn’t have.

over-government. It’s about embracing freedom,

what to embrace and what to reject in this

gentlemanly, coﬀeehouse detached observation with a
heavy criticism of wage slavery in the working system.
And that is how I started the idea. at is a very long
answer, isn’t it?
N: I did wonder if that was going to end, but it

work just before the deadline and, in Dr. Johnson’s

to produce a magazine that combined a sort of

don’t do anything at all—and, then a sudden rush of

not getting good jobs. So we realized that we had

big buildup—a sort of buildup of tension when you

the graduates who were out in the workplace, but

is when the creative ideas are coming. at suits me

at time that you spend doing nothing, lying in bed,

very well, because, in journalism, you know there is a

by outside society, because he works at his own pace.

escape.

its limitations. e instant-publishing process

exactly lazy, but he doesn’t work in a way approved

a Fluchtverdächtiger badge or patch while
stocks last. .

great source of information on how you can

(www.newescapologist.co.uk) but the Web has
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pleasures, defeating Bad Faith and learning how

back issues of your choice). You’ll also receive

send the next four issues upon release (or

subscription is a great way to show it. We’ll

and to being an Escapologist, a four-issue

to use money. New Escapologist, we hope, is a

 pages, .

by embracing minimalism, embracing simple

If you’re dedicated to anarchy, absurdity

Why produce a print magazine in the digital age?

travel, R C. K on gentlemen’s clubs.

We love the Internet and maintain a website

on possessions, T E on the worth of

New Escapologist makes no money. You can escape

D E on cliché, N S

Actually, the publishing business is not-for-proﬁt.

how am I supposed to escape?

Escapology. It is released at irregular intervals.

Each issue is a compendium of funny and

existential essays and anecdotes relating to

Featuring D M on the media,

It’s alright for you with your publishing business but

What is the magazine like?

Four-issue subscription

bumper ‘How To’ issue.  pages. .

B D on anxiety culture. Discover

Get in touch via the website.

engineering them.

Issue Two: e War Against Cliché Issue

from P. S C.
 pages, .

please see the contributior guidelines online.
We’re also looking for guest entries at our blog.

the circumstances in which you would most

resistance, L B on shopping,

H, D G on tax

Featuring a conversation with T

like to live and encourages you to ﬁnd a way of

Absolutely. If you want to write for the magazine,

submission. Escapology asks you to consider

on shopping and an introductory blessing

on Aﬀected Provincialism, J L

S L. Featuring L W

A reset version of our ﬁrst issue. Illustrated by

Can I write for the magazine or website?

miserliness, passive-aggression, mauvaise foi and

Issue ree: e Practicalies Issue

lots of editing and sub-editing: it has the quality

work, bureaucracy, marketing, noise and

Issue One: An Invitation to New Escapology

e old-fashioned publishing process involves

of modern life: debt, stress, unrewarding

anarchy and absurdity. It’s about overcoming

  not to be as ephemeral as other magazines, so the content

of our issues remains as relevant as when it went to press.

Issues and subscriptions
W

of blogging and podcasting is nicely guerrilla but
doesn’t lend itself well to content of true quality.

What is Escapology?

It’s about deftly avoiding the potential traps
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N: So, Twitter is one
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was very entertaining.

you actually—you know, you want to escape from?
T: Yeah, sorry, that was your question. Well,

hurry to get it all down and then go out boozing.



of taking it easy, a condition to which he had
recently grown accustomed, for the item was

that is both beautiful and simple, with neither

excess of meaning nor absence of charm; in fact,

If you’ll come and be my wife,

‘uite serene would be my life!’—



fulﬁllment or whatever.
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your priorities, you will ﬁnd that it is much easier

.   It’s not that you can’t

see the wood for the trees: you can’t see the trees

for the leaves. You need to take several steps back
moment to moment. If, however, you still ﬁnd

it kindness, intelligence, material success, creative

pass by.

stop to think whether what you’re doing is of any

the utility samp.

can begin to understand what you really value, be

white paper.
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live—but I buy into a short-term car rental

death. What eulogies would you want at your

more informed decisions. But where to start?

I’m a-weary of my life;



thing, especially in San Francisco, where I

I’m through with symbolic, feelgood, bumper-

always legally).
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tax’, in other ways (honestly and peacefully, but not
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enjoy cooking)
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as you begin reading this article. As these words

but you do not see.
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eating out or eating expensive packaged food
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supporter.
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my moral opposition, as long as I continued to pay

that no matter how much I complained or voiced
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country. I knew that, as a taxpayer, I was a small but

and bloodthirsty belligerence that dominated my

campaign and at the increasingly blind, ignorant
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frugal.
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chants and terrible speakers behind. I take a practical
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luxurious quality. It was bought for the purpose

both ascetic and æsthete: the right word is one

that it was some extravagant, but superﬂuous,

do them justice.
add-on to life, but in that it gave life itself a more

and his work. It was a luxury, not in the sense

mere motes and the setting, or seating, could not

ere is a confusing image of M. Flaubert as

M. Flaubert; it shows how entangled was his life

to remain a bear in my den.’

whole time in his Louis -style high-back chair
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literary world. ‘I am a bear,’ he wrote, ‘and want
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ﬁnding them, forensically, in the natural course

of his slight œuvre of novels. e work was

luxuries, like the leather chair, but his life was
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pair of gloves, and he allowed himself some

therein lies the beauty. He wore exquisite tailored

term was the mot juste, which means

more just like it, crafting them scrupulously or

 Flaubert’s most famously minted

exactly what it says. He would, in fact, write many
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If this is the ﬁrst time you see MkIV's xmlin action you might be confused by
what happens here. When we apply the bibtex setup (the second argument),
we expand a predeﬁned setup that looks as follows:
\startxmlsetups bibtex
\xmlregistereddocumentsetups{#1}{}
\xmlsetsetup{#1}{bibtex|entry|field}{bibtex:*}
\xmlmain{#1}
\stopxmlsetups

Here #1 represents the root node of current database. Three elements are
mappedt to their own name, preﬁxed by bibtex:. In the previous examples we
deﬁned the bibtex:bibtex one, which will be applied to the root.
Here are a few more predeﬁned setups:
\startxmlsetups bibtex:format
\par
\edef\currentbibxmlnode{#1}
\xmlcommand{#1}{.}{bibtex:\currentbibtexformat:\xmlatt{#1}{category}}
\par
\stopxmlsetups
\startxmlsetups bibtex:list
\xmlfilter{#1}{/bibtex/entry/command(bibtex:format)}
\stopxmlsetups
\startxmlsetups bibtex:bibtex
\xmlfilter{#1}{/entry/command(bibtex:format)}
\stopxmlsetups

The ﬁrst one apply a setup to the current node (indicated by the period).
bibtex:apa:article

Such setups are deﬁned elsewhere and you can imagine that they look more
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complex than what we've seen sofar. But you seldom have to deal with that.
The second and third setups applie the format to an entry. However, there is a
subtle diﬀerence. The second one is called as follows:
\applytobibtexsession[somebibtex][bibtex:list]

As bibtex:list is a stand-alone setup, it will get the document root passed,
and therefore we need to explicitly add that root, although the following two
calls give the same results (watch the forward slashes):
\xmlfilter{#1}{/bibtex/entry/command(bibtex:format)}
\xmlfilter{#1}{entry/command(bibtex:format)}

The bibtex:bibtex setup however, is using an indirect approach and only
comes into action via the already mentioned bibtex setup. In that setup the
\xmlmain command will expand the root element and when it sees the bibtex
element, it will call the associated bibtex:bibtex setup. So here we need to
call the bibtex setup.
\applytobibtexsession[somebibtex][bibtex]

Let's summarize what is needed to typeset a whole database:
\definebibtexsession

[somebibtex]

\registerbibtexfile

[somebibtex] [tugboat.bib]

\preparebibtexsession [somebibtex] [convert,strip]
\applytobibtexsession [somebibtex] [bibtex:list]
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Here we use the predeﬁned bibtex:list ﬁlter. Of course you need to deﬁne

that are uses in the database.
8commands
Bibliographies

8.1
8.3 Introduction
The batabase
Already
in theishistory
of ConT
Taco
wrote a some
module
that
The xmlearly
database
quite simple
and
theHoekwater
form (we omitted
ﬁelds):
EXthas
dealt with bibTEX databases in a ConTEXt like way. Personally I never had to
use
a bibliography so I'm far from aan expert in this area. However, going from
<bibtex>
some
text database
format to something
typeset is generic enough for me to be
<entry
tag="hagen:tb19-3-311"
category="article">
involved.
<field name="number">3</field>
<field name="bibdate">Fri Jul 13 10:24:20 MDT 2007</field>

The involvement
started when MkIV
showed up. Because quite some core
<field name="author">Hans
Hagen</field>
mechanisms
have been reimplemented, also some that the module used, a
<field name="journal">TUGboat</field>
dedicated
MkIV
variant had to be made.
This in
was\TeX,
not that
to do
as it
<field
name="title">{Visual
Debugging
Parthard
1: The
Story}</field>
mostly
meantname="ISSN">0896-3207</field>
stripping code and replacing the speciﬁc reference mechanism
<field
by one using lists. That way we got a few bonus features but in general we can
259
say that the module is downward compatible.
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Already a while ago Taco and I discussed supporting bibliographies that use
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<field name="year">1998</field>
<field name="pages">311--317</field>
<field name="volume">19</field>
</entry>
</bibtex>

It is good to keep in mind that we lowercase the name and category attributes.
By default there are no setups for the one character elements but if you need
then you have to use the bibtex namespace, e.g.:
\startxmlsetups bibtex:field
\xmlflushcontext{#1}
\stopxmlsetups

8.4 Sorting
maybe also per session
We can sort entries. For that we need to deﬁne a sort setup. First we create a
sort vector based on some ﬁelds. The ﬁrst argument (bibtex) is the sort vector.
\startxmlsetups bibtex:entry:getkeys
\xmladdsortentry{bibtex}{#1}
{\xmlfilter{#1}{/field[@name='author']/text()}}
\xmladdsortentry{bibtex}{#1}
{\xmlfilter{#1}{/field[@name='year'

]/text()}}

\xmladdsortentry{bibtex}{#1}
{\xmlatt{#1}{tag}}
\stopxmlsetups

In the next setup we see this sorter being initialized. After that we ﬁlter some
entries and add them to the to list of keys. Then we sort that list and ﬂush it
afterwards.
\startxmlsetups bibtex:entry:getkeys
\xmladdsortentry{bibtex}{#1}
{\xmlfilter{#1}{/field[@name='author']/text()}}
\xmladdsortentry{bibtex}{#1}
{\xmlfilter{#1}{/field[@name='year'

]/text()}}

\xmladdsortentry{bibtex}{#1}
{\xmlatt{#1}{tag}}
\stopxmlsetups
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The ﬂusher simply shows some ﬁelds. You can do anything you want here with
the content.
\startxmlsetups bibtex:entry:flush
\xmlfilter{#1}{/field[@name='author']/context()} / %
\xmlfilter{#1}{/field[@name='year'

]/context()} / %

\xmlatt{#1}{tag}\par
\stopxmlsetups

The setup that brings this all together is applied to the whole tree with the
following command.
\xmlsetup{bibtex:somebibtex}{xml:bibtex:sorter}

The result is:
Don Knuth / 1984 / knuth:tb5-1-67
Donald E. Knuth / 1984 / knuth:tb5-1-4
Donald E. Knuth / 1984 / knuth:tb5-2-105
Donald E. Knuth / 1985 / knuth:tb6-1-36
Donald E. Knuth / 1986 / knuth:tb7-2-101
Donald E. Knuth / 1987 / knuth:tb8-2-135
Donald E. Knuth / 1987 / knuth:tb8-3-309
Donald E. Knuth / 1988 / knuth:tb9-2-152
Donald E. Knuth / 1989 / knuth:tb10-3-325
Donald E. Knuth / 1989 / knuth:tb10-4-529
Donald E. Knuth / 1990 / knuth:tb11-4-489
Donald E. Knuth / 1993 / knuth:tb14-4-387
Donald E. Knuth / 1996 / knuth:tb17-1-29
Donald Knuth and Pierre MacKay / 1987 / knuth:tb8-1-14
Donald Knuth / 1981 / knuth:tb2-3-5
Donald Knuth / 1982 / knuth:tb3-1-10
Donald Knuth / 1983 / knuth:tb4-2-64
Donald Knuth / 1986 / knuth:tb7-2-95
Donald Knuth / 1987 / knuth:tb8-1-6
Donald Knuth / 1987 / knuth:tb8-1-73
Donald Knuth / 1987 / knuth:tb8-2-210
Donald Knuth / 1987 / knuth:tb8-2-217
Donald Knuth / 1989 / knuth:tb10-1-8
Donald Knuth / 1989 / knuth:tb10-1-31
Donald Knuth / 1990 / knuth:tb11-1-13
Donald Knuth / 1990 / knuth:tb11-2-165
Donald Knuth / 1990 / knuth:tb11-4-497
Donald Knuth / 1990 / knuth:tb11-4-499
80
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Donald Knuth / 1991 / knuth:tb12-2-313
You can call up the list of keys with
\xmlshowsorter{bibtex}

In our case this gives:
n

id

entry 1

entry 2

entry 3

1

324

Donald Knuth

1991

knuth:tb12-2-313

2

1397

Donald Knuth

1983

knuth:tb4-2-64

3

4173

Donald Knuth

1981

knuth:tb2-3-5

4

5247

Donald Knuth

1987

knuth:tb8-1-6

5

5943

Donald Knuth and

1987

knuth:tb8-1-14

Pierre MacKay
6

7773

Donald Knuth

1989

knuth:tb10-1-8

7

10665

Donald Knuth

1990

knuth:tb11-1-13

8

10871

Donald Knuth

1986

knuth:tb7-2-95

9

11248

Donald E. Knuth

1990

knuth:tb11-4-489

10

12236

Donald Knuth

1990

knuth:tb11-4-497

11

12535

Donald E. Knuth

1984

knuth:tb5-2-105

12

12665

Donald E. Knuth

1993

knuth:tb14-4-387

13

12925

Donald E. Knuth

1988

knuth:tb9-2-152

14

14902

Donald E. Knuth

1987

knuth:tb8-2-135

15

15161

Donald Knuth

1987

knuth:tb8-2-217

16

21952

Donald Knuth

1990

knuth:tb11-4-499

17

23934

Donald Knuth

1987

knuth:tb8-2-210

18

24128

Donald Knuth

1987

knuth:tb8-1-73

19

26859

Donald E. Knuth

1989

knuth:tb10-4-529

20

28026

Donald Knuth

1989

knuth:tb10-1-31

21

28091

Donald E. Knuth

1996

knuth:tb17-1-29

22

28572

Donald E. Knuth

1986

knuth:tb7-2-101

23

28624

Donald E. Knuth

1984

knuth:tb5-1-4

24

31473

Donald E. Knuth

1985

knuth:tb6-1-36

25

34586

Donald E. Knuth

1987

knuth:tb8-3-309

26

34911

Don Knuth

1984

knuth:tb5-1-67

27

34950

Donald Knuth

1990

knuth:tb11-2-165

28

34976

Donald Knuth

1982

knuth:tb3-1-10

29

35196

Donald E. Knuth

1989

knuth:tb10-3-325

8.5 Encodings
It is a sure bet that many existing databases will use the traditional TEX accent
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building commands. As in MkIV we live in an Unicode universe, such commands are translated into utf sequences when the database is loaded. When
we pass the convert options to the preparation command, the entries will be
cleaned up and accent commands will be replaced by proper utf sequences.
This helps the sorter.

8.6 Messed up entries
As the bibTEX ﬁelds contains TEX code we need to process the content as TEX.
This is why in the previous examples we applied the context() ﬁnalizer. The
fact that we have TEX code means that such databases are rather bound to
some macro package. For our purpose we had to deﬁne a few macros:
\startsetups bibtex-commands
\def\MF

{MF}

\def\MP

{MP}

\def\TUB {TUGboat}
\def\Mc

{Mac}

\def\sltt{\tt}
\let\acro\firstofoneargument
\stopsetups

You can best do this grouped is that there is no interference with existing code.
You can collect deﬁnitions in a setup or buﬀer and ﬂush that one inside the
group.
However, we also provide another method. A second argument to the preparation command gives options. Examples of options are convert, which converts
entries to proper utf, and strip which converts commands and strips redundant braces.
\preparebibtexsession [somebibtex] [convert,strip]

All commands are mapped onto \bibtexcommand which defaults to using predeﬁned local commands. You predeﬁne such a local command with:
\defbibtexcommand\MF

{MF}

\defbibtexcommand\MP

{MP}

\defbibtexcommand\TUB

{TUGboat}

\defbibtexcommand\Mc

{Mac}

\defbibtexcommand\sltt

{\tt}

\defbibtexcommand\acro#1{#1}

If you use a database like tugboat.bib you will need quite some more deﬁni82
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tions. Unknown commands are reported on the console. When a command is
available in ConTEXt it will be used unless a speciﬁc one is deﬁned.
Here's a setup that shows what goes on inside:
\startxmlsetups bibtex:show
\xmlshow{#1}
\stopxmlsetups
\applytobibtexsession[somebibtex][bibtex:show]

8.7 Traditional usage
In this section we will describe how you can use this approach as a drop in for
the traditional, pure TEX based one.
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9 Building paragraphs
9.1 Introduction
You enter the den of the Lion when you start messing around with the parbuilder. Actually, as TEX does a pretty good job on breaking paragrphs into
lines I never really looked in the code that does it all. However, the Oriental
TEX project kind of forced it upon me. In the chapter about font goodies an
optimizer is described that works per line. This method is somewhat simular
to expansion level one support in the sense that it acts independent of the par
builder: the split oﬀ (best) lines are postprocessed. Where expansion involves
horizontal scaling, the goodies approach does with (Arabic) words what the
original HZ approach does with glyphs.
It would be quite some challenge (at least for me) to come up with solutions
that looks at the whole paragraph and as the per-line approach works quite
well, there is no real need for an alternative. However, in September 2008,
when we were exploring solutions for Arabic par building, Taco converted the
parbuilder into Lua code and stripped away all code related to hyphenation,
protrusion, expansion, last line ﬁtting, and some more. As we had enough on
our plate at that time, we never came to really testing it. There was even less
reason to explore this route because in the Oriental TEX project we decided to
follow the “use advanced OpenType features” route which in turn lead to the
‘replace words in lines by narrower of wider variants’ appeoach.
However, as the code was laying around and as we want to explore futher I
decided to pick up the parbuilder thread. In this chapter some experiences wil
be discussed. The following story is as much Taco's as mine.

9.2 Cleaning up
In retrospect, we should not have been too surprised that the ﬁrst approximation was broken in many places, and for good reason. The ﬁrst version of
the code was a conversion of the C code that in turn was a conversion from
the original interwoven Pascal code. That ﬁrst conversion still looked quite C-ish and carried interesting bit and pieces of C--macros, C--like pointer tests,
interesting magic constants and more.
When I took the code and Lua-ﬁed it nearly every line was changed and it took
Taco and me a bit of reverse engineering to sort out all problems (thank you
Skype). Why was it not an easy task? There are good reasons for this.
• The parbuilder (and related hpacking) code is derived from traditional TEX
and has bits of pdfTEX, Aleph (Omega), and of course LuaTEX.
84
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• The advocated approach to extending TEX has been to use change ﬁles which
means that a coder does not see the whole picture.
• Originally the code is programmed in the literate way which means that
the resulting functions are build stepwise. However, the ﬁnal functions can
(and have) become quite large. Because LuaTEX uses the woven (merged)
code indeed we have large functions. Of course this relates to the fact that
succesive TEX engines have added functionality. Eventually the source will
be webbed again, but in a more sequential way.
• This is normally no big deal, but the Aleph (Omega) code has added a level
of complexity due to directional processing and additional begin and end
related boxes.
• Also the 𝜀-TEX extension that deals with last line ﬁtting is interwoven and
uses goto's for the control ﬂow. Fortunately the extensions are driven by
parameters which makes the related code sections easy to recognize.
• The pdfTEX protrusion extension adds code to glyph handling and discretionary handling. The expansion feature does that too and in addition also
messes around with kerns. Extra parameters are introduced (and adapted)
that inﬂuence the decisions for breaking lines. There is also code originating in pdfTEX which deals with poor mans grid snapping although that is
quite isolated and not interwoven.
• Because it uses a slightly diﬀerent way to deal with hyphenation, LuaTEX
itself also adds some code.
• Tracing is sort of interwoven in the code. As it uses goto's to share code
instead of functions, one needs to keep a good eye on what gets skipped or
not.
I'm pretty sure that the code that we started with looks quite diﬀerent from
the original TEX code if it had been trasnslated into C. Actually in modern TEX
compiling involves a translation into C ﬁrst but the intermediate form is not
meant for human eyes. As the LuaTEX project started from that merged code,
Taco and Hartmut already spend quite some time on making it more readable.
Of course the original comments are still there.
Cleaning up such code takes a while. Because both languages are similar but
also quite diﬀerent it took some time to get compatible output. Because the C
code uses macros, careful checking was needed. Of course Lua's table model
and local variables brought some work as well. And still the code looks a bit
C--ish. We could not divert too much from the original model simply because
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it's well documented.
When moving around code redundant tests and orphan code has been removed. Future versions (or variants) might as well look much diﬀerent as
I want more hooks, clearly split stages, and convert some linked list based
mechanism to Lua tables. On the other hand, as already much code has been
written for ConTEXt MkIV, making it all reasonable fast was no big deal.

9.3 Expansion
The original C--code related to protrusion and expansion is not that eﬃcient
as many (redundant) function calls take place in the linebreaker and packer.
As most work related to fonts is done in the backend, we can simply stick to
width calculations here. Also, it is no problem at all that we use ﬂoating point
calculations (as Lua has only ﬂoats). The ﬁnal result will look okay as the
original hpack routine will nicely compensate for rounding errors as it will normally distribute the content well enough. We are currently compatible with the
regular par builder and protrusion code, but expansion gives diﬀerent results
(actually not worse).
The Lua hpacker follows a diﬀerent approach. And let's admit it: most TEXies
won't see the diﬀerence anyway. As long as we're cross platform compatible it's
ﬁne.
It is a well known fact that character expansion slows down the parbuilder.
There are good reasons for this in the pdfTEX approach. Each glyph and intercharacter kern is checked a few times for stretch or shrink using a function
call. Also each font reference is checked. This is a side eﬀect of the way pdfTEX
backend works as there each variant has its own font. However, in LuaTEX, we
scale inline and therefore don't really need the fonts. Even better, we can get
rid of all that testing and only need to pass the eventual expansion_ratio so
that the backend can do the right scaling. We will prototype this in the Lua
version 12 and we feel conﬁdent about this approach it will be backported into
the C code base. So eventually the C might become a bit more readable and
eﬃcient.
Intercharacter kerning is dealt with somewhat strange. When a kern of subtype
zero is seen, and when it's neighbours are glyphs from the same font, the kern
gets replaced by a scaled one looked up in the font's kerning table. In the
parbuilder no real replacement takes place but as each line ends up in the
hpack routine (where all work is simply duplicated and done again) it really
12

For this Hartmuts has adapted the backend code has to honour this ﬁeld in the glyph and
kern nodes.
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gets replaced there. When discussing the current aproach we decided that
manipulating intercharacter kerns while leaving regular spacing untouched is
not really a good idea so there will be an extra level of conﬁguration added to
LuaTEX: 13
0
1
2
3

no character and kern expansion
character and kern expansion applied to complete lines
character and kern expansion as part of the par builder
only character expansion as part of the par builder (new)

You might wonder what happens when you unbox such a list: the original font
references have been replaced as are the kerns. However, when repackaged
again, the kerns are replaced again. In traditional TEX, indeed rekerning might
happen when a paragraph is repackaged (as diﬀerent hyphenation points might
be chosen and ligature rebuilding etc. has taken place) but in LuaTEX we have
clearly separated stages. An interesting side eﬀect of the conversion is if that
we really have to wonder what certain code does and if it's still needed.

9.4 Performance
We had already noticed that the Lua variant was not that slow so after the ﬁrst
cleanup it was time to do some tests. We used our regular tufte.tex test ﬁle.
This happens to be a worst case example because each broken line ends with
a comma or hyphen and these will hang into the margin when protruding is
enabled. So the solution space is rather large (an example will be shown later).
Here are some timings of the March 26, 2010 version. The test is typeset in a
box so no shipout takes place. We're talking of 1000 typeset paragraphs. The
times are in seconds an between parentheses the speed relative to the regular
parbuilder is mentioned.

normal
protruding
expansion
both

native
lua
1.6
8.4 (5.3)
1.7
14.2 (8.4)
2.3
11.4 (5.0)
2.9
19.1 (6.6)

lua + hpack
9.8 (6.1)
15.6 (9.2)
13.3 (5.8)
21.5 (7.4)

For a regular paragraph the Lua variant (currently) is 5 times slower and about
6 times when we use the Lua hpacker, which is not that bad given that it's interpreted code and that each access to a ﬁeld in a node involves a function
call. Actually, we can make a dedicated hpacker as soem code can be omitted,
13

As I more and more run into books typeset (not by TEX) with a combination of character expansion and additional intercharacter kerning I've been seriously thinking of removing support for
expansion from ConTEXt MkIV. Not all is progress especially if it can be abused.
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The reason why the protruding is relative slow is that we have quite some protruding characters in the test text (many commas and potential hyphens) and
therefore we have quite some lookups and calculations. In the C variant much
of that is inlined by macros.
Will things get faster? I'm sure that I can boost the protrusion code and probably the rest as well but it will always be slower than the built in function. This
is no problem as we will only use the Lua variant for experiments and special
purposes. For that reason more MkIV like tracing will be added (some is already present) and more hooks will be provides once that the builder is more
compartimized. Also, future versions of LuaTEX will pass around paragrapgh
related parameters diﬀerently so that will have impact on the code as well.

9.5 Usage
The basic parbuilder is enabled and disabled as follows: 14
\definefontfeature[example][default][protrusion=pure]
\definedfont[Serif*example]
\setupalign[hanging]
\startparbuilder[basic]
\startcolor[blue]
\input tufte
\stopcolor
\stopparbuilder

This results in:
We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our marvelous and everyday
capacity to select, edit, single out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, harmonize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce, boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, abstract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate, distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, integrate, blend, inspect,
ﬁlter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk, average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize, itemize, review, dip into, ﬂip through, browse, glance into, leaf
through, skim, reﬁne, enumerate, glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the
chaﬀ and separate the sheep from the goats.
There are a few tracing options in the parbuilders namespace but these are
not stable yet.

14

I'm not sure yet if the parbuilder has to do automatic grouping.
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9.6 Conclusion
The module started working quiet well around the time that Peter Gabriels
“Scratch My Back” ended up in my Squeezecenter: modern classical interpretations of some of his favourite songs. I must admit that I scratched the back
of my head a couple of times when looking at the code below. It made me
realize that a new implementation of a known problem indeed can come out
quite diﬀerent but at the same time has much in common. As with music it's
a matter of taste which variant a user likes most.
At the time of this writing there is still work to do. For instance the large
functions need to be broken into smaller steps. And of course more testing is
needed.
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10 Tagged PDF
10.1 Introduction
Occasionally users asked me if ConTEXt can produce tagged pdf and the answer
to that has been: I'll implement it when I need it. However, users tell me that
publishers more and more demand tagged pdf ﬁles, although one might wonder
what for, maybe except for accessibility. Another reason for not having spent
too much time on it before is that the speciﬁcation was not that inviting.
Anyhow, when I saw Ross Moore 15 presenting tagged math at TUG 2010, I
decided to look up the spec once more and see if I could get into the mood
to implement tagging. Before I started it was already clear that there were a
couple of boundary conditions:
• Tagging should not put a burden on the user but users should be able to
tag themselves.
• Tagging should not slow down a run too much; this is no big deal as one
can postpone tagging till the last run.
• Tagging should in no way interfere with typesetting, so no funny nodes
should be injected.
• Tagging should not make the code look worse, neither the document source,
not the low level ConTEXt code.
And of course implementing it should not take more than a few days work,
certainly not in an exceptional hot summer.
You can ‘google’ for one of Ross's documents (like DML_002-2009-1_12.pdf) to
see how a document source looks at his end using a special version of pdfTEX.
However, the version on my machine didn't support the shown primitives, so
I could not see what was happing under the hood. Unfortunately it is quite
hard to ﬁnd a proper tagged document so we have only the reference manual
as starting point. As the pdfTEX approach didn't look that pleasing anyway, I
just started from scratch.
Tags can help Acrobat Reader when reading out the text loud. But you cannot browse the structure in this free program and as not all users have the
professional version of Acrobat, the fact that a document has structure can go
unnoticed. Add to that the fact that the overhead in terms of bytes is quite
large as many more objects are generated, and you will understand why this
feature is not enabled by default.
15

He is often exploring the boundaries of pdf, Unicode and evolving techniques related to math
publishing so you'd best not miss his presentations when you are around.
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10.2 Implementation
So, what does tagging boil down to? We can best look at how tagged information
is shown in Acrobat. Figure 10.1 shows the content tree that has been added
(automatically) to a document while ﬁgure 10.2 shows a diﬀerent view.

Figure 10.2

Acrobat showing the tag order.

In order to get that far, we have to do the following:
•
•
•
•

Carry information with (typeset) text.
Analyse this information when shipping out pages.
Add a structure tree to the page.
Add relevant information to the document.

That ﬁrst activity is rather independent of the other three and we can use
that information for other purposes as well, like identifying where we are in
the document. We carry the information around using attributes. The last
three activities took a bit of experimenting mostly using the “Example of Logical
Structure” from the pdf standard 32000-1:2008.
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Figure 10.1

A tag list in Acrobat.
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This resulted in tagging framework that uses explicit tags. In that the user is
responsible for the tagging:
\setupstructure[state=start,method=none]
\starttext
\startelement[document]
\startelement[chapter]
\startelement[p] \input davis \stopelement \par
\stopelement
\startelement[chapter]
\startelement[p] \input zapf \stopelement \par
\startelement[whatever]
\startelement[p] \input tufte \stopelement \par
\startelement[p] \input knuth \stopelement \par
\stopelement
\stopelement
\startelement[chapter]
oeps
\startelement[p] \input ward \stopelement \par
\stopelement
\stopelement
\stoptext

However, this is not much fun so we also provide an automated variant. In the
previous example we explicitly turned of automated tagging by setting method
to none. By default it has the value auto.
\setupstructure[state=start] % method=auto is default
\definedescription[whatever]
\starttext
\startfrontmatter
\startchapter[title=One]
\startparagraph \input tufte \stopparagraph
\startitemize
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\startitem first \stopitem
\startitem second \stopitem
\stopitemize
\startparagraph \input ward \stopparagraph
\startwhatever {Herman Zapf} \input zapf \stopwhatever
\stopchapter
\stopfrontmatter
\startbodymatter
..................

If you use commands like \chapter you will not get the desired results. Of
course these can be supported but there is no real reason for it, as in MkIV we
advise to use the start-stop variant.
It will be clear that this kind of automated tagging brings with it a couple of
extra commands deep down in ConTEXt and there (of course) we use symbolic
names for tags, so that one can overload the built in mapping.
\setuptaglabeltext[en][document=text]

As with other features inspired by viewer functionality, the implementation of
tagging is independent of the backend. For instance, we can tag a document
and access tagging information at the TEX end. The backend drivers code
maps tags to relevant pdf constructs. First of all, we just map the tags used
at the ConTEXt end onto themselves. But, as validators expect certain names,
we use the pdf rolemap feature to map them to (less interesting) names. The
next list shows the currently used internal names with the pdf ones between
parentheses.
construct (Span) delimited (Quote) delimitedblock (BlockQuote) description (Div)
descriptioncontent (Div) descriptionsymbol (Span) descriptiontag (Div) division
(Div) document (Div) ﬂoat (Div) ﬂoatcaption (Caption) ﬂoatcontent (P) ﬂoattag
(Span) ﬂoattext (Span) formula (Div) formulacontent (P) formulaset (Div) formulatag (Span) image (P) item (Li) itemcontent (LBody) itemgroup (L) itemtag
(Lbl) link (Link) list (TOC) listcontent (P) listdata (P) listitem (TOCI) listpage
(Reference) listtag (Lbl) margintext (Span) margintextblock (Span) math (Div)
merror (Span) mfrac (Span) mi (Span) mn (Span) mo (Span) mover (Span) mpgraphic (P) mroot (Span) mrow (Span) ms (Span) msqrt (Span) msub (Span)
msubsup (Span) msup (Span) mtext (Span) munder (Span) munderover (Span)
paragraph (P) register (Div) registerentries (Div) registerentry (Span) registerpage (Span) registerpages (Span) registersection (Div) registersee (Span) regis-
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tertag (Span) section (Sect) sectioncontent (Div) sectionnumber (H) sectiontitle
(H) subformula (Div) subsentence (Span) table (Table) tablecell (TD) tablerow
(TR) tabulate (Table) tabulatecell (TD) tabulaterow (TR) verbatim (Code) verbatimblock (Code) verbatimline (Code)
So, the internal ones show up in the tag trees as shown in the examples but
applications might use the rolemap which normally has less detail.
Because we keep track of where we are, we can also use that information for
making decisions.
\doifinelementelse{structure:section}

{yes} {no}

\doifinelementelse{structure:chapter}

{yes} {no}

\doifinelementelse{division:*-structure:chapter} {yes} {no}
\doifinelementelse{division:*-structure:*}

{yes} {no}

You can use the * as wildcard. The elements are separated by a -. If you don't
know what tags are used, you can always enable the tag related tracker:
\enabletrackers[structure.tags]

This tracker reports the identiﬁed element chains to the console and log.

10.3 Special care
Of course there are a few complications. First of all the tagging model sort of
contradicts the concept of a nicely typeset document where structure and outcome are not always related. Most TEX users are aware of the fact that TEX does
not have spaces and does a great job on kerning and hyphenation. The tagging
machinery on the other hand uses a rather dumb model of strings separated by
spaces. 16 But anyhow we could trick TEX into providing the right information
to the backend so that words get nicely separated. The non-optimized function
that does this looks as follows:
function injectspaces(head)
local p
for n in node.traverse(head) do
local id = n.id
if id == node.id("glue") then
if p and p.id == node.id("glyph") then
local g = node.copy(p)
local s = node.copy(n.spec)
16

The search engine on the other hand is rather clever on recognizing words.
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g.char, n.spec = 32, s
p.next, g.prev = g, p
g.next, n.prev = n, g
s.width = s.width - g.width
end
elseif id == node.id("hlist") or id == node.id("vlist") then
injectspaces(n.list,attribute)
end
p = n
end
end

Here we squeeze in a space (given that it is in the font which it normally is
when you use ConTEXt) and compensate the glue. Given that your page sits in
box 255, you can do this just before shipping the page out:
injectspaces(tex.box[255].list)

Then there are the so called suspects: things on the page that are not related
to structure at all. One is supposed to tag these specially so that the built-in
reading equipment is not confused. So far we could get around them simply
because they don't get tagged at all and therefore are not seen anyway. This
might as well be enough of a precaution.
Of course we need to deal with mathematics. Fortunately the presentation
MathML model is rather close to TEX and so we can map onto that. After all we
don't need to care too much about back-mapping here. The currently present
code is rather experimental and might get extended or thrown out in favour of
inline mathml. Figure 10.3 demonstrates that a ﬁrst approach does not even
look that bad. In future versions we might deal with table like math constructs,
like matrices.
This is a typical case where more energy has to be spent on driving the voice
of Acrobat but I will do that when we ﬁnd a good reason.
As mentioned, it will take a while before all relevant constructs in ConTEXt
support tagging, but support is already quite complete. Some screen dumps
are included as example at the end.

10.4 Conclusion
Surprisingly implementing all this didn't take that much work. Of course detailed automated structure support from the complete ConTEXt kernel will take
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Figure 10.3

Experimental math tagging.

some time to get completed, but that will be done on demand and when we run
into missing bits and pieces. It's still not decided to what extend alternate
representations and alternate texts will be supported. Experiments with the
reading loud machinery are not satisfying yet but maybe it just can't get any
better. It would be nice if we could get some tags being announced without
overloading the content, that is: without using ugly hacks.
And of course, code like this is never really ﬁnished if only because pdf evolves.
Also, it is yet another nice test case and torture test for LuaTEX and it helps us
to surface buglets and oversights.

10.5 Some more examples
In ConTEXt we have user deﬁnable verbatim environments. As with other user
deﬁnable environments we show the speciﬁc instance as comment next to the
structure component. See ﬁgure 10.4. Some examples of tables are shown in
ﬁgure 10.5. Future versions will have a bit more structure. Tables of contents
(see ﬁgure 10.6) and registers (see ﬁgure 10.7) are also tagged. One might
wonder what the use is of this. In Figure 10.8 we see some examples of ﬂoats.
External images as well as METAPOST graphics are tagged as such. This example also shows an example of a user environment, in this case:
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\definestartstop[notabene][style=\bf]

In a similar fashion footnotes end up in the structure tree, but in the typeset
document they move around (normally forward when there is no room).

Figure 10.4

Verbatim, including dedicated instances.
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Figure 10.5 Natural tables as well as
the tabulate198
mechanism is supported.
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Figure 10.6
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Tables of content with speciﬁc entries tagged.
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Figure 10.7 A detailed
view of registered is provided.
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Figure 10.8

Floats tags end up in text stream. Watch the user deﬁned construct.
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Figure 10.9
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Footnotes are shown at the place in the input (ﬂow).
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11 Including pages
11.1 Introduction
It is tempting to add more and more features to the backend code of the engine
but it is not really needed. Of course there are features that can best be supported natively, like including images. In order to include pdf images in LuaTEX
the backend uses a library (xpdf or poppler) that can load an page from a ﬁle
and embed that page into the ﬁnal pdf, including all relevant (indirect) objects
needed for rendering. In LuaTEX an experimental interface to this library is
included, tagged as epdf. In this chapter I will spend a few words on my ﬁrst
attempt to use this new library.

11.2 The library
The interface is rather low level. I got the following example from Hartmut (who
is responsible for the LuaTEX backend code and this library).
local doc = epdf.open("luatexref-t.pdf")
local cat = doc:getCatalog()
local pag = cat:getPage(3)
local box = pag:getMediaBox()
local w = pag:getMediaWidth()
local h = pag:getMediaHeight()
local n = cat:getNumPages()
local m = cat:readMetadata()
print("nofpages: ", n)
print("metadata: ", m)
print("pagesize: ", w .. " * " .. h)
print("mediabox: ", box.x1, box.x2, box.y1, box.y2)

As you see, there are accessors for each interesting property of the ﬁle. Of
course such an interface needs to be extended when the pdf standard evolves.
However, once we have access to the so called catalog, we can use regular
accessors to the dictionaries, arrays and other data structures. So, in fact we
don't need a full interface and can draw the line somewhere.
There are a couple of things that you normally does not want to deal with. A
pdf ﬁle is in fact just a collections of objects that form a tree and each object
can be reached by an index using a table that links the index to a position in
the ﬁle. You don't want to be bothered with that kind of housekeeping indeed.
Some data in the ﬁle, like page objects and annotations are organized in a
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tree form that one does not want to access in that form, so again we have
something that beneﬁts from an interface. But the majority of the objects are
simple dictionaries and arrays. Streams (these hold the document content,
image data, etc.) are normally not of much interest, but the library provides
an interface as you can bet on needing it someday. The library also provides
ways to extend the loaded pdf ﬁle. I will not discuss that here.
Because in ConTEXt we already have the lpdf library for creating pdf structures,
it makes sense to deﬁne a similar interface for accessing pdf. For that I wrote
a wrapper that will be extended in due time (read: depending on needs). The
previous code now looks as follows:
local doc = epdf.open("luatexref-t.pdf")
local cat = doc.Catalog
local pag = cat.Pages[3]
local box = pag.MediaBox
local llx, lly, urx, ury = box[1], box[2] box[3], box[4]
local w = urx - llx -- or: box.width
local h = ury - lly -- or: box.height
local n = cat.Pages.size
local m = cat.Metadata.stream
print("nofpages: ", n)
print("metadata: ", m)
print("pagesize: ", w .. " * " .. h)
print("mediabox: ", llx, lly, urx, ury)

If we write code this way we are less dependent on the exact api, especially
because the epdf library uses methods to access the data and we cannot easily
overload method names in there. When you look at the box, you will see that
the natural way to access entries is using a number. As a bonus we also provide
the width and height entries.

11.3 Merging links
It has always been on my agenda to add the possibility to carry the (link) annotations with an included page from a document. This is not that much needed
in regular document, but it can be handy when you use ConTEXt to assemble
documents. In any case, such a merge has to happen in such a way that it
does not interfere with other links in the parent document. Supporting this
in the engine is no option as each macro package follows its own approach to
referencing and interactivity. Also, demands might diﬀer and one would end
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up with a lot of (error prone) conﬁgurability. Of course we want scaled pages
to behave well too.
Implementing the merge took about a day and most of that time was spent on
experimenting with the epdf library and making the ﬁrst version of the wrapper.
I deﬁnitely had expected to waste more time on it. So, this is yet another
example of extensions that are quite doable in the Lua-TEX mix. Of course it
helps that the ConTEXt graphic inclusion code provides enough information
to integrate such a feature. The merge is controlled by the interaction key, as
shown here:
\externalfigure[somefile.pdf][page=1,scale=700,interaction=yes]
\externalfigure[somefile.pdf][page=2,scale=600,interaction=yes]
\externalfigure[somefile.pdf][page=3,scale=500,interaction=yes]

You can ﬁnetune the merge by providing a list of options to the interaction
key but that's still somewhat experimental. As a start the following links are
supported.
•
•
•
•

internal references by name (often structure related)
internal references by page (like on tables of contents)
external references by ﬁle (optionally by name and page)
references to uri's (normally used for webpages)

When users like this functionality (or when I really need it myself) more types of
annotations can be added although support for JavaScript and widgets doesn't
make much sense. On the other hand, support for destinations is currently
somewhat simpliﬁed but at some point we will support the relevant zoom options.
The implementation is not that complex:
• check if the included page has annotations
• loop over the list of annotations and determine if an annotation is supported
(currently links)
• analyze the annotation and overlay a button using the destination that belongs to the annotation
Now, the reason why we can keep the implementation so simple is that we just
map onto existing ConTEXt functionality. And, as we have a rather integrated
support for interactive actions, only a few basic commands are involved. Although we could do that all in Lua, we delegate this to TEX. We create a layer
that we put on top of the image. Links are put onto this layer using the equivalent of:
106
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\setlayer
[epdflinks]
[x=...,y=...,preset=leftbottom]
{\button
[width=...,height=...,offset=overlay,frame=off]
{}% no content
[...]}}

The \button command is one of those interaction related commands that accepts any action related directive. In this ﬁrst implementation we see the following destinations show up:
somelocation
url(http://www.pragma-ade.com)
file(somefile)
somefile::somelocation
somefile::page(10)

References to pages become named destinations and are later resolved to page
destinations again, depending on the conﬁguration of the main document. The
links within an included ﬁle get their own namespace so (hopefully) they will
not clash with other links.
We could use lower level code which is faster but we're not talking of time
critical code here. At some point I might optimize the code a bit but for the
moment this variant gives us some tracing options for free. Now, the nice
thing about using this approach is that the already existing cross referencing
mechanisms deal with the details. Each included page gets a unique reference
so references to not included pages are ignored simply because they cannot be
resolved. We can even consider overloading certain types of links or ignoring
named destinations that match a speciﬁc pattern. Nothing is hard coded in
the engine so we have complete freedom of doing that.

11.4 Merging layers
When including graphics from other applications it might be that they have
their content organized in layers (that then can be turned on or oﬀ). So it
will be no surprise that on the agenda is merging layer information: ﬁrst a
straightforward inclusion of optional content dictionaries, but it might make
sense to parse the content stream and replace references to layers by those
that are relevant in the main document.
206 Especially when graphics come from
diﬀerent sources and layer names are inconsistent some manipulation might
be needed so maybe we need more detailed control. Implementing this is is no
big deal and mostly a matter of ﬁguring out a clean and simple user interface.
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12 Exporting XML
12.1 Introduction
Every now and then on the the mailing list users ask if ConTEXt can produce
html instead of for instance pdf, and the answer has always been unsatisfying.
In this chapter I will present the MkIV way of doing this.

12.2 The clumsy way
My favourite answer to the question about how to produce html (or more general
xml as it can be transformed) has always been: “I'd just typeset it!”. Take:
\def\MyChapterCommand#1#2{<h1>#2</h1>}
\setuphead[chapter][command=\MyChapterCommand]

Here \chapter{Hello World} will produce:
<h1>Hello World</h1>

Now imagine that you hook such commands into all relevant environment and
that you use a style with no header and footer lines. You use a large page (A2)
and a small monospaced font (4pt) so that page breaks will not interfere too
much. If you want columns, ﬁne, just hook in some code that typesets the
ﬁnal columns as tables. In the end you will have an ugly looking pdf ﬁle but
by feeding it into pdftotext you will get a nicely formatted html ﬁle.
For some languages of course encoding issues would show up and there can
be all kind of interferences, so eventually the amount of code dealing with it
would have accumulated. This is why we don't follow that route.
An alternative is to use tex4ht which does an impressive job for LATEX, and supports ConTEXt to some extend as well. As far as I know it overloads some code
deep down in the kernel which is something ‘not done’ in the ConTEXt universe
if only because we cannot keep control over side eﬀects. It also complicates
maintainance of both systems.
In MkIV however, we do have the ability to export the document to a verbose
structured so let's have a look at that.

12.3 Structure
The ability to export to some more verbose format depends on the availability
of structural information. As we already tag elements for the sake of tagged
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pdf, it was tempting to see how well we could use those tags for exporting to
xml. In principle it is possible to use Acrobat Professional to export the content
using tags but you can imagine that we get a better quality if we stay within
the scope of the producing machinery.
\setupbackend[export=yes]

This is all you need unless you want to ﬁne tune the resulting xml ﬁle. If you
are familiar with tagged pdf support in ConTEXt, you will recognize the result.
When you process the following ﬁle:
\setupbackend[export=yes]
\starttext
\startchapter[title=Test]
A paragraph.\par Another paragraph.
\stopchapter
\stoptext

You will get a ﬁle with the suﬃx export that looks as follows: 17
<?xml standalone='yes' encoding='utf-8' ?>
<!-- input filename

: exported-001

<!-- processing date

: 09/08/10 01:00:22 -->

<!-- context version

: 2010.09.05 16:30

<!-- exporter version : 0.10

-->
-->
-->

<document language='en'>
<section detail='chapter'>
<sectionnumber>1</sectionnumber>
<sectiontitle>Test</sectiontitle>
<sectioncontent>
A paragraph.
<break/>
Another paragraph.
</sectioncontent>
</section>
</document>

17

We will omit the topmost lines in following examples.
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It's no big deal to postprocess such a ﬁle. In that case one can for instance
ignore the chapter number or combine the number and the title. Of course
rendering information is lost here. However, sometime it makes sense to export
some more details. Take the following table:
\starttext
\bTABLE
\bTR \bTD test 1.1 \eTD \bTD[ny=2] test 1.2 \eTD \eTR
\bTR \bTD test 2.1 \eTD

\eTR

\bTR \bTD test 3.1 \eTD \bTD test 3.2

\eTD \eTR

\bTR \bTD test 4.1 \eTD \bTD

\eTD \eTR

\bTR \bTD[nx=2,align=flushright] test 5.1

\eTD \eTR

\eTABLE
\stoptext

Here we need to preserve the span related information as well as cell speciﬁc
alignments as for tables this is an essential part of the structure.
<document language='en'>
<table>
<tablerow>
<tablecell align='flushleft'>test 1.1 </tablecell>
<tablecell align='flushleft' rows='2'>test 1.2 </tablecell>
</tablerow>
<tablerow>
<tablecell align='flushleft'>test 2.1 </tablecell>
</tablerow>
<tablerow>
<tablecell align='flushleft'>test 3.1 </tablecell>
<tablecell align='flushleft'>test 3.2 </tablecell>
</tablerow>
<tablerow>
<tablecell align='flushleft'>test 4.1 </tablecell>
<tablecell></tablecell>
</tablerow>
<tablerow>
<tablecell align='flushright' columns='2'>test 5.1 </tablecell>
</tablerow>
</table>
</document>

The tabulate mechanism is quite handy for regular text especially when the
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content of cells has to be split over pages. As each line in paragraph in a
tabulate becomes a cell, we need to reconstruct the paragraphs.
\starttext
\starttabulate[|l|p|r|]
\NC zero
% \NC one
\NC two

\NC line one \par line two \par line three \NC 0 \NC \NR
\NC \input zapf \par \input zapf

\NC 1 \NC \NR

\NC before \type {connect} \par after

\NC 2 \NC \NR

\NC three \NC before \type {connect} after

\NC 3 \NC \NR

\NC four

\NC 4 \NC \NR

\NC before \break inbetween \par after

\stoptabulate
\stoptext

This becomes:
<document language='en'>
<tabulate>
<tabulaterow>
<tabulatecell align='flushleft'>zero</tabulatecell>
<tabulatecell>line one
<break/>
line two
<break/>
line three</tabulatecell>
<tabulatecell align='flushright'>0</tabulatecell>
</tabulaterow>
<tabulaterow>
<tabulatecell align='flushleft'>two</tabulatecell>
<tabulatecell>before <verbatim>connect</verbatim>
<break/>
after</tabulatecell>
<tabulatecell align='flushright'>2</tabulatecell>
</tabulaterow>
<tabulaterow>
<tabulatecell align='flushleft'>three</tabulatecell>
<tabulatecell>before <verbatim>connect</verbatim> after</tabulatecell>
<tabulatecell align='flushright'>3</tabulatecell>
</tabulaterow>
<tabulaterow>
<tabulatecell align='flushleft'>four</tabulatecell>
<tabulatecell>before inbetween
<break/>
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after</tabulatecell>
<tabulatecell align='flushright'>4</tabulatecell>
</tabulaterow>
</tabulate>
</document>

The <break/> elements are injected automatically between paragraphs. We
could tag each paragraph individually but that does not work that well when
we have for instance a quotation that spans multiple paragraphs (and maybe
starts in the middle of one). An empty element is not sensitive for this and is
still a signal that vertical spacing is supposed to be applied.

12.4 The implementation
We implement tagging using attributes. The advantage of this is that it does not
interfere with typesetting, but a disadvantage is that not all parent elements
are visible. When we encounter some content, we're in the innermost element
so if we want to do something special, we need to deduce the structure from
the current child. This is no big deal as we have that information available at
each child.
The ﬁrst implementation just ﬂushed the xml on the ﬂy (i.e. when traversing
the node list) but when I ﬁgured out that collapsing was needed for special
cases like tabulated paragraphs this approach was no longer valid. So, after
some experiments I decided to build a complete structure tree in memory 18.
This permits us to handle situations like the following:
\starttext
\startitemize[n]
\startitem one \stopitem
\startitem two \stopitem
\stopitemize
\startitemize[packed,a]
\startitem \quote{one} \stopitem
\startitem \quote{two} \stopitem
\stopitemize
\stoptext

Here we get:
18

We will see if this tree will be used for other purposes in the future.
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<document language='en'>
<itemgroup detail='itemize' symbol='n'>
<item>
<itemtag>1.</itemtag>
<itemcontent>one</itemcontent>
</item>
<item>
<itemtag>2.</itemtag>
<itemcontent>two</itemcontent>
</item>
</itemgroup>
<itemgroup detail='itemize' packed='yes' symbol='a'>
<item>
<itemtag>a.</itemtag>
<itemcontent><delimited detail='quote'>‘one’</delimited></itemcontent>
</item>
<item>
<itemtag>b.</itemtag>
<itemcontent><delimited detail='quote'>‘two’</delimited></itemcontent>
</item>
</itemgroup>
</document>

The symbol and packed attributes are ﬁrst seen at the itemcontent level (the
innermost element) so when we ﬂush the itemgroup element's attributes we
need to look at the child elements (content) that actually carries the attribute. 19
I already mentioned collapsing. As paragraphs in a tabulate get split in cells,
we encounter a mixture that cannot be ﬂushed sequentially. However, as each
cell is tagged unique we can append the lines within a cell. Also, as each
paragraph gets a unique number, we can add breaks before a new paragraph
starts. Collapsing and adding breakpoints is done at the end, and not per page,
as paragraphs can cross pages. Again, thanks to the fact that we have a tree,
we can investigate content and do this kind of manipulations.
Moving data like footnotes are somewhat special. When notes are put on the
page (contrary to for instance end notes) the so called ‘insert’ mechanism is
used where their content is kept with the line where it is deﬁned. As a result
we see them end up instream which is not that bad a coincidence. However,
as in MkIV notes are built on top of (enumerated) descriptions, we need to
distinguish them somehow so that we can cross reference them in the export.

19

Only glyph nodes are investigated for structure.
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\starttext
\startchapter[title=Notes]
test \footnote[a]{note a}
test \footnote[b]{note b}
\stopchapter
\stoptext

Currently this will end up as follows:
<document language='en'>
<section detail='chapter'>
<sectionnumber>1</sectionnumber>
<sectiontitle>Notes</sectiontitle>
<sectioncontent>
test<descriptionsymbol detail='footnote' insert='1'>1</descriptionsymbol>
test<descriptionsymbol detail='footnote' insert='2'>2</descriptionsymbol>
<description detail='footnote'>
<descriptiontag insert='1'>1 </descriptiontag>
<descriptioncontent>note a</descriptioncontent>
</description>
<description detail='footnote'>
<descriptiontag insert='2'>2 </descriptiontag>
<descriptioncontent>note b</descriptioncontent>
</description>
</sectioncontent>
</section>
</document>

Graphics are also tagged and the image element reﬂects the included image.
\starttext
\placefigure
[here] [fig:cow]
{It looks like a cow.}
{\externalfigure[cow.pdf]}
\stoptext
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If the image sits on another path then that path shows up in an attribute and
when a page other than 1 is taken from the (pdf) image, it gets mentioned as
well.
<document language='en'>
<float detail='figure' reference='fig:cow'>
<floatcontent><image name='cow.pdf'></image></floatcontent>
<floatcaption>
<floattag>Figure 1</floattag>
<floattext>It looks like a cow.</floattext>
</floatcaption>
</float>
</document>

Cross references are another relevant aspect of an export. In due time we will
export them all. It's not so much complicated because all information is there
but we need to hook some code into the right spot and making examples for
those cases takes a while as well.
\setupinteraction[state=start]
\starttext
\startchapter[title=One,reference=alpha]
In \in{chapter}[beta] ...
\stopchapter
\startchapter[title=Two,reference=beta]
In \in{chapter}[alpha] ...
\stopchapter
\stoptext

We export references in the the ConTEXt speciﬁc way, so no interpretation takes
place.
<document language='en'>
<section detail='chapter' reference='alpha'>
<sectionnumber>1</sectionnumber>
<sectiontitle>One</sectiontitle>
<sectioncontent>
In <link reference='beta' location='aut:2'>chapter 2</link> ...
</sectioncontent>
</section>
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<section detail='chapter' reference='beta'>
<sectionnumber>2</sectionnumber>
<sectiontitle>Two</sectiontitle>
<sectioncontent>
In <link reference='alpha' location='aut:1'>chapter 1</link> ...
</sectioncontent>
</section>
</document>

As ConTEXt has an integrated referencing system that deals with internal as
well as external references, url's, special interactive actions like controlling
wigets and navigations, etc. and we export the raw reference speciﬁcation as
well as additional attributes that provide some detail.
\setupinteraction[state=start]
\useurl [pragma] [www.pragma-ade.com]
\starttext
\startparagraph
You can visit \goto{pragma}[url(www.pragma-ade.com)].
\stopparagraph
\startparagraph
You can visit \goto{pragma}[url(pragma)].
\stopparagraph
\stoptext

Of course, when postprocessing the exported data, you need to take these variants into account.
<document language='en'>

<paragraph>You can visit <link reference='url(www.pragma-ade.com)' url='www.pragma-a

<paragraph>You can visit <link reference='url(pragma)' url='www.pragma-ade.com'>prag
</document>

12.5 Math
Of course there are limitations. For instance TEXies doing math might wonder
if we can export formulas. To some extend the export works quite well.
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\starttext
Is it $ e = mc^2 $ maybe:
\startformula
m = \frac{\sqrt{e}}{c}
\stopformula
\stoptext

This results in the usual rather verbose presentation MathML:
<document language='en'>
Is it
<math>
<mrow>
<mi></mi>
<mo>=</mo>
<mi></mi>
<msup>
<mi></mi>
<mn>2</mn>
</msup>
</mrow>
</math>
maybe:
<formula>
<formulacontent>
<math>
<mrow>
<mi> </mi>
<mo>=</mo>
<mrow>
<mfrac>
<mrow>
<mrow>
<mo>√ </mo>
<mroot>
<mi></mi>
</mroot>
</mrow>
</mrow>
<mrow>
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<mi> </mi>
</mrow>
</mfrac>
</mrow>
</mrow>
</math>
</formulacontent>
</formula>
</document>

More complex math (like matrices) will be dealt with in due time as for this and
Aditya and I have to take tagging into account when we revision the relevant
code as part of the MkIV cleanup and extensions. It's not that complex but it
makes no sense to come up with intermediate solutions.
Display verbatim is also supported. In this case we tag individual lines.
\starttext
\starttyping
line one
line two
\stoptyping
\stoptext

The export is not that spectacular:
<document language='en'>
<verbatimblock detail='typing'>
<verbatimline>
line one
</verbatimline>
<verbatimline>
line two
</verbatimline>
</verbatimblock>
</document>

A rather special case are marginal notes. We do tag them because they often
contain usefull information.
\starttext
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\startparagraph
test \inleft{left 1} test
\stopparagraph
\margintitle{left 2}
\startparagraph
test test
\stopparagraph
\startparagraph
\inrightmargin{\slanted{right 1}}test
\stopparagraph
\stoptext

The output is currently as follows:
<document language='en'>
<paragraph><margintextblock detail='left'>left 1</margintextblock> test
test</paragraph>
<paragraph>test test</paragraph>

<paragraph><margintext detail='inrightmargin'> right 1</margintext> test</para
</document>
</paragraph></document>

However, this might change in future versions.

12.6 Formatting
The output is somewhat formatted. The extra run time needed for this (actually, quite some of the code is related to this) is compensated by the fact that
inspecting the result becomes more convenient. Each environment has one
of the properties inline, mixed, and display. A display environment gets newlines around it and an inline environment none at all. The mixed variant does
something in between. In the following example we tag some user elements,
but you can as well inﬂuence the built in ones.
\setelementnature[display][display]
\setelementnature[inline] [inline]
\setelementnature[mixed]

[mixed]

\starttext
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\startelement[display]
\startelement[inline]
test
\startelement[display]
test
\stopelement
test
\stopelement
\stopelement
\stoptext

This results in:
<document language='en'>
<display>
<inline>test <display> test test</display></inline>
</display>
</document>

Keep in mind that elements have no inﬂuence on the typeset result apart from
introducing spaces when used used this way (this is not diﬀerent from other
TEX commands). In due time the formatting might improve a bit but at least
we have less change ending up with those megabyte long one--liners that some
applications produce.

12.7 A word of advise
In (for instance) html class attributes are used to control rendering driven by
stylesheets. In ConTEXt you can often deﬁne derived environments and their
names will show up in the detail attribute. So, if you want control at that level
in the export, you'd better use the structure related options built in ConTEXt,
for instance:
\definehead[specialsection][section]
\starttext
\startsection[title=Normal section]
normal
\stopsection
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\startspecialsection[title=Special section]
special
\stopspecialsection
\stoptext

This gives two diﬀerent sections:
<document language='en'>
<section detail='section'>
<sectionnumber>1</sectionnumber>
<sectiontitle>Normal section</sectiontitle>
<sectioncontent>
normal
</sectioncontent>
</section>
<section detail='specialsection'>
<sectionnumber>2</sectionnumber>
<sectiontitle>Special section</sectiontitle>
<sectioncontent>
special
</sectioncontent>
</section>
</document>

12.8 Conclusion
It is an open question if such an export is useful. Personally I never needed a
feature like this and there are several reasons for this. First of all, most of my
work involves going from (often complex) xml to pdf and if you has xml as input,
you can also produce html from it. For documents that relate to ConTEXt I
don't need it either because manuals are somewhat special in the sense that
they often depend on showing something that ends up on paper (or its screen
counterpart) anyway. Loosing the makeup also renders the content somewhat
obsolete. But this feature is still a nice proof of concept anyway.
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Marking Proof-sheets in Publishing Practice and
Its Implementation in the TEX System
Označování korekturních obtahů v nakladatelské
praxi a jeho implementace v systému TEX
Tomáš Hála

Abstract: This paper deals with ways of marking proof-sheets in publishing
practice. Four possible solutions are shown and discussed. Three of them are
based on existing macros (page style \headings), or packages (fancyhdr.sty,
zwpagelayout.sty), the fourth one is original and speciﬁc, and contains new
style for LATEX – thproof.sty.
Keywords: proof-sheets, proof-reading, publishing practice, LATEX, styles,
thproof.sty
Abstract: Tento článek se zabývá možnostmi označování korekturních obtahů
v nakladatelské praxi a představuje čtyři taková řešení. Tři z nich využívají existující makropříkazy nebo styly (\headings, fancyhdr.sty, zwpagelayout.sty).
Čtvrté je původní a specializované řešení pomocí nového stylu pro LATEX –
thproof.sty.
Klíčová slova: korektury, korekturní obtahy, nakladatelská praxe, LATEX,
styly, thproof.sty

1. Introduction
Even the most modern technologies cannot prevent various mistakes in text processing. Therefore, proofreading is a very important and often priceless activity.
Basic review of proofreading topic, i.e. itemisation of proofreading according to time and content points of view, organisational and methodical ways of
proofreading and a comparison of ‘classical’ and modern procedures has been
published earlier (Hála, 2002). Of these topics, itemisation proofreading will
be mentioned in this paper.

2. Itemisation of proofreading
From the time point of view (Pop, Flégr a Pop, 1989) proofreading consists
of four basic parts:
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• internal galley
• author’s galley
• internal page
• author’s page
Internal proofreading covers all editing and typesetting corrections carried
out in composing room, while author’s proofreading is performed by the author
himself/herself, or – in some speciﬁc cases – by an editor.
From the content point of view, we can distinguish:
editor’s proof – veriﬁes documentary part of text;
language proof – eliminates ortographic mistakes, wrong punctuation, misspelings;
proof of style – is connected with editing activities;
proof of formal matters – checks references, numbers of ﬁgures and tables,
their numbering vs. references in the text; uniﬁcation of proper emphasising style, and of diﬀerent styles used by various authors;
typographic proof – checks proper typefaces, symbols, indentation, placing
of objects, typesetting of tables, etc.;
graphical – looks into colour management, colourfulness, contrast, backgrounds,
etc.;
technical proof – deals with pagenumbering, signature imposition, technical
quality for printing, etc.
Each company, performing larger number of jobs – whether publishing house
or (typo)graphical studio – has to keep out of troubles caused by disordered
proof-sheets.
Therefore, proof-sheets are usually marked not only by name of the job, but
also by additional pieces of information:
• date and time (of printing, usually)
• number of the job
• type of proofreading, including ordinal number
• typesetter’s name and signature
• proofreader’s name and signature
• author’s/client’s signature (only for authors’ proofreading)

3. Review of solutions based on existing methods
3.1. Page style headings
The principle of page layout is based on deﬁnitions prepared in the format LATEX.
Two basic page styles empty and plain are extended by page styles heading and
myheading which are included as a part of pre-deﬁned classes, e.g. article.cls,
book.cls.
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Page styles are activated by macro (\pagestyle{headings}) in the preamble
of a document for the whole document, or by \thispagestyle{headings} if the
property is applied only to one concrete page.
\pagestyleheadings
\begindocument
\markright\footnotesize \TeX -%Brejlov-- 2nd, author's page proofsheet,
September 16, 2010, -testing-headings -- p. 1

The head line contains only one line, for longer text the user has to use some
advanced solution.
With this style no extra additions are needed for changing the layout of a
document. Setting a layout in this way does not, however, belong to popular
methods. This is proved by the very existence of the package fancyhdr.sty
which has been created for simplifying LATEX users work.
3.2. Package fancyhdr.sty
Package fancyhdr.sty (Oostrum, 2005) makes the conﬁguration of the page
style more simple. The following ﬁgure shows the use of commands fancyfoot
and fancyhead parametrised by positions of elements.
\fancyfoot[OC,EC]{\thepage}
\fancyfoot[OL,ER]{\TeX\ -- Brejlov -- 2., autorské stránkové
korektury\\\today\ -- \jobname\ -str. \thepage}

This is a testing
page.

1
TeX – Brejlov – 2nd, author’s page proofsheet
September 16, 2010 – testing-fancy – p. 1
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The package fancyhdr.sty seems to be very useful for user’s styling, however, for joining the design information with proof-sheet marking one has to
apply the proof-sheet marking settings to each change of style, i.e. to each use
of the corresponding macros which might cause some inconsistences.
3.3. The package for the page layout zwpagelayout.sty
This package has been written by Wagner (2008) as a very complex and useful
solution for all who want to prepare layout deﬁnitions comfortably.
The package is useful also for preparation of book covers. It contains a tool
for placing the marks showing the position of spine, ﬂaps, frames, etc. It also
supports crop titles:
\usepackage[a6,Landscape, croptitle=\TeX\ --\ Brejlov\ --\ 2.{,}\
autorské\ stránkové\ korektury]{zwpagelayout}

This is a testing
page.
1

TEX – Brejlov – 2nd, author’s page proofsheet, testing-zw:

#1

However very useful is this tool, there are some limitations. First, the command \usepackage ignores spaces between words in options, so the user has to
write ‘backslashed’ spaces instead of normal ones1 , or to enclose the text with
an extra pair of braces.
Moreover, the crop title option is joined with the pair cropmarks/nocropmarks option so that displaying the crop title is excluded when the typesetter
decides to suppress crop marks.
Limiting is also the length of crop title value: only one line is permitted2 so
that the complete information cannot always be displayed.
1 Similar approach require commas: they work as delimiters between options, so the proper
writing is somewhat tricky, e.g. {,}.
2 The thing is that the command \\ is supressed in options of \usepackage.
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4. Specialised solution: style thproof.sty
This package is the result of a development inspired by author’s everyday needs.
The ﬁrst version of this style has been prepared in 2001 for internal use in the
publishing house KONVOJ, the latest version (1.06, 2004) has been published
at www.konvoj.cz/styles/korek.
The basic requirement were: (a) independence of marking up and layout
deﬁnitions, (b) portability between LATEX 2.09, LATEX 2ε , formats cslatex, pdfcslatex, etc.
The work matured in thproof.sty (successor of korek.sty); the name of
this style has been chosen so as not to be in conﬂict with the style proof.sty
(Tatsuta, 1990), which improves some mathematical matters.

4.1. Implementation
This solution is based on redeﬁning the low-level TEX structures. The macro
\@outputpage encloses among other things the call of macro \shipout sending
the prepared vertical box with contents of the page to the output. In this vertical
box, the extra part has been added (see page ??; for transparent programming,
it has been expressed by one macro (thproof@markspace) deﬁned in advance.
For preparing the marking structure, the LATEX environment picture has been
used, as follows:

\def\thproof@markspace{{\unitlength1cc
\begin{picture}(0,0)
\put(\thproof@x,\thproof@y){%
\parbox{\hsize}{\thproof@font\thproof@text}}
\end{picture}}}

4.2. User interface
The following commands have been deﬁned for users:
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# name of the macro
1 & 2 \thproofPosition

and its parameters note
{0}{-38}
a position, where the marking text
will be placed;
default unit is 1cc
\thproofCompany
{\TeXpe... 2010} name of a (publishing) company
\thproofJobNo
{1/2010}
internal job number in
a (publishing) company
\thproofJob
{Brejlov}
job name or client’s name
\thproofAuthor
–
author’s proofreading
\thproofHome
–
internal proofreading
\thproofGalley
{1st}
galley proofreading and its number
\thproofPage
{2nd}
page proofreading and its number
\thproofImprimatur –
produces a stamp for authorisation
\thproofEnd
–
no marking texts will be printed

3
4
5
6
6
7
7
–
–

On the preceeded pages the markuping text has been generated by
\thproofPosition{0}{0}
\thproofCompany{\TeXperience 2010}
\thproofAuthor
\thproofJobNo{1/2010}
\thproofJob{Brejlov}
\thproofGalley{1.}

and
\thproofHome \thproofPage{2.}

respectively.
One can also use the shorter version via general setting command:
\thproofSettings{0}{-65}{\TeX{}perience 2010}
{1/2010}{Brejlov}
{H}{G}{1}

The order of the ﬁrst seven parameters corresponds to the table above, the
eighth one is the number of a proofsheet.
For the ﬁnal version of a document the supplier very often requires the client’s
signature which expresses the client’s authorisation of the document before printing.
Macro \thproofImprimatur3 generates the stamp containing the space for
the date and client’s signature.
TEXperience 2010

3 Imprimatur

is a Latin word
with meaning let it be printed.
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Date

IMPRIMATUR

16. 9. 2010

Signature

When marking the text is not necessary, e.g. for the printing version, it can
be switched oﬀ using macro \thproofEnd.

5. Conclusion
The proper marking proof-sheets is necessary because of organisational reasons. In this article, three possible solutions are shown (\headings, packages
fancyhdr.sty, zwpagelayout.sty). None of them – even if they are based on
existing styles, partly very sophisticated ones – do not live to expectations of
the author of this article – some technical restrictions obstruct comfortable use
for proof-sheet marking.
Therefore the main point of this work was to present the new way of solving
mentioned problems. The LATEX style thproof.sty seems, from the user’s point
of view, to be fairly simple and comfortable solution. Macros covering each
part of proof-sheet description have been shown, as well as one general setting
command.
This style is maintained by author and tested in his publishing practice.
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Integration of thproof@markspace into @outputpage (the source code has been taken
from latex.ltx):
\def\@outputpage{%
\begingroup
% the \endgroup is put in by \aftergroup
\let \protect \noexpand
\@resetactivechars
\@parboxrestore
\shipout \vbox{%
\set@typeset@protect
\aftergroup \endgroup
\aftergroup \set@typeset@protect
% correct? or just restore by ending
% the group?
\if@specialpage
\global\@specialpagefalse\@nameuse{ps@\@specialstyle}%
\fi
\thproof@markspace %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\if@twoside
\ifodd\count\z@ \let\@thehead\@oddhead \let\@thefoot\@oddfoot
\let\@themargin\oddsidemargin
\else \let\@thehead\@evenhead
\let\@thefoot\@evenfoot \let\@themargin\evensidemargin
\fi
\fi
\reset@font
\normalsize
\baselineskip\z@skip \lineskip\z@skip \lineskiplimit\z@
\@begindvi
\vskip \topmargin
\moveright\@themargin \vbox {%
\setbox\@tempboxa \vbox to\headheight{%
\vfil
\color@hbox
\normalcolor
\hb@xt@\textwidth {%
\let \label \@gobble
\let \index \@gobble
\let \glossary \@gobble %% 21 Jun 91
\@thehead
}%
\color@endbox
}%
%% 22 Feb 87
\dp\@tempboxa \z@
\box\@tempboxa
\vskip \headsep
\box\@outputbox
\baselineskip \footskip
\color@hbox
\normalcolor
\hb@xt@\textwidth{%
\let \label \@gobble
\let \index \@gobble
%% 22 Feb 87
\let \glossary \@gobble
%% 21 Jun 91
\@thefoot
}%
\color@endbox
}%
}%
\global \@colht \textheight
\stepcounter{page}%
\let\firstmark\botmark
}
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Fonts with Complex OpenType Tables
Fonty se složitými tabulkami ve formátu
OpenType

Karel Píška

Abstract: The paper presents development of complex OpenType fonts. The
sample fonts cover Czech and Georgian handwriting with numerous letter connections.
At the beginning, general principles of “advanced typography” are shown –
complex metric data represented by OpenType tables (GSUB and GPOS) – and
compared them with the ligature and kerning tables in METAFONT.
Then the history of the OpenType font production is described – approaches,
tools and techniques. Crucial problems, critical barriers, attempts and ways how
to reach successful solutions, are discussed and several tools for font creating,
testing, debugging and conversions between various text and binary formats are
demonstrated. Among these tools are, for example, AFDKO, VOLT, FontForge,
TTX, Font-TTF. Their features, advantages, disadvantages, and also cases of
possible incompatibilities (or maybe errors) are illustrated.
Finally, using the OpenType fonts in the TEX world applications are presented: XETEX and LuaTEX (ConTEXt MkIV), the programs allowing to read
and process OpenType fonts directly.
Key words: font, font production, Unicode, OpenType, GSUB, GPOS; AFDKO,
VOLT, FontForge, TTX, Font-TTF; TEX, METAFONT, TFM, XETEX, ConTEXt,
LuaTEX.
Abstrakt: Článek popisuje vývoj složitých fontů ve formátu OpenType v letech
2009–2010. Ukázky zahrnují český a gruzínský rukopisný font s mnohočetnými
spojeními mezi sousedními písmeny.
Na začátku ukážeme obecné principy „pokročilé typografie“: složitá metrická
data reprezentovaná tabulkami GSUB a GPOS v OpenType, které porovnáme
s tabulkami ligatur a kerningů v METAFONTu.
Potom popíšeme historii tvorby OpenTypového fontu: postupy, nástroje
a techniky. Probereme klíčové problémy, závažné překážky, pokusy a způsoby
řešení k dosažení úspěšného výsledku. Předvedeme několik nástrojů pro tvorbu,
testování a ladění fontů a konverze mezi různými textovými a binárními formáty
jejich reprezentace. Jsou to např. AFDKO, VOLT, FontForge, TTX, Font-TTF.
Budeme ilustrovat jejich vlastnosti, výhody, nevýhody, také i případy možných
nekompatibilit (anebo možných chyb).
Nakonec předvedeme použití OpenTypových fontů v rámci TEXu: XETEX
a LuaTEX (ConTEXt MkIV) jsou programy dovolující číst a zpracovávat fonty
OpenType přímo, tj. bez tradičních metrik TFM.
doi: 10.5300/2011-2-4/309
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Klíčová slova: font, tvorba fontů, Unicode, OpenType, GSUB, GPOS; AFDKO,
VOLT, FontForge, TTX, Font-TTF; TEX, METAFONT, TFM, XETEX, ConTEXt,
LuaTEX.

1. Introduction
The presented fonts are successors of the METAFONT fonts designed in 1997–98
by Olšák [2] and Píška [3]. Last year (2009) it was not possible for me to create a
complete font with OpenType tables that would work properly. This year, finally
positive results have been reached. The current article can be considered as a
report summarizing my recent studies, experiments and experiences for dialogs
and future collaboration with involved people. My main direction prefers the usage
of fonts within TEX based software providing Unicode and OpenType support –
XETEX [9] and ConTEXt/LuaTEX [11]. For OpenType the abbreviation “OT”
will also be used in the article.

2. Advanced typography
Under “advanced typography” not only so called OpenType font technologies
but also our good “old” TEX&METAFONT capability providing sophisticated
word-processing can be assumed.
2.1. TEX & METAFONT – clear and clean
In fact, advanced typography with METAFONT and TEX has been available for
TEX users for many years. METAFONT contains powerful tools like generalized
ligatures together with boundary characters [1]:
.mf: ligtable
a : b |=:|
a : b |=:|>
a : b |=:|>>
a : b =:|
a : b =:|>
a : b |=:
a : b |=:>
a : b =:

%
c;
c;
c;
c;
c;
c;
c;
c;

produces % .tfm/.pl
% acb
/LIG/
% acb
/LIG/>
% acb
/LIG/>>
% cb
LIG/
% cb
LIG/>
% ac
/LIG
% ac
/LIG>
% c
LIG

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

where
1. retains both a and b, inserts c between: acb
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2. retains both a and b, inserts c between;
the processing continues after a: acb
3. retains both a and b, inserts c between;
the processing continues after c: acb
4. retains b, inserts c before b: cb
5. retains b, inserts c before b;
the processing continues after c: cb
6. retains a, inserts c after a: ac
7. retains a, inserts c after a;
the processing continues after a: ac
8. substitutes both a and b by c.
Boundary characters. The METAFONT and TEX concept of the “word boundary” (the left and right boundary characters) allows “implicit” processing of the
beginning and the end of the word, i.e., a substitution or adjustment of the letters
in the “initial” and the “final” position of the word. In METAFONT sources the left
boundary characters is denoted by "||:", the right boundary character must be
introduced as the “real” character using the "boundarychar code";" assignment.
These facilities allow to apply substitution and positioning rules with some
restrictions: only the pair of two adjacent characters can be processed, it is
impossible to look ahead for longer sequence in a simple way; the maximum
of glyphs in one font is 256. However, definitions of ligatures and kernings in
METAFONT and then in TFM, and also the processing algorithm in TEX are clear
and clean. The actual position in the input stream and how to find the next rule
from TEX metrics tables that have to be applied are always known.
Abilities of METAFONT and TEX will be demonstrated by two short samples.
Primarily, by default, the Latin (Czech) letters are in the “medial” form, without
connecting strokes. Then the TEX&MF “machinery” joins the adjacent letters in
words and adjusts the letters in the initial and final positions. The letter ‘e’ is
preceded by one of the front-end strokes, ‘s’ and ‘t’ are joined by the corresponding
inter-letter connecting stroke, and, finally, the last letter in the word is closed
by the ending stroke. METAFONT defines several initial, medial and final strokes
(depending on concerned letters), for example:
% left deflected end of character
beginchar(3, 6u#, 7u#, 0);
draw (0,0){(3,2)}..{sklon2}(6,6);
endchar;
% shorter convex stroke for the pairs st,...
beginchar(6, 3u#, 7u#, 0);
draw (-4,0){right}..{sklon2}(3,6);
endchar;
% right end of character
beginchar(1, .7u#, 7u#, 0);
draw (0,6)..(.7,7);
endchar;
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and the ligtable instructions
ligtable ||: "e" |=:|> 3; % ...
ligtable "s": "t" |=:| 6; % ...
boundarychar:=1;
ligtable "a": rightboundaries;
def rightboundaries =
1 |=:> 1,
%
........
enddef;

invoke inserting the requested strokes in the left boundary point (3), between ‘s’
and ‘t’ (6), and in the right boundary position (1).

esta
es ta
es ta

METAFONT cannot process in a single and natural way any character sequences consisting of three or more characters, e.g. triplets like "UN-KAN-AN" and
"UN-KAN-EN" in Georgian handwriting.
Depending on the following character ("AN", "EN" or another) the original
(“isolated” by default) glyph "KAN" is, or is not, replaced by its modified form:
ligtable GR_KAN: GR_AN

=:| GR_kan_;

and then it may be joined to the next character by the connecting stroke:

უ ა უკე
უ ა უკე

ligtable GR_kan_: GR_AN |=:| gr_en__an;

But no substitution and no kerning is defined for the pairs "UN-KAN" and
"KAN-EN". After processing of the pair consisting of the second and third character and substituting of the second glyph there is no chance to return before the
first character it is not possible to adjust the kerning between the first and the
second, modified, glyph (left) – while "UN-KAN-EN" (right) needs no substitution
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or positioning changes. Two triplets above should be processed differently. It may
probably be possible but the solution with METAFONT would not be trivial.
2.2. Advanced typography with OpenType
“Old TrueType fonts” can be “enriched” by adding “Advanced OpenType Typographic Tables” to produce fonts in OpenType format. Since the additional OT
tables are common, two different format versions: “new” TTF and OTF will not
be discussed.
Each feature is defined as a system of subsystems called lookups. Any lookup
is described as a subsystem consisted of substitution and positioning rules. Depending on script and language, a feature may be enabled or disabled. If the
feature is enabled and some lookup, contained in this feature, fulfill the given
conditions, then the execution of the corresponding operations should be invoked.
It is a signal and the real application must be executed by an application program
or operating system, e.g., by means of a special library. OpenType introduces
substitution (GSUB), positioning (GPOS), and several other tables.
These tables define the set of rules of several types specifying (from OpenType
specification [4, 5]):
Glyph substitution (GSUB) rules – Single, Multiple, Alternate, Ligature,
Contextuali, Chaining contextual, Extension, and Reverse Chaining Single Substitution;
Glyph positioning (GPOS) rules – Single adjustment, Pair adjustment, Cursive
attachment, Mark-to-Base attachment, Mark-to-Ligature attachment, Mark-to-Mark attachment, Contextual, Chaining contextual, and Extension positioning.
>From METAFONT entire letters with accents are inherited. Therefore, there
is no need to use marks and anchors and operations with them to assemble the
complete letters from components (accents, signs, marks, . . . ) and the Mark
positioning rules are not used. On the other hand, the fonts contain hundreds
contextual substitution and positioning rules.
First, an OpenType font has to be created properly, using some suitable tools.
Secondly, the font must be in agreement with the corresponding software to
execute adequate operations according to the rules (instructions) defined in the
font.

3. Tools to produce OpenType fonts
3.1. Creating OpenType fonts
Let us assume that Unicode encoded outline fonts have already been encoded,
though without OpenType features. These have been generated earlier with Font313

Forge. The aim and task is to produce OpenType, i.e., to enrich the fonts with
OT tables.
The fonts used/presented in this paper cover Czech, Georgian and also Armenian handwriting letter repertoire (taught in primary/elementary schools).
Opposite to Czech and Georgian writing, the Armenian letters are designed and
written in a simple way without no special joiners and there is no necessity to
build any OpenType support/facility for Armenian.
Sample of Armenian:

ս ա տ ր ազատ ւ հավասար

There is, however, another problem – to distinguish the adjacent letters.
In the following paragraphs the construction of OT fonts using various tools,
namely VOLT, FontForge and AFDKO, are shown.
The specification of (binary) OT tables, data formats of the VOLT project
files, variants of feature files accepted by AFDKO, FontLab, FontForge may all
be different.
3.2. Managing OpenType with VOLT
VOLT (Visual OpenType Layout Tool) [6], free product developed by Microsoft
and running only under MS Windows, offers an interactive approach to fill
input areas with appropriate parameter values manually in the VOLT project
window. Another possibility is writing and modifying source textual files in the
VOLT project language. In the VOLT input area one can enter, or in a text
editor we have to define glyphs (their names, types and code numbers), glyph
groups (glyph sets or glyph lists), context conditions, substitution and positioning
rules, and finally, to complete the hierarchy of scripts, languages, features, and
lookups; those data can be saved and (re)read. Such method is reasonable and
purposeful/meaningful for fonts with several hundreds contextual substitution and
positional rules (our font contains about 350 glyphs, more than 600 substitutions
and about 50 positionings). Of course, interactive design and especially proofing
tools for testing tasks, have been used but the files defining OpenType data
have been completed in the VOLT project (VTP) source/exchange format from
some tables by scripting and editing texts. VOLT allows to read the font only
in TrueType format, imports the VOLT project file, compiles OT data and then
generates the font with binary OT tables. That is, VOLT adds OT tables and
proofs the features and lookups; it accepts only the fonts with OT tables produced
by VOLT, and deletes other OT tables. Moreover, (re)compilation must always
be run before testing in the proofing window, even for fonts generated by program
VOLT. These fonts embed additionally special tables ‘TSID’, ‘TSIP’, ‘TSIS’, and
‘TSIV’ for proofing.
A general structure of a lookup with substitutions in the VOLT project
language (in my symbolic notation) is:
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DEF_LOOKUP lookup_name lookup_parameters
[ IN_CONTEXT | EXCEPT_CONTEXT
[ [ LEFT | RIGHT ] glyph_list ]
...
END_CONTEXT
]
....
AS_SUBSTITUTION
SUB glyph_list WITH glyph_list END_SUB
[ SUB glyph_list WITH glyph_list END_SUB ]
...
END_SUBSTITUTION

It is a sequence of one or more substitution rules and has the common contextual condition. The context may be defined as a compound logical expression.
During the evaluation process the glyphs from the given glyph lists before (LEFT)
or after (RIGHT) are compared relative to the current glyph according to their
presence (IN_CONTEXT) or absence (EXCEPT_CONTEXT). Sequences of more LEFT
and/or RIGHT subconditions can constitute left and right chains, their lengths
depend of the numbers of the left and right conditions. In nested subexpressions,
IN/EXCEPT_CONTEXT might be repeated more times, all of them are subsequently
evaluated as a logical union.
The lookup_parameters contain the instructions for processing like PROCESS_BASE, PROCESS_MARKS, ALL, DIRECTION LTR or DIRECTION RTL, etc. In our case
– DIRECTION LTR (“left to right”) – ‘left’ always means ‘before’; similarly ‘right’
and ‘after’ have the same meaning.
Representation of the VOLT Project data allows insertions, and also different
rule types may be in one lookup because the VOLT compiler accepts such rules
and can compile them when converting the source data into binary OpenType
tables. A final binary font then includes more than 100 internal features, numbered
zz01,. . . , zz99,. . . It means, the higher level of the VOLT project language turns
into greater complexity of the compiled product.
The following text demonstrates several complete examples describing the
lookups in the VOLT project textual representation as they are present in my
source files of the VOLT based fonts.
3.2.1. Glyphs, scripts, languages and features
But at first other elements of the VTP will be mentioned. All glyphs must be
listed in the glyph definition section, each glyph command must have in the
DEF_GLYPH its unique name, its ordinal number (index) in the font ID, its TYPE
(BASE, MARK, COMPONENT, LIGATURE), the UNICODE number must be present for
the Unicode coded glyphs and are missing for the glyphs from Private Use Area
(PUA).
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Glyphs can be grouped/collected in named groups to address the groups
(glyph lists) in rules simply and shortly. DEF_GROUP commands may consist of
glyph sequences GLYPH glyph_name, glyph ranges, and also other glyph groups,
defined elsewhere but without ambiguity.
DEF_GROUP "czever"
ENUM RANGE "a" TO "z" GROUP "accver"
END_ENUM
END_GROUP

The names of glyphs and groups must be quoted, e.g., GLYPH "hyphen" or
GROUP "czever".
3.2.2. Single substitution
Switching the corresponding feature we can invoke the substitution of the letters
by their short variants.

დ b
n
ლ o
ო v my
რ
s m sm
3.2.3. Ligature substitution
st
Typical ligatures can be defined by unconditional substitutions. s t
s v sv
s y sy
s z sz
a z az
ზ ზ ზ
3.2.4. Contextual substitution
ა ზ აზ აზ
Before the letters defined by the right context the letters listed later will be
ნ ზ ნზ ნზ
changed to their narrower variants (the unadjusted versions in parenthesis).
შ ზ შზ შზ
მ ზ მზ მზ
ზ ზ ზ
დ b
an c(bn)
dgoq n
ლ o
a c d g o q n
ო v my (om)
ბ ბ(vy)
რ
DEF_LOOKUP "GeorAlt"
AS_SUBSTITUTION
SUB GLYPH "uni10D3"
SUB GLYPH "uni10DA"
SUB GLYPH "uni10DD"
SUB GLYPH "uni10E0"
END_SUBSTITUTION

PROCESS_BASE ALL DIRECTION LTR

WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH

GLYPH
GLYPH
GLYPH
GLYPH

"GR_varD"
"GR_varL"
"GR_varO"
"GR_varR"

END_SUB
END_SUB
END_SUB
END_SUB

DEF_LOOKUP "liga" PROCESS_BASE ALL DIRECTION LTR
AS_SUBSTITUTION
SUB GLYPH "comma" GLYPH "comma" WITH GLYPH "quotedblbase" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "quoteleft" GLYPH "quoteleft" WITH GLYPH "quotedblleft" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "hyphen" GLYPH "hyphen" GLYPH "hyphen" WITH GLYPH "dash" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "hyphen" GLYPH "hyphen" WITH GLYPH "minus" END_SUB
END_SUBSTITUTION

DEF_LOOKUP "CZEbmnvwy" PROCESS_BASE ALL DIRECTION LTR
IN_CONTEXT
RIGHT ENUM GLYPH "m" GLYPH "n" GLYPH "ncaron" GLYPH "v" GLYPH "w"
GLYPH "y" GLYPH "yacute" END_ENUM
END_CONTEXT
AS_SUBSTITUTION
SUB GLYPH "b" WITH GLYPH "bnarrow" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "o" WITH GLYPH "onarrow" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "oacute" WITH GLYPH "oacutenarrow" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "v" WITH GLYPH "vnarrow" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "w" WITH GLYPH "wnarrow" END_SUB
END_SUBSTITUTION
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s
s
s
s

m
t
v
y

sm
st
sv
sy

Following some letters (the left context) the letters “s” and “š” are substituted
by their ‘depth’ forms.
DEF_LOOKUP "CZEgjqy" PROCESS_BASE ALL DIRECTION LTR
IN_CONTEXT
LEFT ENUM GLYPH "g" GLYPH "G" GLYPH "j" GLYPH "J" GLYPH "q" GLYPH "Q"
GLYPH "y" GLYPH "yacute" GLYPH "Y" GLYPH "Yacute" END_ENUM
END_CONTEXT
AS_SUBSTITUTION
SUB GLYPH "s" WITH GLYPH "sdepth" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "scaron" WITH GLYPH "scarondepth" END_SUB
END_SUBSTITUTION

3.2.5. Contextual insertion
Between the selected glyphs and their right successors the joining stroke will be
inserted.
DEF_LOOKUP "CZEjoins_s" PROCESS_BASE ALL DIRECTION LTR
IN_CONTEXT
RIGHT ENUM GLYPH "m" GLYPH "n" GLYPH "ncaron" GLYPH "t" GLYPH "tcaron"
GLYPH "v" GLYPH "w" GLYPH "y" GLYPH "yacute" GLYPH "z" GLYPH "zcaron" END_ENUM
END_CONTEXT
AS_SUBSTITUTION
SUB GLYPH "s" WITH GLYPH "s" GLYPH "joins" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "scaron" WITH GLYPH "scaron" GLYPH "joins" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "sleft" WITH GLYPH "sleft" GLYPH "joins" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "scaronleft" WITH GLYPH "scaronleft" GLYPH "joins" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "sdepth" WITH GLYPH "sdepth" GLYPH "joins" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "scarondepth" WITH GLYPH "scarondepth" GLYPH "joins" END_SUB
END_SUBSTITUTION

3.2.6. Kerning positioning
This lookup operating on glyph pairs defines the kern advances between several
FIRST and one SECOND glyph (uni10D6). There are no explicit shifts for the first
glyphs, otherwise the second glyph is moved by two values, DX and ADV, for
left and ride sides, respectively. In other words, the value DX defines position of
the second glyph to the first glyph, whereas the value ADV adjusts the position
of the third glyph which follows the pair.
DEF_LOOKUP "GEOzen" PROCESS_BASE ALL DIRECTION LTR
AS_POSITION
ADJUST_PAIR
FIRST ENUM GLYPH "uni10D3" GLYPH "GR_varD" GLYPH "GR__don" GLYPH "uni10D4"
GLYPH "uni10D5" GLYPH "uni10D6" GLYPH "uni10D7" GLYPH "uni10D8"
GLYPH "uni10D9" GLYPH "uni10DA" GLYPH "GR_varL" GLYPH "GR__las"
GLYPH "uni10DD" GLYPH "GR_varO" GLYPH "uni10DF" GLYPH "GR__jan"
GLYPH "uni10E1" GLYPH "GR__san" GLYPH "uni10E7" GLYPH "uni10E2"
GLYPH "uni10E3" GLYPH "uni10E4" GLYPH "uni10E6"
GLYPH "GR__ghan" GLYPH "uni10EA" GLYPH "uni10EF" END_ENUM
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vლდ b ny (bn)(vy)
s m ორs mov my (om)
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s t ss s mtt ss mt
s v ss s vyv ss vy
s y sas zzy azs z
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FIRST ENUM GLYPH "uni10D0" GLYPH "uni10D1" GLYPH "GR__ban"
GLYPH "uni10ED" GLYPH "uni10EE" END_ENUM
FIRST ENUM GLYPH "uni10DC" GLYPH "uni10DE" END_ENUM
FIRST ENUM GLYPH "uni10E8" GLYPH "uni10E9" GLYPH "GR__chin" END_ENUM
FIRST ENUM GLYPH "uni10DB" GLYPH "uni10E5" GLYPH "uni10EB" END_ENUM
FIRST ENUM GLYPH "GR_varR" GLYPH "GR__rae" END_ENUM
SECOND GLYPH "uni10D6"
1 1 BY POS END_POS POS ADV -170 DX -170 END_POS
2 1 BY POS END_POS POS ADV -120 DX -120 END_POS
3 1 BY POS END_POS POS ADV -70 DX -70 END_POS
4 1 BY POS END_POS POS ADV -50 DX -50 END_POS
5 1 BY POS END_POS POS ADV -40 DX -40 END_POS
6 1 BY POS END_POS POS ADV -80 DX -80 END_POS
END_ADJUST
END_POSITION

3.2.7. Left boundary positioning
If the selected letters are preceded by some non-letter character (its absence in
the set "czebeg"marks the word beginning) they will be adjusted

DEF_LOOKUP "CZEbegpos" PROCESS_BASE ALL DIRECTION LTR
EXCEPT_CONTEXT LEFT GROUP "czebeg" END_CONTEXT
AS_POSITION
ADJUST_SINGLE
GLYPH "a" BY POS ADV 80 DX 80 END_POS
GLYPH "aacute" BY POS ADV 80 DX 80 END_POS
GLYPH "c" BY POS ADV 80 DX 80 END_POS
GLYPH "ccaron" BY POS ADV 80 DX 80 END_POS The letters [a, á, c, č, d, ď, g, o, ó, q] in
the medial positions follow the foreGLYPH "d" BY POS ADV 80 DX 80 END_POS
GLYPH "dcaron" BY POS ADV 80 DX 80 END_POS going letters immediately. However,
GLYPH "g" BY POS ADV 80 DX 80 END_POS
they have some left ‘overshots’ and
GLYPH "o" BY POS ADV 80 DX 80 END_POS
GLYPH "oacute" BY POS ADV 80 DX 80 END_POS have to be adjusted if they are in
the initial position – when no letGLYPH "q" BY POS ADV 80 DX 80 END_POS
END_ADJUST
ter is before them. The condition
END_POSITION
"EXCEPT_CONTEXT LEFT" is just ful-

filled for non-letter glyphs.

3.3. Creating OpenType with FontForge
This subsection illustrates producing OpenType fonts using the files in “OpenType
feature files” (FEA) [7], defined by Adobe, and generating the fonts by FontForge [8]. Because all attempts to convert metric data from METAFONT/TFM or
VOLT project data failed, the procedure had to be started from scratch again.
Lookups with substitution and positioning rules into textual “feature language” file were rewritten, again “manually” which that the procedure started
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with some simple tables with the glyph names and an information about their
transformations derived from METAFONT sources; then the files were produced
by scripting and modified them with text editors to obtain the required format.
The syntax and lookup structure between VTP and feature file specification
differs:
lookup lookup_name {
[ sub glyph by glyph ; ]
#1
...
[ sub glyph_list by glyph ; ]
#2
...
[ sub glyph by glyph_list ; ]
#3
...
[ sub glyph ’ glyph_list by glyph ; ] #4
...
[ sub glyph_list glyph ’ by glyph ; ] #5
...
[ sub glyph_list by glyph_list ; ]
#6
.....
} lookup_name ;
In FEA the context is connected with each single rule. In the “feature language”
the insertion is not supported, i.e., the character cannot appear at the same time
on the left and right side of a substitution rule (opposite to the VOLT project).
The rules like
sub glypha ’ glyph_list by glypha glyph ;
sub glypha ’ glyph_list by glyph glypha ;

are invalid and unsupported. Another restriction is that one low level lookup
must contain a sequence of only one type of substitution rules (only one from
type #1 or #2 . . . #6, but those rules may be repeated many times). Violating the
constrains results in compilation fatal errors. Generally, the sequence between
"sub" and "by" may consist of more glyphs to substitute (with apostrophes) and
more context elements (without apostrophes) constituting a longer chain and
forming a compound conditional expression.
Because of different syntax and structure the commands had to be rebuilt
completely. Therefore taking the rule set from the VOLT project each insertion
rule had to be divided into two rules and also split some lookups into separate
parts. It is necessary to append (in contradiction with the VOLT project) to the
font explicitly many new additional intermediate glyphs, the number of glyphs
increases from about 350 to 670, and the number of substitution rules increases
from about 600 to 850.
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VOLT accepts
SUB GLYPH "B"
WITH GLYPH "B" GLYPH "joinc" END_SUB

But in FEA
sub B’ @CZEjoinc by B joinc;

is the fatal error.
Extra glyphs glyph.ini (absent in METAFONT font and VOLT) for all letters
[ A.ini - Z.ini, a.ini - z.ini ] and also for all accented letters had to be
added to the font. And every insertion rule must be divided in two rules using
glyph.ini as the intermediate characters.
sub B’ @CZEjoin by B.ini;
sub B.ini by B joinc;

Moreover, the two rules above cannot be grouped in one lookup because of
their different types. Similarly, we had to add the glyphs glyph.fin to solve both
left and right boundary processing tasks. The initial and final glyph variants will
be located in PUA.
3.3.1. Single substitution
lookup GeorAlt {
sub uni10D3 by GR_varD;
sub uni10DA by GR_varL;
sub uni10DD by GR_varO;
sub uni10E0 by GR_varR;
} GeorAlt;

3.3.2. Ligature substitution

lookup CZEliga {
sub comma comma by quotedblbase;
sub quoteleft quoteleft by quotedblleft;
sub hyphen hyphen hyphen by dash;
sub hyphen hyphen by minus;
} CZEliga;

3.3.3. Contextual substitution

@CZEbmnvwy = [ m n ncaron v w y yacute ];
lookup CZEbmnvwy {
sub b’ @CZEbmnvwy by bnarrow;
sub o’ @CZEbmnvwy by onarrow;
sub oacute’ @CZEbmnvwy by oacutenarrow;
sub v’ @CZEbmnvwy by vnarrow;
sub w’ @CZEbmnvwy by wnarrow;
} CZEbmnvwy;
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The glyphs to substitute are marked by apostrophes, other glyphs between
"sub" and "by" denote the (right) context and the current glyphs will be substituted by the glyphs after "by".
The next example shows the left context.
@CZEgjqy = [ g G j J q Q y yacute Y Yacute ];
lookup CZEgjqy {
sub @CZEgjqy s’ by sdepth;
sub @CZEgjqy scaron’ by scarondepth;
} CZEgjqy;

3.3.4. Contextual insertion
In FEA it must redefined as two separate substitutions using intermediate glyphs,
their names are ended by “.s”.
lookup CZEjoins_ss {
sub s’ @CZEjoins by s.s;
sub scaron’ @CZEjoins by scaron.s;
sub sleft’ @CZEjoins by sleft.s;
sub scaronleft’ @CZEjoins by scaronleft.s;
sub sdepth’ @CZEjoins by sdepth.s;
sub scarondepth’ @CZEjoins by scarondepth.s;
} CZEjoins_ss;
lookup CZEjoins_s {
sub s.s by s joins;
sub scaron.s by scaron joins;
sub sleft.s by sleft joins;
sub scaronleft.s by scaronleft joins;
sub sdepth.s by sdepth joins;
sub scarondepth.s by scarondepth joins;
} CZEjoins_s;

3.3.5. Kerning positioning
These rules define the adjustments for the glyph pairs. In a more general case
the glyphs can be changed by glyph groups.
lookup PositGeor {
@GEOzen = [ uni10D6 ];
@GEOzen1 = [ uni10D3 GR_varD GR__don uni10D4
uni10D5 uni10D6 uni10D7 uni10D8
uni10D9 uni10DA GR_varL GR__las
uni10DD GR_varO uni10DF GR__jan
uni10E1 GR__san uni10E7 uni10E2
uni10E3 uni10E4 uni10E6 GR__ghan
uni10EA uni10EF ];
@GEOzen2 = [ uni10D0 uni10D1 GR__ban uni10ED uni10EE ];
@GEOzen3 = [ uni10DC uni10DE ];
@GEOzen4 = [ uni10E8 uni10E9 GR__chin ];
@GEOzen5 = [ uni10DB uni10E5 uni10EB ];
@GEOzen6 = [ GR_varR GR__rae ];
pos @GEOzen1 @GEOzen -170;
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pos @GEOzen2
pos @GEOzen3
pos @GEOzen4
pos @GEOzen5
pos @GEOzen6
} PositGeor;

@GEOzen
@GEOzen
@GEOzen
@GEOzen
@GEOzen

-120;
-70;
-50;
-40;
-80;

3.3.6. Left boundary positioning
The glyphs listed in @CZEleftboundary and @GEOleftboundary will be adjusted
by 80 (70) units when the foregoing glyphs are not the letter that could be the
first one in the word – "ignore" reverses the condition.
lookup CZEbegpos {
ignore pos @czebeg @CZEleftboundary’;
pos @CZEleftboundary’ < 80 0 80 0> ;
} CZEbegpos;
lookup LeftPositGeor {
@GEOleftboundary = [ uni10D1 ];
@geolet = [ uni10D0 - uni10F0
GR_varD GR_varL GR_varO GR_varR ];
ignore pos @geolet @GEOleftboundary’;
pos @GEOleftboundary’ < 70 0 70 0>;
} LeftPositGeor;

3.3.7. Several comparative examples
The following examples illustrate several selected cases of rules in their METAFONT, VOLT and FEA implementations. After splitting a FEA rule in two steps
we must usually put them in separate lookups depending of the type of the rules.

šť
p
c
s

Pá

Bo

js

bn

šť Pá Bo js bn
šť P á B o j
n
š ť Pá Bo j s b n
1

2

3

4

5

1.–3. Various letter pairs are joined by different connecting strokes.
4. The letters “s”/“š” have the modified forms after some letters (g, j, q, y).
5. The letters b, o, v, w are written narrower before m, n, v, y.
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პ აზ იპ მი ის უს ვკი
პ აზ იპ ი ი
ვი ვ ი
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1. No connection between letters – no rules defined and applied.
2. Both letters without changes with adjusted kerning.
MF

ligtable GR_AN:

GR_ZEN kern kzz#+.2u#;

VTP FIRST ...
FIRST ENUM GLYPH "uni10D0" ... END_ENUM
...
SECOND GLYPH "uni10D6"
...
2 1 BY POS END_POS POS ADV -120 DX -120 END_POS
FEA @GEOzen = [ uni10D6 ];
@GEOzen2 = [ uni10D0 ... ];
...
pos @GEOzen2 @GEOzen -120;

3. Letters connected but not modified.
MF

ligtable GR_IN: GR_PAR |=:| gr_in__an;

The connecting stroke inserted after "uni10D8" before "uni10DE".
VTP IN_CONTEXT RIGHT GLYPH "uni10DE" END_CONTEXT
SUB GLYPH "uni10D8" WITH GLYPH "uni10D8" GLYPH "gr_in__an" END_SUB

The new glyph "uni10D8_in__an" must be added and execution in two
steps split in two different lookups (the rule types are not the same).
FEA sub uni10D8’ uni10DE by uni10D8_in__an;
sub uni10D8_in__an by uni10D8 gr_in__an;

4. Only the first letter changed and connected.
MF

ligtable GR_MAN: GR_IN

=:| GR_man_;

VTP IN_CONTEXT RIGHT GLYPH "uni10D8" END_CONTEXT
SUB GLYPH "uni10DB" WITH GLYPH "GR_man_" GLYPH "gr_man__in" END_SUB

In FEA, changing the first glyph and inserting a junction after must be
divided in two steps.
FEA sub uni10DB’ uni10D8 by GR_man_man__in;
sub GR_man_man__in by GR_man_ gr_man__in;

5. Only the second letter changed and connected.
MF

ligtable GR_IN: GR_SAN |=:| gr_in__san;

VTP IN_CONTEXT RIGHT ENUM GLYPH "uni10E1" GLYPH "GR_san_" END_ENUM END_CONTEXT
SUB GLYPH "uni10D8" WITH GLYPH "uni10D8" GLYPH "gr_in__san" END_SUB
..........
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IN_CONTEXT LEFT GLYPH "gr_in__san" END_CONTEXT
SUB GLYPH "uni10E1" WITH GLYPH "GR__san" END_SUB
FEA sub uni10D8’ uni10E1 by uni10D8_in__san;
sub uni10D8_in__san by uni10D8 gr_in__san;
sub gr_in__san uni10E1’ by GR__san;

6. Both letters changed and connected.
MF

ligtable GR_UN: GR_SAN =:| GR_un_;
ligtable GR_un_: GR_SAN |=:|> gr_en__san

VTP IN_CONTEXT RIGHT ENUM GLYPH "uni10E1" GLYPH "GR_san_"
END_ENUM END_CONTEXT
SUB GLYPH "uni10E3" WITH GLYPH "GR_un_" GLYPH "gr_en__san" END_SUB
..........
IN_CONTEXT LEFT GLYPH "gr_en__san" END_CONTEXT
SUB GLYPH "uni10E1" WITH GLYPH "GR__san" END_SUB
SUB GLYPH "GR_san_" WITH GLYPH "GR__san_" END_SUB
FEA sub
sub
sub
sub

uni10E3’ uni10E1 by GR_un_en__san;
GR_un_en__san by GR_un_ gr_en__san;
gr_en__san uni10E1’ by GR__san;
gr_en__san GR_san_’ by GR__san_;

7. The medial letter changed and kerned.
MF

ligtable GR_KAN: GR_IN

=:| GR_kan_;

Here is a weak point in METAFONT: After processing the second and third
character there is no simple means how to return before the first letter and
correct kerning (7 right).
VTP IN_CONTEXT RIGHT GLYPH "uni10D8" END_CONTEXT
...
SUB GLYPH "uni10D9" WITH GLYPH "GR_kan_" GLYPH "gr_en__in" END_SUB
....
FIRST ENUM ... GLYPH "uni10D5" ...
SECOND GLYPH "GR_kan_"
...
1 1 BY POS END_POS POS ADV -80 DX -80 END_POS
FEA sub uni10D9’ uni10D8 by GR_kan_en__in;
...
sub GR_kan_en__in by GR_kan_ gr_en__in;
...
@GEOkan_ = [ GR_kan_ ];
@GEOkanA_ = [ ... uni10D5 ...
...
pos @GEOkanA_ @GEOkan_ -80;

3.3.8. Lookup order in FEA
According the specification of the feature files [5] the lookup order is determined
by the order of their definitions in the file. Their calling order, for example, in a
feature block is irrelevant. The order has to be changed by a manual swapping
or permutation of the whole text blocks using any text editor. To avoid any
misunderstanding it was decided to arrange the order of my lookup definitions:
lookup SubstGeorSingleA {
......
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} SubstGeorSingleA;
lookup SubstGeorInsertA
lookup SubstGeorSingleB
lookup SubstGeorSingleC
lookup SubstGeorInsertC
lookup SubstGeorConnC
lookup SubstGeorDoubleC

{...}
{...}
{...}
{...}
{...}
{...}

...
...
...
...
...
...

and the order of their invocation

feature ss12 { # "Stylistic Set 12"
lookup SubstGeorSingleA; # stage 1: subst one
lookup SubstGeorInsertA; # insert - step 2
lookup SubstGeorSingleB; # stage 2: subst one
lookup SubstGeorSingleC; # stage 3: subst one
lookup SubstGeorInsertC; # insert - step 2
lookup SubstGeorConnC;
# subst two - step 1
lookup SubstGeorDoubleC; # subst two - step 2
} ss12;

in exactly the same way and thus to “synchronize” both lookup sequences. Having
the lookup definitions in one order there is no chance to change this order by
trying to call them in any other order.
Resuming my experiences – several conditions must be fulfilled: lookups of
different types must be divided in the differently named lookup blocks; the lookups
of the same type may be joined together into the common lookup block; and, of
course, all the lookups must be arranged in the appropriate order. Putting all the
lookups within the font into a single one-level block would be impractical, if not
impossible, although it has not been verified.
3.4. Tests of generated fonts
The OpenType tables have been defined, the corresponding VOLT project file
created and the VOLT based font by VOLT generated. Also the feature file has
been created and the FEA based font generated.
After successful tests of the VOLT based font by VOLT Proofing tool and
testing both VOLT and FEA fonts using testing window in FontForge the fonts
with OT tables are obtained and ready to be check and tested with XETEX and
ConTEXt and the results could be presented.
The VOLT based font gives the expected results with XETEX (xelatex):

ე ემ ა ნი ა
���ე�ე ���ემ�ემ�����აა� ნინი���აა�
ია��შე ც��ემე����ბ��ა �ნინი�შან���
ე ემ ა ნი ა
1

The VOLT font with context prints very similar output:

Also the FEA based font seems to be correct with xelatex:
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ე ემ ა ნი ა
ე ემ ა ნი ა
����ე ����ემ�����ა� ნი���ა�
იშ ემ ა ნი ა
ა��ე ც��ე����ბ��� ნი�შნ���
ე ემ ა ნი ა
ი�� ც��ე����ბ��� ნი�შნ���
იშ ემ ა ნი ა
���ე�ე ���ემ�ემ�����აა� ნინი���აა�
იშ ����ემ�����ა� ნი���ა�
����ე ����ემ�����ა� ნი���ა�
1

But the FEA font generated by FontForge and processed with context produces evidently wrong output with many incorrect substitutions:

It looks like a total nonsense, and may signal a possible incompatibility
between FontForge, LuaTEX and the author’s fonts but it could not be said where
exactly the bug was.
Let‘s try the next program package producing OpenType – AFDKO.
3.5. AFDKO
AFDKO (Adobe Font Development Kit for OpenType) is a free program package
for OpenType font management. One of the programs, makeotf, is able to output
only OTF with CFF tables but this fact is not important for us because we
are interested mainly in OT features, and description of glyph outlines plays
secondary role.
First thing we have met is a small syntactic difference between feature files
read by FontForge and by makeotf (AFDKO).
FontForge fails on
@GDEF_Ligature = [quotedblleft quotedblbase
minus dash ];
#@GDEF_Mark = [ ];
@GDEF_Component = [quoteleft comma hyphen ];
table GDEF {
GlyphClassDef @GDEF_Base,
@GDEF_Ligature, , @GDEF_Component;
} GDEF;

because it does not allow commas in GDEF; while AFDKO corrupts on
@GDEF_Ligature = [quotedblleft quotedblbase
minus dash ];
@GDEF_Mark = [];
@GDEF_Component = [quoteleft comma hyphen ];
table GDEF {
GlyphClassDef @GDEF_Base
@GDEF_Ligature @GDEF_Mark @GDEF_Component;
} GDEF;

because it must have the commas in GDEF, and @GDEF_Mark = []; is invalid.
All other definitions (features, lookups, sub and pos rules) are absolutely identical. Some warnings are reported during generating OTF by makeotf ; however,
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����ე ����ემ�����ა� ნი���ა�
ა��ეე ც��ემე����ბ��ა � ნინი�შნ��ა �
ი�ე� ც��ეემ����ბ��ა� ნი�ნიშნ��ა�
იშ ემ ა ნი ა
����ე ����ემ�����ა� ნი���ა�
ეე ემემ აა ნინი აა
იშ�ე�ე �������ეემ�ემ��მ��������ა�აა� ნინინი������ა�აა�
��იშ
��ემ�ემე�ე��მ����ბ��
��ა�აა��ნინინინი��შა��ნ��აა��
ია����შ�ეე�ე ც��

the reason for the failure could not be found. Generally, the source inputs for
FontForge and AFDKO are nearly identical, in contrast to the entirely different
VOLT project regarding syntax and structure.
Reading the appropriate input feature file by AFDKO we should satisfactorily
generate the OTF file. The first extensive tests with ConTEXt look like a great
success:
1

All tested substitutions seems to be correct also in XETEX. No mistake has
been found in the GSUB table:

However, not all positioning rules work properly.
The GPOS table produced by AFDKO is not correct (not compatible with
XETEX) although with FontForge we did not observe such problem.

ი�ე� ც��ეემ����ბ��ა� ნი�ნიშნ��ა�
იშ
����ე ���ემ�ემ�����აა� ნინი���ა�ა
იშე ����ეემმ�����ა�ა ნინი���ა�ა
����ე ����ემ�����ა� ნი���ა�

3.5.1. Final mix
The last attempt mixes (using TTX) the font generated by AFDKO’s makeotf
connected together with the GPOS table created by FontForge, where both GSUB
and GPOS have been derived from the common source feature file.
XETEX:

ConTEXt:

Only now no mistakes are seen.
3.6. A short intermediate summary
There are several different source (textual) representations of OpenType tables.
1. VOLT project (hwu.vtp) – the correct font, (hwuv.ttf) only TTF flavoured
can be produced.
2. First feature file (hwuf.fea) – FontForge produces OpenType with errorneously ordered lookups.
3. Second feature file (hwuff.fea) – FontForge produces OpenType working
with XETEX, errors with ConTEXt (GSUB looks correct).
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4. Third feature file (hwufa.fea) – makeotf (from AFDKO) generates the
font (only CFF flavoured) with wrong GSUB; GPOS looks correct.
The 5th OT font (hwufo.otf), combined together with TTX from the product
of AFDKO (GSUB) and GPOS generated by FontForge, works properly with
XETEX, only small errors are observed in ConTEXt.
The “boundary processing” does not work in the line breaking points, including
the points of word hyphenation. The following examples demonstrate the problem
– in XETEX (left) and in ConTEXt (right):

1

po dlouhá léta po dlouhá léta
a mnohá ta- a mnohá taletí
letí
where the initial (isolated) ‘a’ is not adjusted; ‘a’ in “sta-” does not have the
“final stroke”; and the next ‘l’ is without the “initial stroke”.
3.7. Other programs
Alongside with the software tools generating OpenType fonts several other programs have been employed or tried, mostly for the purpose to find errors, verify,
compare, convert font data or acquire any relevant information about fonts and
their OpenType features. Unfortunately, many of them could not respond to
requested questions and do not give any important information.
Predominantly, work has been done on Linux systems, while MS Windows has
been used rarely: AFDKO (makeotf ) and VOLT only to generate VOLT based
and FEA based fonts, and VOLT for proofing as well.
3.7.1. Visual proofing tools and displaying binary data in readable form
MS VOLT “Proofing Tool” is very sophisticated and powerful facility. It allows
to test the result of complete processing of a given glyph sequence (the glyphs
must be denoted by their names according the VOLT project and separated by
commas), to check all features separately or step by step detailed behaviour of
each lookup, and even to trace the changes glyph by glyph in the string.
FontForge can create and modify PostScript, TrueType, OpenType, SVG, and
other fonts; in addition, it comprises other suitable instruments. The “Kerning
Metrics Window” allows to check kernings and other features. The results of
application of actually selected (activated) features for entered Unicode glyph
string can be examined.
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In ConTEXt the \showotfcomposition command provides similar tracing
during lookup processing, prints all intermediate results and informs about the
features and lookups that have been just applied, step by step until the final
result. The “only” a crucial problem is that it is not clear why the activated
lookup has not been applied or why is the behaviour of ConTEXt and XETEX
different when processing my font.
The internal FontForge format (SFD) has a readable ASCII representation.
The "Print" command provides displaying and printing font tables and sample
multiscriptal and multilingual texts. Another program from the FontForge package,
showttf, displays a font file tables, and mensis allows you to examine and modify
some of the tables in a TrueType or OpenType font. But usually an overview of
tables and subtables can say nothing about the exact font behaviour and about
interaction or interference of features and lookups.
TrueType and OpenType fonts can be converted by the program ttx to/from
a human-readable XML-based format (TTX). This textual data may be modified
using any plain text editor. It was difficult to orientate oneself and it was possible
to make only minor changes.
3.7.2. Validation
“MS Validator” has been tried only once when the present author’s font did not
work properly. A very long output file with complete list of tables, items, features,
lookups, etc. in my font was obtained but the only information was that the font
is without errors and, of course, nothing about behaviour of the font and the
feature execution order.
3.7.3. Comparison
To compare TTX files is possible, but it is purposeful only if changes are small.
Also FontForge’s "Font compare", and its command version sfddiff afford low
benefit if there are significant differences between fonts, e.g., a comparison of a
VOLT based font and its FEA version produces vast amount of data, greater
than in both fonts, because their internal structures are dissimilar and totally
unmatched.
3.7.4. Conversions
The programs from the Font::TTF package allow to process TrueType/OpenType
fonts: ttf2volt creates VOLT project or VOLT based font from existing OpenType font file, while volt2ttf compiles VOLT source into OT tables in the
font.
It was not successful: volt2ttf ends with “Can’t use an undefined value as
an ARRAY reference at /usr/local/bin/volt2ttf line 574” and for the result of
ttf2volt (the conversion was executed without errors, only some warnings were
reported) VOLT always colapses showing an uninformative message “Compilation
failed”.
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Aa
Áá
B b
Cc
Čč
Dd
Ďď
E e
É é
Ě ě
F f

Gg
H h
I i
Í í
J j
K k
L l
Mm
Nn
Ňň
Oo

Óó
P p
Qq
R r
Ř ř
S
Š
T t
Ť ť
U u

Czech alphabet.

Ú ú
Ů ů
Vv
Ww
X x
Yy
Ýý
Zz
Žž

ავ ჟფჩ
ბზმ ქ ცხ
გთნ ს ღძჯ
ი ტყ წჰ
ე კ პუშჭ
დ ლ ო რ
Georgian alphabet (in the last line:
long and short letter variants of d, l, o, r).

With FontForge we can generate a font in other font format; the features of
an opened font can be saved into a feature file that can be reread later. However,
these files are very similar to input FEA written manually, and – for VOLT based
files – are too complicated, less transparent, probably incorrect and unusable.
Therefore such facilities have been found to be rather purely theoretical.

4. Be positive
Two types of font can be produced:
1. TTF flavoured – with VOLT generated from VTP,
2. OTF (CCF/PS) flavoured – with common effort of AFDKO, FontForge and
TTX generated from FEA.
The fonts work properly (i.e. corresponding to actually defined substitution a
position rules) under XETEX (xelatex) and under LuaTEX/context – only with
some small errors. One could be satisfied despite of many deadlocks during font
development and the fact that the font collection has not been finished completely.
The original METAFONT Czech font slabikar was created by Olšák [2].
Czech language uses Latin script with extensions, however, local traditions may
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be different from other Latin-scripted languages. The letters in words are always
all connected together.
Both Czech and Armenian handwriting are usually slanted and use uppercase
and lowercase letters. Modern Georgian script does not distinguish capital and
small letters and handwriting is traditionally upright (at least, in the form taught
in schools). Not all adjacent letters in words are joined together.
Besides the ’liga’ feature the feature names were chosen from the user
“stylistic sets”:
’ss01’ for single substitutions to replace letter variants;
’ss02’ – Czech substitutions;
’ss03’ – Czech positioning rules;
’ss12’ – Georgian substitutions;
’ss13’ – Georgian positionings, e.g. kernings.
For the
to asets oběonr all
V š ichni
lidé Czech
s e rodí part
s vobodní
ní features is obligatory. For Georgian it is
Vcoš ichni
s e tirodíamore
s vobodní
r níonly the kerning adjustment is requested in
possible
totojnos
select
do důslidé
práv.combinations,
Ja ous oběnadáni
corozumem
do důs atojnos
a práv.
J polu
ou nadáni
savoid
vědtimím
a mají
jednat
all
cases to
gaps
and ss letter
overlaps.
rozumem
a
s
věd
mím
a
mají
polu
jednat
v duchu
bratrs
tví.
A
XETEX/X
L TEX can define the font features (for testing purposed our fonts
v duchu
bratrsEtví.
Բոլոր
մարդիկ
ծնվւմ
են
ազատ
ււ հավասար
իրենց
in
many
version
not “installed”
but they are located in the current directory),
Բոլոր
մարդիկ
ծնվւմ are
են
ազատ
հավասար
իրենց
արժանապատկւթյամբ
ււ իրավւնքներով
:Նրանք
ւնեն
for
example Georgian
without
substitutions
and without letter connections:
արժանապատկւթյամբ
իրավւնքներով
:Նրանք
ւնեն

բանականւթյւն ւ խիղճ  միմյանց պետք է եղբայրաբար

բանականւթյւն
ւ խիղճ  միմյանց պետք է եղբայրաբար
\font\hwugn="[./hwufo.otf]:+liga,
վերաբերվեն
:
+ss13" :at 28pt
վերաբերվեն

ყველა
ყველა ადამიანი
ადამიანი იბადება
იბადება თავისუფალი
თავისუფალი და
და თანისწორი
თანისწორი
თავისი
ღირსებითა
და
უფლებებით.
მათ
თავისი ღირსებითა და უფლებებით. მათ მინიჭებული
მინიჭებული
აქვთ
აქვთ გონება
გონება და
და სინდისი
სინდისი და
და ერთმანეთის
ერთმანეთის მიმართ
მიმართ უნდა
უნდა
იქცეოდნენ
ძმობის
სულისკვეთებით.
იქცეოდნენ ძმობის სულისკვეთებით.
ყვე
აა ამიანი
თავისუფა
იი აა თანისწ
იი თავისი
ყვე ააGeorgian
ამიანი იბა
იბა ება
ება
თავისუფა
თანისწsubstitutions
თავისი
with
all
defined
and letter connections:
ღი
სებითა
ა
უფ
ებებით.
მათ
მინიჭებუ
ი
აქვთ
ღი სებითა ა უფ ებებით. მათ მინიჭებუ ი აქვთ გგ ნება
ნება
აა სინ
ისი
ა
ე
თმანეთის
მიმა
თ
უნ
ა
იქცე
ნენ
ძმ
ბის
\font\hwugs="[./hwufo.otf]:+liga,
სინ ისი ა ე თმანეთის მიმა თatუნ28pt
ა იქცე ნენ ძმ ბის
სუ
ისკვეთებით.
სუ +ss01,+ss12,+ss13"
ისკვეთებით.
ყვყვ აა აა აა იი იი იი აა აა თა
თა იი უუ აა იი აა თთ იი იი თა
თა იი იი
ღი
ითა
ა
უ
ით.
მათ
ინიჭ
ი
აქვთ
ღი ითა ა უ
ით. მათ ინიჭ ი აქვთ გგ ნნ აა
აა სინ
ი
ი
ა
თმ
ეთი
სინ ი ი ა თმ ეთი იმიმ თთ ნნ აა იქცე
იქცე ნნ ნნ ძძ ბიბი
იი კვეთ
ით.
კვეთ ით.
ConTEXt uses other commands to flip/flop the features:

\definefontfeature[cz][script=DFLT,lang=dflt,
mode=node,liga=yes,ss02=yes,ss03=yes]
\font\hwuc = hwufo*cz at 26pt

V š ichni lidé s e rodí s vobodní a s obě r ní
co do důs tojnos ti a práv. J ou nadáni
rozumem a s věd mím a mají s polu jednat
v duchu bratrs tví.

Բոլոր մարդիկ ծնվւմ են ազատ ւ հավասար իրենց
արժանապատկւթյամբ ւ իրավւնքներով:Նրանք ւնեն
բանականւթյւն ւ խիղճ  միմյանց պետք է եղբայրաբար
վերաբերվեն:
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5. Conclusion
It has been possible to generate the fonts with OpenType tables producing the
expected results, especially with XETEX and ConTEXt. There are several different
representations of OpenType data: the OpenType specification itself, VOLT
project source format, feature language and its interpretations in AFDKO and
FontForge. Subsequently, the internal binary files produced by various programs
should be and (really) are (very often very) different and then also any effective
comparison is impossible. Unfortunately, the program tools like AFDKO, FontForge, FontUntils and other have problems either with uniformity and reliability or
with compatibility with the TEX based text processors like XETEX or ConTEXt.
However, some errors in fonts cannot be excluded even when correct results are
produced.
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BlueMoonsInverse @ Klein 2003

||

G
N
U
b
i
p
w

Freq.:
DK:
U+6194, name in ksof: uni6194
619416 , 2498010 , 606248
Strokes: 15, radical: 61
Grade:
JLPT level:
get thin
Freq.:
DK:
U+6196, name in ksof: uni6196
619616 , 2498210 , 606268
Strokes: 16, radical: 61
Grade:
JLPT level:
thoughtlessly
Freq.:
DK:
U+6199, name in ksof: uni6199
619916 , 2498510 , 606318
Strokes: 16, radical: 61
Grade:
JLPT level:
rejoice, like, prefer, exclamation

Freq.:
DK:
U+619A, name in ksof: uni619A
619a16 , 2498610 , 606328
Strokes: 15, radical: 61
Grade:
JLPT level:
hesitate, shrink, awe
Freq.: 1863
DK: 512
U+61A4, name in ksof: uni61A4
61a416 , 2499610 , 606448
Strokes: 15, radical: 61
Grade: 8 (Above daily use)
JLPT level: 1 (Advanced)
Freq.: 2259
DK: 511
U+61A7, name in ksof: uni61A7
61a716 , 2499910 , 606478
Strokes: 15, radical: 61
Grade: 9 (Regular name)
JLPT level: 1 (Advanced)
Freq.: 1731
DK: 1846
U+61A9, name in ksof: uni61A9
61a916 , 2500110 , 606518
Strokes: 16, radical: 61
Grade: 8 (Above daily use)
JLPT level: 1 (Advanced)

aroused, resent, be indignant,
anger
yearn after, long for, aspire to,
admire, adore
recess, rest, relax, repose
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BonFood @ Klein 2004

BoatsTraces @ Klein 2005
||

||

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
33
33
33
34
33
33
34
33
33
33
48
48
48
36
34
35
35
34
35
35
35
35
35
35
59
36
37
36
36
37
36
36
36
36
38
38
37
38
37
37
39
38
38
38
39
38
37
38
39
48
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
.......... 48
.......... 48
........ 112
.......... 40
........ 40
........ 39
........ 40
........ 40
...... 292
........ 40
........ 40
........ 40
...... 395
........ 41
........ 40
........ 39
........ 59
........ 41
........ 41
........ 40
........ 41
........ 41
........ 41
........ 42
...... 413
........ 42
........ 42
........ 42
........ 42
........ 43
........ 49
........ 43
........ 49
........ 43
........ 43
........ 96
...... 113
...... 118
........ 63
........ 87
........ 89
...... 110
........ 54
........ 50
...... 114
...... 118
...... 139
...... 139
...... 193
...... 193

437

146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195

ReadItOrDada Baf! . ................................. 412
RealllyAnimalishOne Baf ............................ 412
ReallyAnimalsTwo Baf! .......................... 413
Reclamare Baf! .............................................. 59
RefuelStation Baf! .................................... 413

Freq.:
DK:
U+6191, name in ksof: uni6191
619116 , 2497710 , 606218
Strokes: 16, radical: 61
Grade:
JLPT level:
depend, rely, evidence, proof,
according to, possess, haunt

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

R
RainmansWeatherreport Baf!................... 411
RainyDay Baf! ...................................... 411
RandomFrax Baf!.......................................... 59
RandomUnciale-Bold Baf! ............................... 59
RareAnimals Baf! .................................. 411
RareClothes Baf!................................... 411
RastaManOblique Baf! ............................ 59
RatsFatzBats Baf! .................................... 412
ReadableGothic Baf! ...................................... 59
ReadersBats Baf! . .................................... 412
ReadingHelper Invers Baf! ............................ 59

Freq.:
DK:
U+6190, name in ksof: uni6190
619016 , 2497610 , 606208
Strokes: 16, radical: 61
Grade: 9 (Regular name)
JLPT level:
pity, have mercy, sympathise,
compassion

hate, detest

......... 110
......... 102
......... 193
......... 123
......... 158
......... 123
......... 140
......... 291
......... 395
.......... 31
.......... 30
.......... 57
.......... 61
........ 192
.......... 50
.......... 50
.......... 61
.......... 31
.......... 31
.......... 31
.......... 31
.......... 31
.......... 54
........ 193
.......... 31
.......... 32
.......... 32
.......... 32
.......... 32
.......... 32
.......... 32
.......... 32
.......... 32
.......... 31
.......... 32
.......... 32
.......... 32
........ 187
........ 110
.......... 33
.......... 33
.......... 33
.......... 33
.......... 33
.......... 34

Q
QuadrataRoma-MediumOblique Baf!............... 58
QuadrigAlphabetTwo Baf! ..................... 410
QuakeRoman Baf!........................................ 58
QuasiModoButtons Baf! ........................... 58
QuasimodoCaps Baf................................... 58
QuestionsOfBranding Baf! ........................... 410
QuickBirds Baf ....................................... 410
QuickJuliusC Baf! .......................................... 58
QuickKleinSketches Baf! .................................. 58
QuickMary Baf! ............................................ 58
QuickMax Baf!............................................... 58
QuickTypes Baf!............................................ 59

Freq.: 1808
DK: 489
U+618E, name in ksof: uni618E
618e16 , 2497410 , 606168
Strokes: 14, radical: 61
Grade: 8 (Above daily use)
JLPT level: 2 (Intermediate)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

PrositBats Baf! ..................................... 409
Protectors Baf! ......................................... 409
Prothesis-Black Baf! ...................................... 58
Prothesis-Caribiqu Baf! .................................. 58
Pumpkins2006 Baf! .................................... 409
Punktum Baf! ............................................. 105
PuzzleParts Baf! ..................................... 410

Freq.:
DK:
U+618A, name in ksof: uni618A
618a16 , 2497010 , 606128
Strokes: 16, radical: 61
Grade:
JLPT level:
fatigue
melancholy, grieve, lament, be
anxious, sad, unhappy

Rehacles-Light Baf!....................................... 59
Rehacles-Medium Baf!................................... 59
ReinersImOval Baf! ................................. 59
Relative Baf! ........................................ 413
ReligionSpirituality Baf! ............................. 413
ReligSymbols Baf! ................................. 414
RememberBauhausFaces Baf! ....................... 414
RememberMesozoikum Baf!.............. 414
RememberScribbledInvers Baf! ................. 59
RememberStoneage Baf! ............................ 414
RememberWinter Baf! ....................... 415
RememberZwartDeStjl Baf! ....................... 415
RememberZwartDeStjl-Inverse Baf! . ............ 415
RemiDur Baf! . .............................................. 59
RemiWacom Baf.......................................... 60
Renaiss-Italic Baf! .......................................... 60
RenaissanceBeingsShow Baf! ........................ 415
RenaissancePeople Baf! ............................ 416
RenaissanceWoodcuts Baf! ........................... 416
RightClimbers Baf! .................................. 60
RightSo Baf! .................................................. 60
Risky Baf! ........................................... 416
RoaringTwentieNine Baf! ....................... 416
RockFontsOne Baf! .............................. 417
RockNRollTime Baf! ................................. 417
RockyLight Baf! ............................................. 60
RockyRegular Baf! ......................................... 60
RockyXCond Baf! ........................................... 60
RococoCoquete Baf! ................................ 106
RodGauApes Initials Baf .......................... 106
RodgauCaps Baf! ..................................... 106
RodgauHeads Baf ................................... 106
RohrschachEtcetera Baf............................ 417
RomaMonumentalBC Baf! ............................... 60
RomanaCapsClassicSquares Baf! ............. 417
RomanArchitectura Baf! ...................... 418
RomanGridCaps Baf .................................. 107
RomansAntePortas Baf! ........................ 418
RomanSerif Baf! ............................................ 60
RomanSerif-Oblique Baf!................................. 60
RomanticShadows Baf! . ............................... 418
RomanWoodcut Baf!...................................... 60
RomiPetito Baf! .................................... 418
RoofSpotters Baf! ................................... 419
Roots Regular Baf ................................... 419
RosettaCalligraphiaOne Baf! ...................... 419
RosettaMutanta Baf! ................................ 419
RoughRockys Baf! ........................................ 60
RoundAbout Baf! .................................... 61
RoundBats Baf! .................................... 420
RoundFacesTwo Baf! .............................. 420
RoundHeads Baf! .................................. 420

Freq.:
DK:
U+6187, name in ksof: uni6187
618716 , 2496710 , 606078
Strokes: 15, radical: 61
Grade:
JLPT level:
rest, take rest

168

!"#$%&'()
*+,-./012
3456789:;
<=>?ABCDE
FGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVW
XYZabcdef
ghijklmnop
qrstuvwxyz

Freq.: 1625
DK: 1357
U+6182, name in ksof: uni6182
618216 , 2496210 , 606028
Strokes: 15, radical: 1
Grade: 8 (Above daily use)
JLPT level: 1 (Advanced)

Prehistoric Baf! ............................................. 407
Prehistorish Baf ..................................... 407
PreRomanCaps Baf! ................................. 58
PrestoWritten Baf! .......................................... 58
PrettyPeople Baf! ......................... 407
PrimaryBats Baf!.................................. 407
Primeval Baf! ................................................ 58
PrisonBricks Baf! .................................... 58
PrivateAstroBats Baf! ............................... 408
PrivateLuck Baf!................................... 408
ProBeauty Baf! .................................... 408
Professions Baf! ......................................... 408
Proportions Baf ..................................... 409
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Index

||

544
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u

Freq.:
DK:
U+617E, name in ksof: uni617E
617e16 , 2495810 , 605768
Strokes: 15, radical: 61
Grade:
JLPT level:
covetousness, greed, passion,
desire, craving

P
PiratiquaVertical Baf! ...................................... 56
PittoresqJugendstil Baf!................................... 57
PixCaps Baf ........................................... 104
PixCapsRound Baf .................................. 104
PixCapsShadow Baf................................. 105
PixelBats Baf! .............................. 399
PixelsDream-DemiBold Baf! .............................. 57
Pixelsoup Baf ....................................... 399
PixelSplitter-Bold Baf! ................................. 57
Pixfabet Baf! .......................................... 57
PlanetarishBats Baf!................................ 400
Planets Baf! ....................................... 400
Planless Baf! ................................................ 57
Planless-Bold Baf! ......................................... 57
PlantenNBlomen Baf! .............................. 400
PlantsLetters Baf! .................................... 105
PlayingChildren Baf! .............................. 400
PoesieConcreteRound Baf! ......................... 401
PoeticRoundsDue Baf! ........................... 401
PoeticRoundsOne Baf! ........................... 401
PoeticRoundsThree Baf! ......................... 401
PointerSisters-Freeformed Baf! .......................... 57
PointerSistersSeparated Baf! ............................. 57
PointGallery Baf! .................................. 402
PointGalleryInverse Baf! ......................... 402
Pointilism-Toolbox Baf! ............................. 402
Pointout Regular Baf.................................. 105
PointsNDotsImprovisations Baf! .............. 402
PointToPoint Baf! ...................................... 403
PoliticiansOrArtists Baf! ........................... 403
PoliticiansWorking Baf! . ........................... 403
Polygonish Baf! .................................. 403
Pompeji Baf! ......................................... 57
PompejiPetit Baf ........................................... 57
PopArtes Baf!......................................... 404
PopFraxFrankfurt Baf! ..................................... 57
PopFraxFrankfurt Baf! ..................................... 57
PopIcons Baf! ........................................... 404
Poppenspeeler Baf! .................................... 404
PopUp Baf ................................................... 57
PostConstructivism Baf! ......................... 404
PostConstructivismInvers Baf! ................. 405
PosterFrames Baf! ................................... 405
Postertypes Baf!............................................ 57
PotatoMonsters Baf!................................ 405
PowerWoman Baf! . ..................................... 405
Practiqua Baf! ............................................... 57
PragRoman Baf! .......................................... 57
Precassos Baf! ................................... 406
PreColumBats Baf!................................... 406
PreColumbus Baf! ................................. 406
PrehistFantasies Baf! ............................. 406

D
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Y
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m
t

Freq.:
DK:
U+6177, name in ksof: uni6177
617716 , 2495110 , 605678
Strokes: 14, radical: 61
Grade:
JLPT level:
weep, grieve
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BoatsShipsAhoi @ Klein 2005

A
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O
V
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j
q

jubilation, congratulate, rejoice,
be happy

168

ABCDEFGH
IJKLMNOP
QRSTUV
WXYZabc
defghijk
lmnopqr
stuvwxyz
Freq.: 1300
DK: 2029
U+6176, name in ksof: uni6176
617616 , 2495010 , 605668
Strokes: 15, radical: 53
Grade: 8 (Above daily use)
JLPT level: 1 (Advanced)

168
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Pages 134 and 424 from the book of kanjis.
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